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Fair to Its Readers-Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon October 14, 1937

Sixty-Eighth Annual Session FERGUSON HOPES
of Blood River Association FOR GOOD PRICES
To be Held at Calvert City ON 1937 TOBACCO
•
Commissioner of Ag.

MELUGIN NAMED AUCTIONEER

Volume CV; No. 41

FOX RACES GO INTO One of Largest FDEA Crowds Swarms
LAST RUNS TODAY;
Murray State College Campus on
33 DOGS ENTERED
List Week End to hear Programs

Noel Melugin, well known Murray citizen.and Callpway countian,
has been named lily the Murray
Tobacco Beard of Trade as auctioeer for the ensuing tobacco season.
Mr. Melugin is well known by all
farmers and tobacto growers of
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pounds of tobacco on hand, so
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fashion
that it did last winter and
tion of the board of directors that
R. S. Callicutt, Paris; Otho White,
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take Public Morals as his subject; afternoon at 2:30. Burial was in
the following school 'administraand Everett Mason. Hazel; Charlie last spring, Mrs. Bea Melugin, lo- Oury, little elocutionist:
co was manufactured during the
sad
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Cloys Lawrence will speak on the Muetay Cemetery.
tors be delegates to the KEA next
Hale, Dr. Will !Wilson, Eric Gro- cal Chapter secretary, announced other "stars of
Active pallbearers were Will first six months of 1938 and doublequal brilliance April:
Prayer Meetings; J. H. ,Churchill
M. 0. Wrather. Murray;
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a
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Skaggs,
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Mercer,
Winchester will be in charge of
Maddox. Lone Oak; V. W. Wallis.
Fred Barber is present president
amount required for consumption
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West, C. M.
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M.
Farris, P. F. Warterfield, C. M.
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Letters; and Ronald Churchill and
ton; Everett Howton. Princeton:
Club House
years
before
manufacturin
g it and
Dr. Hugh M. McElrath. will be in Hood. C. R. Lee, and David
J. P. Glasgow. Mayfield; D. D.
they do this undoubtedly, the recharge of the Baptist Training Terhune.
Cooper, Paducah, Herman Miller,
Murray Post No. 73 of The
port maintains, when they have a
Union.
Paducah; Frank McGary, ArlingAmerican Legion is sponsoring an
sufficient surplus on hand.
The order'of business as it will
entire week's appearance of the
Wife of
Swift Was Member ton; W. H. Baldree, Mayfield; and
On July 1, 1937, there were on
transpire *ill run similar to the
Clyde Lassiter, Fulton County.'
of Mt. Cannel Methodist
On Sunday, October 31, MethoChases in this field, she made
hand 560.000,000 pounds of aged Shanklin Stock Co. here starting
following plan: Annual sermon;
Resolutions adopted by the FDEA
The post's pro- dist Churches all over the United known, were conducted by 930
Church
burley tobacco, and regardless of Monday night.
messengers called to order by the
incthded first of all
vote - of
how big the 1937 crop is, this is ceeds of the gross receipts for the States will observe what is known chapters of the Red Cross last
moderator or in his absence by
Mrs. Vennuzula Swift, Kirksey, thanks to President James H. Rich- .
the amount of tobacco. on hand week will go toward the club as World Temperance Sunday. year, reaching some 69.000 people.
Assistant Moderator or Clerk; the
mond, to Murray College, and the
available for manufacturing pur- house which the Legionnaires and One Method i st denomination, During that time 1,615 nurses acted died at the age of 55 from a six
appointment of committee on fito weeks' illness of complications at city cf Murray for the enthusiasposes during the next two years. the Murray Woman's Club have namely, the Methodist Episcopal as instructors-all qualified
J.
W.
Page
is
Driver
of
Perdue
nance; the reading of letters from
tic welcome given the teachers.
her home Wednesday evening.
Church ,includes more than 24,- teach the subject.
and the actual needs for that period projected.
Transport Out of Nashthe churches-enrolling the names
Monday night's play will be 000 local Methodist churches, most
A member of the Mt. Carmel The teachers Went on record as
'7hrough its 25 years,of pioneerof time without taking into considville.
Tenn.
of messengers and assigning them
endorsing the freeing of toll
eration the increased consumption "Father and Son" and low admis- of which are located in the north ing, the Red Cross has sent vol- Methodist Church. she never deto homes; an opportunity given to
sion prices will be offered, 22c for of the Mason-Dixon Line, in the unteers to work shoulder to shoul- parted from the standards of good- bridges; pledged their allegiance
is
872.000,000
An
N.
C.
& St. L. freight train
pounds. These figchurches .to join the Association;
health nurses ness which she considered just. to Harry W. Peters, state superinures clearly indicate a shortage adults and 10c for children. Re- central states and in the West. The der with public
nomination of officers; election of painfully bruised J. W. Page, driver
served seats for Monday night wilt Methodist Episcopal Church. South, throughout the country, in cities, The funeral was held at the Mt. tendent of public instruction; enof
110.000,000 pounds of aged toofficers; calls for letters and mes- for Perdue Truck Lines, a local
go on sale at 10c each Monday at however, which has close to 14.000 small towns, and the most remote , Carmel Church at 2 o'clock this dorsed the work of the KEA
bacco during the ensuing two years.
serve's from sister associations; transportation company, and comthe tent on the Phillips 'Lot at churches throughout the South and rural areas," Mrs. Melugin pointed afternoon, and
burialfollowed under the direction of N. 0. Kimpletely demolished the truck he
Although the state department.
invitation to visiting brethren; apFourth.and Poplar.
West, will also observe this day out. "and has brought life, hope, immediately thereafter- in -the Mt. bier and Secretary W. P. King:
according to Mr. Ferguson. is makwas
driving
when
he
drove
in
pointment of time and place of
petitioned the legislature and GovMonday night a lady will be in very much the same manner as and a chance for better living to Carmel Cemetery.
ing no predictions on the price
next annual meeting; appointment front of it at the Murray crossing
admitted free with each adult paid it will be observed in the Metho- millions of persons."
Mrs. Swift is survive -by her ernor A. B. Chandler to increase
of 1937 burley,-it does believe it
on
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about
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of committees on Religious Exeradmission.
dist Episcopal Church.
Declaring that a Much bigger husband, W. P. Swift; by her fath- the per capita allowance for teachis safe in expecting a good- price
cises and Director of Letters; ap- o'clock Thursday night.
-The Shanklin Company is well
Present indications are, accord- growth of public health nursing er, John D. Lawrence; by three ers; pledged more active support
Page 'Was returning with a load in all types of tobacco this year.
pointment of minister to preach
known here. having _played Mur- ing to the Board of Temperance services must be planned for the daughters, Mrs. B. Cochran, Kirk- of the National Education- Associs_
"It is undoburecity true:- -Fergu' annual sermon; -ceiling roll and of drygoeds, hardware, arrd -groray several times before under of the Methodist Episcopal Church future, the secretary said that the sey, .. Mrs. Elmo Smith, Kirksey. anon; asserted their willingness to
son
ceries
stated,
out
of
"that
Nashville
the
old ride of Legion auspices
when the
noting absentees; reading minutes
and has always in Washington, D. C.. which furn- needs for public health nursing and Mrs. LaRue Rose, Detroit; back to the limit the Harrisonsupply and demand_ will_be brought
- of • each- stlay's .proeeedingss- -read- accident _occurred, His attention
-earned 'the- approvaloof its Carlos ished the report,' that the two services -call for one nurse to-every two -eons, Lawieriets and Hoyt-, of Black-Fletcher bill for education;.
to
bear
was
in
all
directed
the prices Offered and
'toward crossing rules of decorum; reading reway county audiences.
Detroit; and 'five sisters All of declared they we'6e highly in favor
great Methodist -denominations list- 1,500 to 2,000 persons.
ing the narrow bridge just across that the tobacco companies will
ports of the committees; appointCalloway county. Mrs. Rufe Mc- of a teachers' retirement ruling
ed
above,
Last
together
spring,
Cross
with
Red
a
the
nurse
Methowant
the tracks safely, and so absorbed
to keep the usual supply on
ment of messengers to visit sister s..
dist Protestant Church, will be in Murray taught a class of 22. Callon,. Mrs. Will Wrathen 'Mrs- and free text books for the seventh
hand for aging purposes."
Associations:- the appointment of was he that he failed to see the
united into one body within the Mrs. Melugin said the unit here Earlie Cunningham, Mrs., Luther and eighth grades, and extended
annual committees, which will in- lights or hear the whistle of the
next
three years. This, the board hoped this year to be able to Butterworth, and Mrs- Harmon a message of thanks to Edward K.
approaching train.
clude the' committees on Missions.
Blackburn, incumbent president
declared, will mean a church make it possible -to have a full Jones,
--The
truck
turned
three
complete
of the association, and to Secretary
budget, treasurer, prayer meeting,
Temperature as recorded
by under the name of the Methodist time nurse to teach, home hygiene
somersaults and came to a stop
literature. Sunday Schools, educaKenneth R. Patterson for the
Government Weather Recorder Pat Church with a membership' of and care of the sick. High school
with its wheels in the air. Train
splendid program' they had been
tion, obituaries. Kentucky eilaptiat
Wear:
practically eight million.
proclaimed, and
students, she
officials halted within a 100 feet
Children's Home; district board.
'j instrumental in arranging for the
Farmers who were 'unable to
On Sunday of Temperance ob- people far in the country where it
Week October 7. to October '13,
and came back to find Page crawl'Corps
I teaehert public morals. and Baptist Training
servance, a sermon on temperance
difficult Jo find a doctor, would
ing from the cab. His produce was secure phosphate from the Agricul- inclusive:
The group named Murray as the
new business, resolutions,
tural Adjustment Program may
will be preached in most Metho- invaluably be benefited by this.
Date
High
Low
'scattered
up
and
down the track.
Meeting place for 1938.
vote of thanks, suggestions; motion
dist churches in addition to the
All such work of the Red Cross,
76
58
Page received treatment at a lo- secure 20 per cent phosphate from Thursday. 7
to adjourn; prayer; and hymn
President
Blackburn
local dealers and use and receive Friday, 8
regular Sunday school program. she declared, is made possible by .A Drum and Bugle Corps cornwas in
64
50
cal hospital.
sun(' and a parting hand given.
the same amount as for the other Saturday, 9
Not only Methodists will Observe Itit annual roll call held erathlear posed of the sons and daughters Of charge of -the general session.
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44
_Sixteen
One of the largest crowds ever
hundred persons jammed
phosphate in proportion to the Sunday, 10
the day set aside for temperance. between November trend Thanks- reginnaires was organized by the
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43
to attend a Blpod River Associaavailable phoaphoric „acid in . the Monday, 11
Murray Post of the American the auditorium Friday inoznittil..-lo
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Contest Thursday ritgru Osstos 43 parr s ett available
Calvert City for 'the two-day gathny Dr. Rollo W. Brown.
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phos- Wednesday, 13
courthouse Monday night. Presi62
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CliffThom
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Breaks
ering. Outstanding preachers from
With* airce e,ad the-AY -pea cent
Rainfall for the week. .07 inches. Temperance Sunday.
dent William B. Milstead was in Harvard lecturer and novelist.
Citizens
of
Murray
and Calloway
Rib,
Rib Third Time Monda charge.
President James H. Richmond
all over the area -will take part in
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r
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e frivo ines phosphoric acid. or 20' pounds
Convention,
- the
Efate College opened
of as .06 in. and on October 13 the
juni
legionnaires both
Pogue
Detroit
of life are invited to attend the
Preaches
in
Cliff Thompson, well known
every hundred is available' plant measure was .01.
boys and girls signed for member- the program with a stirring messBeauty show and amateur conyoung. Legionnaire farmer, who
age of welcome to the visitors. He
food. While in the 43 per cent
The first cold wave was felt
Elder L. H. Pogneo well known makes his home with Claude Mill- ship in the drum and bugle corps. introduced
test at the Murray High School
Harry W. Peters, state
there are 43 pounds of every hun- here October 13 when' the ther- minister
Joe
Beach,
a
sophomore
in
Murray
of
this
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left
today er, just east of Murray. broke two
auditorium Thursday night, Octosuperintendent, a former Marshall
dred available plant food.
mometer reading dropped from 61 for Detroit, where he
State
College
and
son
of
a
Legion-.
will conduct ribs for the third time Monday
ber 21, at 7:30 p. m.. when',the
countian. as "a man whom you all
Investigatidhs s show that local degree F. at 9 a. m. to 46 degrees a two weeks meeting
in the River afternoon 'while baling .hay in a naire from Padutah, will be leader know".
Mr. and Mrs. Leford Hines, Buc- High School girls of Murray, soonPeters
spoke
dealers are able to supply this -on F. by 6 p. m.
of
briefissa
the
Corps
which
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meet
for
Rouge
Church- of Christ. Brother pasture in the bottom on the East
harian, are the parents Of a son, gored by the leading business thins
stressing the importance of rural
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The first killing frost this fall Pogue is interested in all local
practice every Thursday night.
of Murray, enter cdntest for Miss
Donald. born Tuesday night.
side of Clark's River.
and
secondary schools, and assertwas recorded Thursday morning people who have friends there to
Commander- Milstead appointed
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Mathis, Murray.,
Cliff was lifting a heavy fork
ing his view that there ought to
The mercury deepped to 34 degrees get in touch with him. He will
re- of hay over his head to feed the First Lieutenant Joe T. Lovett as be a special
Dexter, announce Ole arrival of
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was treated by Dr. L. D. Hale.
Mr. and Mrs. AdolphuS Lawrence, of 2 and 6, there will be a kidWPA funds for the construction of the organization of teachers, deMr. and Mrs. R. H. Robbins.
South Liberty, announce the birth die parade. October 31 is the final date for
a Club House in Murray, to be claring that the teachers of KenAlbert TrouSdale And Miss Evelyn
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in
ing the Contest which is under Agricultural
nesday night.
ever before. He pointed out that
Conservation
ProClubwomen.
Nashville.
While
ther
e.
they
visitHenry
Mrs.
Turner,
the direction of Mrs. J. R. Wil- grak for 1937. according to a stateMr. and
since 1936 there had been 112 per
Miss Jane Jones, talented young
the
ed
Parthenon.
Liberty,
arc
the parents of Hams, who has successfully direct- ment made
North
today by County Agent daughter.of Mr. and Mrs. T Rafe
Leland Eldridge, 22. Paducah.
Mrs. Glen Rogers. Coldwater Rd., cent increase in teacher enrollment
ed other such performances in J. T. Cochran.
,a fine girl born Wednesday.
in the NEA.
Jones. will broadcast over station
Paduleft
Collins.
this morning_ for_1..eglhill9
21,
ss_nd_pna
Earl
limey end- the -stare. The admis- --Mrs sand ---Mre- Leland.12.1 -wester, -Fogirtht • dh thethe WTAD.- 'Paducah. Biturclay, OcO'ctober'11 OITIC
"%cg,sCharles Lasstrer. se*nt the'week- cah. where
lti..
se
will
visit
her
with
Biandon, became the parents of a sion for the program is_10 and'aear. insofar_
as the. Agricultural tober. 16. at one o'elack.
The end with Mr and Mrs Clyde LasWade Davis. 29, Cadiz, and Mrs. daughtgr. Mrs. •Charles Scherftlits
baby daughter Tuesday morning. 25 cents.
Adjustment program is concerned. program is sponsored by Watkin's. siter at Fulton. Ky.'
1Continued on Back Pages
Mattie Ezell, 21. Cadiz.
over the week -end.
•

Agent May
OFFICIALS PREPARE County
Fill Lime Orders;
FOR HUGE CROWD Quarry Swamped
AT BAPTIST RALLY

Former Murrayan
Commits Suicide

J. T. JACK -SLEDD HuTnhte
DIES HERE MONDAY

NOTED SPEAKERS
AIR VIEWS; MANY
HEAR HELEN HOWE

Co-Author of TVA
Will Speak Here

FP

VD SEE!
1LLIAMS

JARTERS
UNT &
CO.

:R

tire

W. C. FARMER DIES
FRIDAY AFTERNOON

SOCIETY TO GIVE
MERRY PROGRAM

RED CROSS TO AID
IN HEALTH PROJECT

LEGION POST TO
OFFER SHANKLIN

k, 25c

lc, 25c
$1.45

$1.95
$2.95

lc, 98c
$2.95
49c

Methodists Will
Observe-Day For
Temperance Soon

TRAIN DEMOLISHES
TRUCK AT CROSSING

MRS. SWIFT, 55
OF KIRKSEY, DIES

REDC113811*

W. r.

The Weather

Farmers May Get
Phosphate Locally

Drum and Bugle.
Organized
By Junior Legion

Births

Last Date is Set
For Soil. Building

Jane Jones To
Broadcast Saturday

gny- ao.es

Licensed To Wed

-

•

•

•

•
•
•In

•
.

•

WOO,,Oszio‘oeVN•O•
41.
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HAZEL. NEWS

Alton Miss Delma Chrism/in Miss
Katherine. Under% ood
Miss Esdala Crate, Gustav St.
John. Brook's Underwood. Reuben
Cheian. H. 6 Chrisman. Earl
Nix Wilson. Billie Joe Strader.
Lathan Craig, Minies Sue and
Roth Underwood. Miss Ethel Craig.
Jaz_and Moe WI/he-Craig. Mr. and
Mrs. J. hn B. Underwood.
Those sending gifts %eery MrsAudie Wilson. Mr. and Mrs. Leland Strader. Mr. and Mrs. Finis
Steele. civics. malanne. and Mary

Hill were in Paris last Thursday
Mrs. Gorier Grubbs, Miss Maud.
Walker, and Mrs. Lois Waterfield
were in Murray Sunday visiting

!Murray Thoroughbreds to Play
Middle Tennessee Here Friday Night

Baptist Missionary Society Meets
The Woman's biltasieuary Society
Mr. and Mrs. Graham Bray and
Raiders Expected to be Mitchell pushed it over.
of the Hazel Baptist Church met
children were here from Paris SunThe last score was made On anTough, But Racers Are
Tuesday afternoon at the church
day to visit Mr and Mrs W F
other steady surge of power.
and held Its regular monthly
Ready
Bray.
-- •
Thompson carrying the ball to
"Royal Service- prograill,
Mrs. Jeff Allbritten. Jr. and
Ouachita's 38, arid McRaven runfor discussion was 'The Climieee".
crushing
77-victory
a
Fresh
from
baby. Akna
Joseph of Murray,
ning
t he
remaining
distance
with Mrs Frank N'aughn in charge
Ouachita
Tigers
Colover
of
the
spent part of last week here erne
through the Arkansans' entire
of the program.
Arkadelphia.
lege
...f
Ark.,
the
her mother. Mrs. Love Erwin
The meeting was opened by the
Thoroughbreds of Nharray State squad.'
Mr. and Mrs. Jo E. Patterson
The - game tomorrow [Friday)
group singing rill Go Where You Steele. Mr and Mrs.
College groomed their powerhouse
Hoyt Craig has as their week-end visitors
Want Me ti Go-. •
here this week in readiness for the night with Middle Tennessee will
and son. Robert Boss. Mr. and Mrs Mr. and Mrs. Galon Briendun and
Blue Raiders of Middle Tennessee, begin in the stadium at 8 o'clock.
r°r- James U-ndersrood. tau and um family. Mr. and M73. JOK Patter_eign Missions-. Mrs .Frank Vaughn Elgine Underwood,
1936 SIAA champions. who invade
Mr.,,and Mrs. son. all- of Paris, Tenn.
Hymn. Have Thine Own Way.- John Craig. Mrs. Lana Hart.
the Murray stronghold tomorrow \so.
Miss Hazel Jones and William
'Consider the Chinese'. Mrs- IL
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alexander. Osbron spent Saturday and SunI. Neely: -The Religions of the
The Racers lost last year to Midand Mrs. Parson Craig -and day in Nashville. visiting relaChinese". Mrs. W B. Milstead. daughter. Jennie Lou.
dle Tennessee
Murfre..- ..sboro
at
Frank Nix tives and friends
"The - Gospel Enters China", Mrs Hart. Miss Lela Craig.
19-14. Murray's SIAA champs of
Mr and - Moss Jewell Hill and Miss Eva
Fleetwood B Crouch. of Lynn
A. M. Hawley: "Baptists Enter Mrs A. B. Hill Neva
1933. ran over the Raiders 70-7.
and Merle Stubblefield were in Mayfield WedGrove, one of the colinty's most
China Mrs Grace Wilson. prayer.
Coach
Roy
Stewart
expressed
Me Paschall. Mrs nesday afternoon
admired young business men, toMrs W. B. Milsieed: hyonn.
satisfaction over the manner in day makes formal
Mary
and hers. Homer Turner of
w. Mrs. Stella Neely.
announcement
'ed Be the Tie that Binds"; -Na- Mrs.
which
his
boys
performed
against
Wilson and her mother. Paris, were guests of Mr and Mrs. Koseee Karns and Inez Courtney,
A
of his candidacy um- a seat on Use
tive Leadership". Mrs. Coleman Mrs.Ouachita,
a
strong
non-conference
Macon Lewin Sunday.
White
Bel
county board of Education in the
Imo of the principals of "Partners
Hurt; Items of Special interest.
Mrs. Elna White. Mrs. Laura
Mrs. Mary Sue Jones of Mc- in Crime." shaming at the Capitol muirsectional foe. There was no election. November 2,
Mrs Vaughn; ''A Litle Child tradierwood.
stopping the Blue/bloods at ArkaMrs. Fre/left-Wm- Kenna Tann, ts
await of Mr.
Mr. Crouch 'makes herewith a
Theatre Saturday. Lynne Over- delphia. They played steady. conTurnbosr,
Shall Lead," Mrs- 0.
moan and daughter, Norris& Sue, and Mrs. D, N. White for a few
candid statement that is in good
hymn. -I Gave My Life for Thee". Mr. and
man and Muriel Hindi:name also servative.
crushing football
to keeping with his sterling character
Mrs. .kimer Steele. Mrs. thus.
prayer. Mrs. A. M. Hawley.
score in every period except the and record of courteous. straightSadie Wilmot, Mrs Zella Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs J. M. Reynolds are featured.
Following the program, a short
third, and they pushed two agrees for-ward dealing with the people
and Mrs. Joe Ann Whatnell of
all
business sessioa was conducted by
Those from
H a ze 1
Baptist Paris, visited Mr. and Mrs. A. 1. Wilcox were in Paris Friday aed in the fourth to make up for that his life, both as a business man
Mrs. Grace Wilson. president
The
Stewartmen
launched
their
church attending the Southwestern Platt Sunday.
and as a private citizen.
Saturday to visit Mrs. Pearl PM, power
There were 10 members present
drive in the first" period,
Mrs. Orville Jenkins. Mrs. Rob- *at ilk& ocie whop_
Regional meeting at the }Oral BapA veteran -of the World War. a•-•
and one visitor, Mn Dome Tyler.
Pass
from
on
a
'scoring
McRaven
to he states, Mr. Crcuch was two
Church-an Murray Wednesday thie- Lynn. 3Ln&-Bonnie- St. John.
C. D. Paschall and Frank Pore Yarbrough.
The closing prayer was 'given
who
outran
the
Tigers' years ago given the highest honor
were as follows.
Mrs. Frank and Mrs. Willie Jenkiiii ware i are remodeling their garage on
by Ilia _Coleman Hurl.
Gudatiskas converted at the gift of his home county comVaughn, Mrs. Lela- Wilson. Mrs Murrey shoppers last Saturday, Main street in Hazel. They are secondary.
Wes Doran of Almo. spent one mums a modern filling station at for the extra point. Jaoaer. Mur- rades in - the World War by being
Ella Mayer. 'Mrs Hazel Jerilitt&
Mr. And Mrs. torierwrsood Vosier.-d Mrs.
W. 'R Milstead. Mrs. A. M.-day this week in Hazel on business frOnt with working and • storage ray fullback. wa.s outstanding in chosen as their post commander.
Mr. and Mro Ernest Petty- dit`space in side and rear section& the 3ewnd quaster. tearing the a responsible position which he
.!Hawley. Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow. Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. John 11: „
Tigers' line to shreds to duals up filled with distinction to himself
wood were complimented Satur- IW. Ii MU"- Mrs. C. C. Orr. Mrs. Paris, were in Hazel Sunday to Town authorities are attempting
considerable eau:tiand honor to the creams:aeon.
dayevening. October 1 with a Robbie Lynn.. Mrs. Lotue Farris. visit- Mr. and Mrs. W. F. //rarer- to arrange for an (Ante and 'alelt was in the third quirterothet
Mrs. it_LItPeilharA was in Misr- bobee under the same raof:
His statement to the voters
hougehold shower by Mrs olalLa
P_rafe.,...X41Pall...alkiLaks..ICJ:Ouaeltiki
jade
nay one day last week to visit
ledlows:
r.
Underwood and Miss Eulala Craig Neely.
H D. Timmons of Pans was in threat,
connecting
on
a
pass
from
Mrs. Mary Seay of Murray was Mrs. Juantie,Doitglas Williams. who Hazel on business Tuesday.
To the Voters sof Calloway Ctunty
nt•the hotne of Mr. and Mrs G. L.
Smith
to
Reed
for
its
only
scare
in Hazel Thursday afternoon to is a patient in the Mason HosSchool District:
Craig."
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Meldratla of
Smith made the extra point. In
After a careful consideration
The honorees received
Paducah were in Haan TtalledaY•
Many sant her niece. Mrs. Marian Wil- pital
the
last
period
after being troubled and having discussed the matter
Mr. ,and Mrs. Jake Mayer were
lovely gifts. After the gifts were son. and family,'
Mr. and Mrs.' Owen Brandt:in
by
Baxter, Tiller end. the Thor- with a number of my friends ana
, Farnungton Sunday to visit were in Murray Friday night
Lester Wilsen was in Murray
shOwn to the guests light reffesnoughbreds came back to score two• camel's of the county. I have derelatives.
ments were served to the follow- Wednesday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Miller had
The Rev and Mrs. A. M. Haw- as their Sunday •guesta. Eld. and more bouchdowns. By sheer power cided to become a candidate for
ing:
Mns- Olga Kelly Freeman and
Mr. and Mrs. Ccirdey James. children were in Morro/. Wednes- ley and son Houston- spent a few Mrs Charley Taylor of Union In repeated line smashes, Mc- membership on the Calloway Coundays an Mt. Carmel last week. City. and Miss Verna Littleton of Raven carried the ball to the ty Board of Education- subject to
.Mr.and MrsoWill Alton. Mr. and day afternoon on business
Tiger's 2-yard line,' from whence the election of November 2. 1937.
Mr. and Mrs, Lewis Brown of visiting relatives and friends.
'Mn Vernon 'Wilson_ and daughPuryear. Elder Taylor is holding
-Misses- Moine- andookressokko
avedosii- wryostrerc --nominees:sr---ma oeigaamo
- near Lynn GroviT.-ity.
. except on
- had as their guests last week. Mrs. Church of Christ
and daughter. Fay Netts. and Friday visiting relativesmr._ and len._ zabn ennd.-wood I Mr. and Mrs. Son leases had as Nina Page- of ,Parlh Miss Mattie
and one-half years I spent in seraux Clara White Marshall, Miss
vice during the World War of
gt!ifseas _recently. 'Warner Colter Of. -IIIIartan. Tenn. These 'Billy Wilcox. Bob .Miller. Ed
'We. Attie Chrisrnan. Mrs. Tom thew
Steven.s of Independence. Mo. Mr women are _
which one year was spent in
of the Misses Miller. Jr., John Will Owen,, CyStandee. Mrs Ralph Tulsa-ell.
Hilf
France.
'*s. °La Starks. Mr. and Mrs. Stevens ,
rus Miller. and Ted Brandon were
s .a• step-brolnsir of
Patients admitted t. the William I am the son of M. 0. "Lan- and
Mr. and Min. JzOn Meador. of in Paducah Saturday afternoon
•Oria
Chnstinin and
daughter. w,Lson•
,s
Ilz and Mrs.' A. H. McLeod and Jackson. Tenn. were week-end where they broadcast a program Mason Memorial Hospital during Mame Key Crruch of Lynn Grove.
Clafetta. Mr and Mrs
Lane))
the past week:
ins:ton-of their mother. Mrs. F.
Ky.. have a wife, two boys. arid
Crafig. ..M and Mos. Herbert L'n- scrs• A. H Jr. spent Sunday afterover radio station WPAD,' .
.
Owen Barber, Murray: L. L. one girl-one boy in high school:"
Meador.
deryeood and daughter Peggy. Mr. 315
Shirley Nix has resigned as
"
7".Itt CrV6Slahu with Mr. MeMiss Anna Hill visited ,n Paris massager of the LT-tote-ern store Farley. Murray: Mrs Lester Ryan, other two children in grades.
I
anti V..-5. G. L Cra g Miss noipe Leedsnother. Mrs, John McBenton: J.. G. Grogan. Minton& • Maw been partner and reillei of
t Friday.
kmad.
here to enter Hardy's Christian
-•
_ Mrs.
Carr:e
•
Mich
Mich.:
Denham,
Isysia Grove Milling Co. for the- !
Mrs. Ed Miller returned bunt
Mrs- C
Morris- of PurYear' College. Searcy, Ark,
Auburn
en HEADACHE Saturday L-our Big Sandy atiere was in Hazel last week as guest of Scheckell. Hamlin. Ky.. succeeds Murray: Clyde H. Bagwell. Mug- Ina 11/ yearss been.'served onMurray;
Wm.
ray:.
Page.
James
he had spent a week with her her daughter ?es. R. M_ Vance.
Ind one-half years as a member , •
him at the More. Ls Due To tsanstipation
Mrs. Abe Thompeon. Mrs. C.'W.. Robert 0 Miller came home Sat- Kiss Catholene McAlexander. Mur- the -1110aird 'of . Education I ha%
mother. lire Weldon. who,is conBettie
Jo
Elkins,
Murray.
Wil- scene knowledge as to the duties of
Often one of the first-felt effects r..iied 10 hes bed train Assbnaa,
Curd. Misses Frances Curd and ironer from a business trip to ray:
of anistipation la a headache. 'Nall .R 4 egalay and
Taraeow Audrey Oliver were Parts visitom - Dyersburg. Union City. and other Be midieft Benton: Mrs. Garnett
aselnber
I have at all times
a , Beet or PIO or purely vegetable we
Jones. Murray; Mos. Walter Wil- kept myself in readiness to hear.
painadah einem,' Ronda,. . Fry. afternoon.
'West . Tennessee points.
Bleck-DmInha!
Wynn Aline, Mrs. C. E. Williams, study. and understand the -Issas. and Mao Will Parker and : Mrs- 6, It Lee and dafsebter 4
Herman George, cf Pactuc,alo as
That's the sensflOe way-relieve '
Murray:
ErKt Williams, Hazel, limas' of the individual patrons of
the eonniestioo m•-ooe tee "ewe. 'little daughter, Marlort4 and Mr. Murray were recent visitors in the in Hazel Saturday night visiting
Mrs. Thos, Clifton Parker. Detroit, the schools throughout the county
kg relief whoh thonsands otipipapla and Mrs. Art Meyer. of Granite heinle of MrsMr and Mrs_ Lester Wilson.
Mich
James- W. Hicks. Murray;
believe all of you have talked
tam reported frtrn the We of 11.61*. City. ni.. were 'here Suriday to : D. N. White was in Murray MonCharles George, Jr.. spent the
Draught. &A in 25-cent packsoes. viOlt Mr. and Mrs Owen. -Bran:. day on business,
. week' end in Paducah with his Claude Anderson. Murray.
with me about school affairs must
Patients dismissed during the agree_ that
have listened cour._don_aott Me
Jars_ Dumas: _MrisoLess Clantr-Wah' m-MtirraLT parents, Mr. and Mrs Charles
past week:
teously. tried hard to understand
_Sunday and Monday visiting relit, George. Sr.
Clanton.
,
Homer
Lancaster
Murray;
Lim.
your problems. dealt with you
Mr. and Mrs. Macon' Erwla, - lives and friends.
ton Farley, Murray: Mrs. J. D. Wil- fairly and frankly. and voted on
Misse „Edith -Myers and Jewell • Mrs.. Ben White and -Mrs. Grace
A GOOD LATAITCE
ford and. baby: Calvert City; Mrs. all Matters without tear or favor.
Grover James and baby. Murray; and with no motive in mind or
Miss Bettie Jo Elk ins, Murray; Ii except to aid our children
Mrs. H. A. /Cillebrew. Sas-monk with better educational- opportuniTenn_ Mrs.' Lester Ryan. Rental; ties.
'A family Bib-le published in ilia Mrs. Madison Ray. Hazel: J. G.
If you are convinced that I
! In Philadelphia and containing the Grogan. Murray. Mrs. Came Den-.
the character and quah:o14 books- of the Apochrypha not baM.._ Murray: Clyde It Bagwell- cations. that fit me for such pub• hstmd
;resent day Bibles o now Murray: Kimble Caldwell. Paris, gioopeneire then 1 ash' your en31 the possession of A. E. Roane. Tenn.: Edwin Littleton. Pury'ear, cesepeaseat and active sepeo
fflro
'salaried field , •
a resident of Hazel who. brought Tenn., Owen Barber. Murray. Nriss
the heirloom into the Ledger & Cath°1ene McAlexander• Murray: serviee and in the
short tar'Willie Midyett„ Benton. Mrs, L. available for contact- with th
TiMes office Wednesday.
The Bible
- the proper y of I..' Lee. Murray: James W. Hicks, Voters I realize • that it will not •
Ethelyn
Dal- be possible for me to make an inMrs. A. T Ball. Evansville. Ind.. Murray:
a sister .of - Mrs. Roane who firm- tim. Texas: Bobby Jot 711°rrlforl• disooital canvass. I ask you to
oily was Miss Esne Sisson. arid it Murray.
ascertain- from reliable sources my
Men** Rayon Dress HOSE.
is through her family that the
fitness to serve :n such capacity.
Tancy pa-ItemsHoly document has descended.
vote for what you tonestly
Lee Wells of Martin. Tenn Mrs. and
.
Far back in the dim past, slightbelieve will be for the best interest
Charles Ogan of Dresden. Tenn.:
ly more than 90 years aga; Miss
school' and children.
Men's heavy work HALF
and Charles Watson of Huntington.' of your
Ann Alexander became the wife
Respectfully yours. HOSETenn. are visiting relatives of
of Evan Thomas. until at la.,st the the W‘•
F B CROUCH.
motheozatettY.
r•ss
*ling Ititteval
The Tu?nin pages
found another place. to write the
Men's Rockford Work
name' out.. throe tiso) _aitioca- not.
Drpisti_f_nat‘ Are nice--BAC-4W. '41,4-even time could part.
1 y furred and tailored
Thearlstcs
R.) story of
°ice_ lbe
nturoso.,
'o,k
t life
along smart lines. The
marked heavily nn the /Sages
MEE'S • Writer - proofed.
of
new'- fabrics abound here
copy
of
Suede:Cloth JACKETS.
Hooka and not least of - these are
grey,
greens,
black
-s_
,
_fleece-lined,- corduroy
thole left by the disastrous flood
wines, mahogany a n d
collars, zipper fastened
ot tasr,spring. Its -Well-thumbed
blue. The sport models
pages bear the earmarks of pernal
t by many' Madera
really catch:I:at eke. E

Bible

Fleetwood Crouch in
Education Body Race

a

•

••••••••••••1

DRESS PRINTS
Fast colors, yard wide, new
patterns. Just the thing for
that fall dress. 17c quality-

c
I'12

OUR FINE 80-square Percale Print . . . Beautiful, new
-111014

YARD

19c

•SWEATERS FOR THE FAMILY! Twin Sweater
up
Sett:. Every-day Coat Sweaters for
men and women

98`
BLANKETS
Luxurious. all %i .e.!
blankets with o ide
silk satin and taitcta • bindings. E tra
aarm. Lovely shad...
and color comhin.,lions-7210S .1[
slue

for-

$4.88
Double Cotton Blankets,
F Li a
heavy weight. ...sorted dark colors, Firmly waves and doubly soft . . . Snail
%alue-

Pair $1.39
• Heavy Cannon Bath Towels, 20x40,
assorted colored borders, each

14c

OOL ENS

Hospital News

34 INCHES WIDE! Handsome %inter woolens in a
variety of weights that
tailor perfectly Into drch,ie-.., suits . . even coats!
• PLAIDS!

Wh

• TWEEDS!
• SHEER WOOLS!

0. a-

$198

r L. idor.

MARVELOUS
VALUE!

BLACK-DRAUGHT

Ii

hazel Man Owns
Age-Soiled Bible

15c

.

jou.

Fur Trimmed
Sport Modeled

25c'

10c

15c

20c

SPECIAL

l

- $2.95

Men's, and
MELT9N:-:. .. •

$2.95 and S3.95

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

E.- erire-T1 a- S- TYIe
eryorte is- a value find..

woliK. SHOES,

leathinner sole-.--toiri-frosiv
--•tion outer sole. all. size:a
•

-a1.14

GOP.

-

$2.25-

scOut typr'all Icather i_rETOES--

1•1•1••• •••

$1.85
Boys' Sizes $1150

Part wool _ Double ,BLANNETS, 7000. pair- •
$1.98
Other Part Wool BLAN-

$2.-50
52.75
S3.25 and S4.50

-

-ES
Ladies' and Misses' bRESS
Types for Sport, Daytime and Dress °tensions.
Materials are:
• Crepe Romayne

• Faille_

• Satins

• Light Wt.

•.-Alpaco

Crepes

SI.98

• BeinTser g

S3.95

Woolens

Crepes,,.

$5.75

J. E. Littleton--& Co.
_ A Nloderh. Store With Latest
HAZET. KrrtrCKT

•

and Best

69c
wide LL Heavy Brown Domest:c,
regular 12 1-2 cent value, yard

• Yard

• 9-4 Brown Sheeting, guaranteed to be the

best on the market, yard

Values

EA-ST ST LOUIS. Oct. 13-Hogs:'
500 direct; market uneven: I
t7
260 lat7--dowe 18 to 20c lower;
itrtrfiii7v1rti!5..iltui to ?c
611-226`
10 110'., ILO°. .no heavies sold: 1150 lb;,. 20.30h10115: 100-130 lbs •
oess.vs-.-enn
Cattle 1.500. calves 2000..
.trosallth: liberal kuota steers offered
mostly short fed steers: early inquiry slow: one load of choice
yearlings steers se,ling neady sit
14.75;
renders 25c
higher top
12.86; Other ebssini_ onened_OsIeadrro
heifers mixed Learlings P Otto 8.50
beef cows' 5 00601.25, cutters and
ineoeuttere 430er 4.75: top 'sausage
tuillhelioariMinaL,zauge on stuast875' 1775: heifers 5.5r, 14 50.

Women's_ Flannel Gowns
Reavn minter weight outlfl1PWii fill eta.
assorted patterns and colors- E AC It

Women's Flannel Pajamas
Fall cut 2-piece heavy weight. Lovely pinks and blues with novelty trim (18C

GLOVES

SUITS

Ladies' Dress Gloves in kid,
suede, silk, cotton and combinations. Beautiful eigtias'e
Brushed wool for kiddies
avid gtown-ups. The largest
glove assortment us Murray.

CLEANED-4,N1 PRESSED

k

Mrs

25c to $3.50
Aho 12 years experience means

some-

.

thing. . . Plus the most modern equip-

1 a : ' .. A • - •:0• - A ; - 1 • T'. • •-..
the answers alone with the Ames- ,
J tionS, She won the i,.../1

New AssortmentIadies' Purses
All

colors

98c

ad combinations

ment.

rams

WINS $5
Robert Holland of South
Ninth Street. • leon fa •-• 1, 7iroo 4
and newspaper conic"
. by Professor Quit it o
here this'week
. Of.- • ii ..,,..-i
-. '
• o-- „•...--,-,

,

9c
35c

• Outigg Flannel. 27-in, heavy weight, assorted
colors. 16fill stop that winter chill!
YARD
10c

Livestock

.Spetial Men's A.r - L. oIfier

•

40-INCH WOOLEN S tit
wanted colors. Lovely Silk
and a ool mixtures. I ai.1

Important Merchandise
Notes, From a Busy Store
in a Busy Little City- Hazel

•

An exciting array of so)
ids, plaids, Jewel tone
tweeds, hairy fleeces . •
and
textures
_beautiful
- rotors In monotone wool.'
•

Redden Cleaners
PHONE 379
Thos Recldf-n. Prop
East Main St

RYAN'S
a
Since 1880

•
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and Mrs.

Jack Wbite, -went to
&Atilt°. Tenn., to attend the funeral of Arthur Hughes; Mr. Hughes'
brother, who died of paralysis in
Saltine, Sunday.

1

if you have stetter, of whoa,
too? are not
ashamed, plawla
report them for this column.

Mr. end
the week

Mrs. R. T. Cathey spent
end with
r. and Mrs.
John Pace and JessWace in East
St. Louis. They returned Sunday.
Major William IL Martin, educational advisor at Camp Murray,
was in Indianapolis, Monday and
Tuesday attending a meeting of the
staff
officers of his
division.
Major Martin is. the plans and
training officer of the 1'49 Infantry,
Kentucky National Guard.
Mr. and Mrs. Cal _Roark and
daughter, all of EVansvIlle, Ind.,
visited Mr.. and Mrs. Jess Gibbs
over the week end, taking part in
a family reunion that saw all close
relatives present. Thirty-five persons took dinner or were present
at the Gibbs' home Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Wilson and
children. Hugh Ed and Clara Ann.
Paducah. Visited Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Wilosi and J H Orr Sunday.

O
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Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Robbins are
spending their vacation in Ceniralia. Ill., visiting Mr. and Mrs.
R. R. Boston in that city. Mr.
and Mrs. Boston are relatives of
the Robbins'.
Miss Dorris Fair, business secretary of Lavons-Portraits in Murray, spent the week end in Hardin
with Miss Mattye Ju NJrwood.
beautician in Murray.
Boyd Myers and Speed 'Slifer.
hembers of Jack Stalcup's dance
orchestra which is now playing at
Paducah.
Lakeview near
Club
visited Myers' mother. Mrs. R. A.
Myers. in Murray Monday.
Mrs. Bob Farley. Mrs. Myrtle
Farmer and daughter, Avonell, and
Mrs. Farmer's mother, Mrs. Jones.
and Mrs. Farley's mother, Mrs.
R..M. Vance. and Mrs. Lois Kemp
went to South Pleasant Grove
Wednesday to hear the Rev. Otis
Andrews,
evangelist
Methodist
from Memphis, preach a stirring
sermon in his revival message to
the people (74 that community,Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hughes and
their son-in-law and daughter, Mr.
---

Real Estate is Rising

;08

Whethr you want a home to live in, a farm to
make a living on, or are looking for a good investment that will increase in value, now is the time
to invest in real property—the foundation of all
values and the value that will be here and good
when all others are gone.

on Mau1 Extra
it. as.sorlors, Firand don. . 31-85

1.39

FARMS....
72 acres, 6Q acres cleared, in branch bottom;
--25 -atrts.s -ist-Jap; 5=roont -house;6-stall stork barn;
Coldotater 20 Loa tiers; quariel
mile of school. $1,650; $500 cash, balance long
terms.
40 acres; 9 acres in bottom; 20 acres in Jan;
3-room house; tobacco barn; quarter mile of Almo.
$1,65'0; $750 cash, balance on long terms.

lit Hand lens in a
hts that
to dress!" coats'.

132 1-2 acres, edge of Almo; good brick
room house with concrete basement; tobacco
barn; 4-stall stock barn; right on -highway going
into Almo; 30 fruit trees; half mile to school and
church; 42 acres in bottom; 12 in timber. $4,500;
$504 cash, $2,100 in Federal Land Bank; balance
long terms.

St

47 acres in two tracts; 6 acres in timber; 35 0
acres in bottom; 2 good springs; 5 acres -in grass;
3-room box house; tobacco barn; 2-cribs; 2 miles
-northwest of Dexter; 1 1-2 miles to church; half
mile to school; $1,000; $300 cash, $100 at-eroiiession lime; bal. 1, 2 and 3 yrs., 6 per cent. A real
farm for stock raising.
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-

Good 40-acre farm; all cleared; good 5-rooni
house; tobacco barn; 6-stall stable; good well water; 20 nice fruit trees; north of Penny; 4 miles
northwest of Murray; $2,650; one-third cash, bal'
ance 1, 2 and 3 years at 6 per cent.
54 2-3 acres 4 miles east of Murray; right off
Pine Bluff road; good 4-room house; smoke house;
chicken 'hoese; 2 tobacco barns; good 6-stall stock
barn; 50 fruit-trees; 1 1-2 mile of _school; a real,
ideal producing farm. $2,450; $500 cash, balance
easy. Terms.

9
735e

30 acres mile southwest 'of -Kirksey; 5-room
house; 4-stall barn; well water and pond; 25 fruit
trees; all level land; $1,275; half' cash, balance
1, 2 and 3 years at 6 per cent.

ssorted
loc

A real, ideal farm close to Murray; 23 acres;
5-room house; good garage and some outbuildings;
2 1-2 miles east of Murray on the Pine Bluff highway. $2,000; $500 cash, balance on good terms.
- CAFE— A good one; well located. for- quirk sale-4750.

HOMES.. .

End of Poplar on South 12th; 6 rbom house;
dutbuildings; feting east; 175 foot front by 200;
city water and lights.; all ,newly decorated; $3,200;
part cash; balance in 3-6-9-12-15-18-21 months at
6 per cent,.._
Nice 8-room house on 'East Poplar; all first
class shape; street paid for; all modern convenpnces:...a4e0411
.000 CVW/171s.W.--VoAS)q; Part
cash, Valance 0ff goot
•

9-room house on North 4th; well located; a
into -2 or 3 apartments; $2,500.
FOR RENT-9-room house on-North 4th; well
located; $20 per month.

98c

. lot, 7th and Main, where the
Nice-building
pottery display is located.

FARMER & RHODES
Office Court House Square

medical advisers in Paducah Monday.
Mrs. Clyde Higgins, Mr. and Mrs.
citarlsts.Egrnan and children. James
itta4'.;14:tia. AK Miter, Billy Egman.
Manell Egman, all of St. Louis,
spent the week end at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Purdom. Mrs.
Higgins and Mrs. Egman are sisters of Mrs. Purdom.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Pirker and
son, Tommie, of Detroit, are visiting in Murray for the next few
days.

Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Stokes left
Among those from Murray atSunday for La Grange, Ky., where tending the funeral and burls'
Stokes will attende a meeting of services for Mrs. Martha Ann
the State Board of Welfare, of Stewart were Mrs. Ada Diuguid,
which he is a member. The couple Mrs. Allie Lassiter, Mrs. Neil
will return Tuesday.
Farmer, Mrs. Woodard Hicks, Bro.
R. C. Young, Cincinnati, father C. L. Franois, Callie Hale.
Kelly Cromwell. assistant county
of Miss Leone Y.,ung. a sophoMrs. Edith Duncan. who has agent; Davis Clark and Wavel Outmore at Wells Hall in Murray been the house guest of Mrs.. Ada land, operator of the tractor and
State College, is visiting his daugh- Ditiguid and Mrs. Nelle Farmer, territeer. respectively;' County
ter here and his brother-in-law left- -for -her- home Monday.
Agent J. T. Cochran; Rupert Henand sister. Mr. and Mrs. J. N.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Crisp of don, president of the Farm Bureau;
Waggoner, and family.
Heath attended the FDEA and were Superintendent Wallace • G. Smith,
Joseph Berry, Home ,Owners' week end guests of Mr. an'd Mrs. of the CCC camp; Mr. Cheney,
Loan Corporation employee in N. P. Hutson.
agronomist at the CCC camp; Mr.
Memphis. Tenn., visited at the
Henry Stubblefield a;;;‘,...I' -from' Fowler, •foreman at the camp; and
home of his parents, Dr. and Mrs. Bloomington, Tex., last week to Mr. Mouth. corps engineer of the
B. F. Berry here Saturday. He visit his mother. Mrs. Walter Stub- Conser.-ation Corps Service, atwas on his way to Cincinnati to blefield, who is a patient at Mason tended a grsup meeting of terracmeet . his brother, Wilds,, who was Memorial Hospital,
ing operators and technical advisers
coming down from Washington, D.
Mrs. Garnett Jones is a patient of 'Western Kentucky in MayC., where he spent a few day
et Mason Memorial Hospital where field last week. They discussed
They will both stay awhile with she underwent an operation the terracing problems in the Purtheir brother, Ben, who is manager first of the week.
chase.
McCracken, Callowa y,
of the Casualty Department of the
Misses Miriam and Martha Jane Graves. and Livingston counties
Thomas A. Wood Insurance Com- Blackburn of Paducah visited Mr. were represented.
..
pany in Cincinnati. Joseph will and Mrs. Walter Illackburn during
Mrs. Joe Phillips, formerly Miss
return to Murray the last of the FDEA.
Lois Aycock. Chicago, is visiting
week and journey thence to MemLynville Yates. Calloway county her father. G. W. Aycock, this week
phis, but tAtikly will remain longer sanitation- inspector, left Sunday in Murray.
•
at the home of his brother.
for Louisville to attend a meeting
Mrs. Susan Sullivan. Paducah, is
Miss Josephine Jones, state Bap- of all .inspectors on dairies and visiting her daughter. Mrs.' Roy
tist Young People's director, Louis- pure milk. He will be gone the Rudolph for a few dais here.
ville. and Miss Nina 3ett, Owens- remainder of the week.
Errett Gardner,. teacher of Engboro, representative of the IC-nMr, and Mrs. George -Hart. who lish at Francis High School in
lucky Baptist Book Store, were left Friday of last week on a tour Crittenden county. visited his wife
house guests
Wednesday
and of the South which will last in the last week-end. With his parents.
Thursday of last week at the hAne neighborhood of two weeks, spent Mr. and Mrs. Gardner. Mr. and
of Dr. end Mrs. Hugh M.'McEl- the early part of the week visiting Mrs. Clay Darnell, Mr. and Mrs.
rath, leaders in Baptist Student in Gulfport, Miss., from thence B. L. Trevathan. and Bob Tress
work in Murray.
through Laurel to New Orleans, Long. the latter three of whom are
Dr. Austin Crouch. secretary of La. After visiting many places of from Benton, he and his wife atthe executive committee of the interest to them, they will de- tended the football game between
Southern Baptist Convention, filled scribe a circle and return - to Mur- the, Mayfield Cardinals and the
the pulpit of the First Baptist ray about October 18.
Murray ,Tigers at Mayfield SaturChurch in -Murray in both morn-f•its
• Bernard ,Bell. Miss Evelyn "Sit" day night.
ing and evening services Sunday. Fenwick. Miss Lanelle Siress. Jim
Andrew H. Whipple.- LaCenter,
Dr. Crouch, an outstanding min- mie Bailey. Graves Neale, and Miss was a visitor in Murray Sunday.
ister, was- greeted by -a-large atidi- Mary - Frances-,—Johnson attended'
Mrs. Carrie Denham- -- was reence__whia_listened to.his powerful the footbalLerkounter-between the leased -from the ;Mason. Hospital
week_ after undergoing surgery.
masay Hiith_Schi:tQl Tigers
ler.iure Sunday morning. on
Price of Redemption" and which the Cardinals of Mayfield High in
Malcolm Duke, Dresden, . Tenn.,
heard him point out "The Mission Mayfield Saturday night.
was a. visitor in Murray Sunday.
of Christ, or His Vicarious Death"
Miss Trixie Coleman will reVelvin Allbritten, Paducah. visitturn this week from Wewoka. Mi., ed his wife, an' employee of the
Sunday evening.
Dr. F. E. Crawford.'Dr. Hugh M. where she has been spending the tobacco association. in Murray over
McElrath. and Dr. B. F. Berry, all last two weeks.the week-end.
practicing dentists of Murray. at- . Mrs. Tom Morris left for ChicaMiss Lela Frank Brown, Detroit,
tended the Southwestern Dental go Friday night to spend the week- spent Friday and Saturday in MurAssociation meeting in Paducah end with her son and his wife, Mr. ray visiting Mr. and Mrs. T. D.
last week.
and 'Mrs. Pat G. Morris.
Smith.
Keith. S. Venable, Hopkinsville,
Miss Virginia Lassiter had as her
Mrs. R. A. Hale is spending
guest over the week end Miss spent the week end With his par- the winter with Mr. and Mrs.
Louise Shackleford, who accom- ents. Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Venable, ChArlie Hale on Olive street.
panied her home on a visit to her and family.
Mrs. J. W. Stitt of Clarksdale.
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Outland, Miss Miss., and Mrs.. Lynn Bell of Laparents, Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lassiter whose residence is in the com- Virginia
fryers._ county
health Panto. Ark., have returned to their
nurse, and Mrs. Martha Shoe- homes after a visit to Mr. and Mrs..
munity of Taylor's Store,
Harry Jenkins, Freed Cotham. maker, attended a meeting of Joe'Baker.
and &Jewell Hackett attended the
Murriy-Mayfield football game in
/
7/7"7-2;f2=::=T
Mayfield.. Saturday night.
Melus Linn and R. M. Pollard.
returning from the football game
in Mayfield Saturday night in I
which the Graver County team
swamped the. Murray Tigers 33-0
had their car side-swiped by another vehicle and ditched. Both
were painfully but not seriously
injured.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Jones and
daughter, Sandra. .Paducah. visited
Mr. and Mrs. Curt Jones Sunday.
Curt Jones, who has been ill at
his home the past few days, is
convalescing' nicely.Miss Christine .11shnston, who recerttly accepted a teaching position in commerce in the South Fulton High chool rather than to contine her teaching in Caldwell
County Rural DiArict, visited her
mother over the week end. She is
enjoying her instructive work at
Fulton, Mrs. Johnston s,aid.
- Miss Katherine Bondurant, Fulton, spent the week end in Murray with relatives. She had come
to Murray to attend the 53rd annual session _
the First District
Education ASsociation.
Maurifle Cobb. Farmington, also an
IDEA visitor.-- vent the week-end
with Mr. and Mrs. Everett Jones.
Mrs. A. C. Morton has returned
to her home•in Bartlesville, Okla.,
after visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Taylor Crouse.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Swift
atictlittle son, Thomas Gilbert, Hoyt
Stein, and Harmon RIM arrived
from Detroit Saturday to be at the
bedaide -ei Mrs. Paris Swift .of
Kirksey.
Prentice McCuiston of Pottertown and Vaughn Elkins spent
Saturday night with L. D. Flora
after attending the fsotball game
at Murray.
Mrs. James A. Fisher and son.
Jimmie spent the week end with
Mrs. Fisher's _parents. Mr. and
p.
Mrs. T. P. Farmer On North Fourth
street.
:

Evansville this week after spending their vacation in Bowling
Green and Murray with their parents. Mrs. 'Ramsey, and Mr. and
Mrs. C. .M. Witherspoon, respectively.
R. E. Broach, business manager
of the college, left October 8 for
Bettie Jo Elkins, a surgical pa- a two-weeks' visit with relatives
Mrs.'Walter Taylor has returned tient at the Mason Hospital dur- in Tulsa and Oklahoma City. Okla.
to her home in Washington, D. C., ing the last week, was dismissed He expects to return through Dalafter a visit to her mother, Mrs. late this week by her physicians. las. Tex., and visit the Texas CenE. S. Diuguid, Sr., and other relaMr. and Mrs, Carney Andrus., tennial,
Mrs. C. E. Williams is a patient
tives.
Murray, left Monday morning for
Misses Isabel Bondurant and Pol- Roswell. New Mexico, where they in the surgical wards of the Mason
ly Townsend of Hickman were will make, their home. Andrus, Memorial Hospital of this city.
Mrs. E. A. Tucker of Jackson.
guests of. Mr. and Mrs. Vernon,. who formerly resided there, will
Stubblefield, Jr.. during the FDEA. work at the stuccoing of houses. Tenn., spent Sunday with her sisMrs. H. E. Holton left Saturday His brother-in-law is a contractor ter. Mrs. E. B. Ludwig.
for Chicago to spend Some time ;there.
Mrs. Elizabeth Poyner Of-Fulton,
with her daughter, Mrs. Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hale and spent Friday with Mrs: • Vernon
Johnston, and Mr. Johnston.
Mr. and Mrs. Beale Outland spent Stubblefield, Sr.
Mrs. J. W. Carr attended the Tuesday in Nashville,
Mrs. E. B. Houston and Mrs. G.
State Board meeting of the KenMr. and Mrs. J. A. McCord, E. Fooshee will leave Friday morntucky Federation of Women's Clubs Murray, spent the week-cud in ing for Omaha. Neb., to attend the
in Louisville last week. '
Hopkinsville visiting relatives there. National Institute of the Woodmen
Mrs. Tom Morris is the guest of They attended the reunion of the Circle. Mrs. Houston will remain
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Morris and McCord family there Sunday.
for a visit with Mr. and Mrs. R.
children in Chicago.
Joe Houston, foreman of -CCC T. Wells.
Mr.lCurtis Hubbs and family of camp at Harlan, Ky., is spending
Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Boren rePaducah spent the week end with a week's vacation here with his turned Friday night from their
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hale.
wife, arid his parents, Mr. and wedding trip to New Orleans and
Dr. James Carr Dsftin, head of Mrs. Elrnus' Houston.
other points south. They are at
the science department of Lambuth
0
Mrs. Ed Hutton, Charlotte. Tenn., home on Olive street.
College, Jackson. Tenn., spent Sun- arrived here Tuesday to visit with
Claude Anderssn is a surgical
day with Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Oury. relatives and friends.
patient at the Mason Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L'.
"
Sharborough
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield. Sr.,
Clyde M. Bagwell. injured when
and children spent the week end struck by an automobile on the spent Thursday in Paris, Tenn.,
with friends in Rosiclaire, Ill.
Hazel Highway, was released from with Mrs. •George Gatlin.
Miss
J. T. Shackleford, secretary- a local hospital this week where Mary Shipley visited her aunt,
treasurer of the Western Dark he was taken immediately after Mrs. Lillie King on the same date.
Mrs. T. B. Wright cf Dalton.
Fired Tobacco Growers Associa- the accident. *
Mrs. Clifton Parker of Detroit, has been the guest .of Mrs. Solon
tion, spent the week end with his
family in Nashville, Term. Shack- is a pat!ent at the Mason Memorial Higgins. Mrs. Higgins and Mrs.
leford, recently elected to the pos Hospital where she writ undergo Wright are spending a few days
sition by the board of directors. an operation.
this week with relatives in Stewart
Mrs. "Addie Hubbs of Dalton. Counts,. Tenn.
began work at Murray last TuessesMiss Virginia Rudolph visited
Ga.. is the guest of Mrs. Joe T.
day.
friends in Mayfield over, the week
Miss
Catholene
McAlexander Parker.
was among ...those dismissed from ,Mrs. Zula Cobbs Lawrence and end.
Master Carlos Miles. of Cadiz,
the Mason Hospital this week after Mrs. Virginia Mather of Paducah
spent the week-end with Misses was dinner guest Sundejf Of Mii3Or
surgical treatment.
L. L. Veal, general manager of Emily, and Oneida Wear.
Guy McCuiston.
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Carl Williams, a Calloway 6ounLuther Draffen, Calvert City.
Growera Association, left Sunday president of the Lower Tennessee tian. -left for Detroit Saturday. and
for Washingtort, D. C.. where he Valley Association. and Prsf. John will seek employment there.
Mrs. Louraine Hall and her two
will interview individuals high in Henson, principal of the Calvert
The. agricultural zone of-- national City High School, were visitors in- sons. Ansel and James Lee, Fulton,
are visiting --Mrs.
—Pare:ifs.
administratiba in- an -effort-to-ben& Murray Tueschry:--------T,
-fit the growers of tobacco in this
Mr. and Mrs. K. C. Witherspoon Mr. and -Mrs. George Miller, of
district. Boone Hill, Sharpe, pres- and little son, C. A., returned to Harris Grove during the week.
ident of the Association, held a
conference with Veal here immediately before he left for the national capital.
J. L. Wells, Doddsville, Miss..
At The Time of Need—Within Your Means
is visiting his relatives and friends
in this county.
Mrs. Lawrence Swift and little
son, and Mrs. Genie Gilbert spent
Friday afternoon with Mrs. 'rye
Brewer.
*Mrs. W. B. Howard and Mr.
and Mrs. A. 0. Paschall of Lynn
Mrs. Boyd Gilbert, Lady Assistant
Grove. attended Presbytery at Mt.
Zipn. Church near Fulton last
Lady Undertaker in Calloway County
Tuesday and Wednesday. October
Mrs. Burrus Waters and Miss
Frances Amelia Waters left Sunday for Paducah
to join Mr.
Waters and make their home.
They will be at home at 1118 Clay
street. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Baker
and children accompanied Mrs.
Waters and Miss Waters to Paducah Sunday.

Phone 249

urrity, Kentucky

Many other desirable homes and farms
not listed here. Tell us what you
want and we will find it for you

of North • Fourth street, had 'as
their dinner guest Sunday. October
10, the following: Bro. and Mrs. C.
Francis, of Murray. Bro. Charles
R. Brewer, Hardy, Ark.. Miss
Mae Scoggin. Marietta, Miss,
Miss Anita Dee Sambourg. Obion,
Tenn., and Tillman Taylor, Murray.
.
Mr. and mrs. Otte
son-in-law, Mrs.
daughtei and
Lloyd Crain, and Mr.''Crain. of
BrOokport, • Ills were out-of-town
relatives attending tuners' services
fOr W. C. Farmer Saturday afternoon,
Mrs. Toy McCuiston visited her
daughter, Mrs. Herman White. of
Cadiz, last week. Returning Sunday, she was accompanied. home
by Mr. and Mrs. White who Were
Sunday guests of Mr. White's

/La-
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4utterworth

Change Now
to Winter
Grade D-X
Motor Oil

_Let,---L10--Gheeli

Yc)ur Transmission,
lifferential, and
Repack Your Front
Wheel Bearings

General

GILBERV.:DBRON

as

ZERONE
ANTI-FREEZE
$1.00
Gallon

ON WINTER DRIVING

COSTS

We've made a person7' study of every and all
makes and models of cars . . We !snow how and
what to d9 to get the most in performance at the
lowest possible cost to you . . . and we're glad to
pass these tips on to you. Come in today and let
us check your car over . . . Let us cut your driving
costs this winter.

- ARVIN

Hot Water
HEATERS
$9.95 up

,
F I•

Why not let us install a
______It_new_1231:1_

Avoid Motor
Trouble ... Use

Motorola Auto
Radio
as low as

D-X

,

$39.95

Lubricated

GENERAL
Non-Skid
TIRES

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
EAST MAIN STREET

They do not slide on
wet streets or roads

MURRAY, liENTUCKY

FOR FAST ROAD SERVICE,Call

Gasoline

For Safety, Change to

208

I
,r
•

•

,

By Bringing
Your Car in
Now for Service

USE JACKSON PURCHASE OIL COMPANY
SERVICE and enjoy Perfect Winter Driving
plus great savings!

•

osis-ss

INC.EtiRAMO

Only

OF

t4'25
Exchange
•

-

PHONE 195 -AMM/104N(EVERYICE -P•ORRAY.KY

Super Service Station

BATTERIES
at, low

5 and 8th. Mrs. may Lawrence of
Lynn Grove visited her cousin.
Mr. and Mrs. Will . Arnett of
Water Valley at this time.
Mr. and Mrs.. T. N. Parker and
daughter. Modean, of St. Louis, are
visiting relatives in the county this
week. ,

COMPLETE, RELIABLE SERVICE

r

Good 6-room"house, North 5th street, lot_is
85x174; first class shape; nice, new garage;
$1,350; pall cash, balance on terms:
• Nice -6-roont house on south 6th street; $650
cash; balance goo'a terms.

in kid,
d con!:
osilay
kiddies
largest
furray.

parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. White.
Mrs. Noel Herndon, of Chicago,
has returned here to reside. Mr.
Herndon will return later to anakt
his home here.
Owen Barber received treatment
L. L. Farley Is receiving treat
at the Mason Hospital during the ment in the Mason Memorial Hos
week.
pital..
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PHONE 247, FLEASE

•

•
Miss Mary Cunningham The book I lotte Adams were appointed on an
study group will meet Monday, entertainment committee for theOctober 17. at 7:30 o'clock at the club socials held each third Thurs.
hurtle of Miss Lillian Hollowell.
day evening during the month.
Nevares Are ,Boet To
Westminster Fellowship Club

Social Calendar

•

•

Don't Forget to Come to the Fair October 22 and 23, and.. .

Mlas Wolfson Entertains

Little Mies Mary Ann Wulfson
The Westminster Fellowship Club
entertained a few friends Sunday
met at the home of the Rev. and
afternoon at the home of her
Mrs. Bruce B. Maguire for its regparents. Dr. and Mrs A. M. WolfCopy for this page should „be submitted not later than Tuesday
ular meeting Thursday night, with
son, in celebration of her third
the Reverend Mr. Maguire leading
afternoon each week.
birthday.
a brilliant discumion on this
Games were played. and delight"Movie Made World". Miss Georgia
ful refreshments, with the -tradiGatlin, president of the club, was.
tional birthday cake, were served
in charge of the preliminary busito the following: Betty Yancey,
ness.
Ann Lowry. Martha Lee Penne_It was Mr. Maguire's contention
Thursday.' Octabor 14
baker. Nancy Dolly Wolfson, Bill
that the recent censorship of overBusiness meeting of Muffin
Rowlett. and Sam Elliott,
Mrs H. I Sledd, well-known
emphasized movies, put into effect
Woman's Club at 3 p. m. at tie.
throughout Murray social cir,
some
two
years
ago,
was
highly
home of Mrs. Ronalde Churchill
cles and a prominent club
beneficial since it reduced the Mrs. Health h Host
woman of this city. is the new
number of objectionable pictures
Friday. Oirtobeir 15
Mrs. L. J. Hortin had luncheon
Shiety Editor of the Ledger &
• Football game. MSC vs..-Middle
put before the public and started guests
on Friday during FDEA inTimes, effective this week. Mrs.
Tennessee, College Stadium. 8 .p.
a wave of classic productions that
cluding the following: Mrs. P. H.
Sledd edited last week's socials
put the cinema theatre on a higher
in.
Scott. Min Kay Scott. Mrs. B. Taydemonstrated
a lid
splendid
plane, perhaps, than the legiti- lor
end
Miss Ethel "Sonny"
ability. .
Monday, October 18
mate stage.
Quarles of Paducah.
Any person wishing to ieport
Monday Bridge Club at Mrs.
Group discussion favored the orit social event of any kind to
Chas Hire's.
ganization of a theatre party to
the Ledger & Tortes can locate
go to Mayfield on either the 4th Edward Overbey Celebrates
faesday. October 19
•
Mrs. Sledd by • her residence
•
Birthday
or
5th of November to see the
Mew Club will meet at 7:30
phone, number 247.
Warner
Brothers
masterpiece
e
p. •m. at the, home of Miss Lula
Monday afternoon. Edward OverThis- newspaper considers itLife of Emile Zola-. s,tarring,Paui bey, son of Mr
Clayton Beale with Mrs. Gingles
and Mrs. George
self fortunate in finding a soMuni.
The
young Pe
erten Ed Overbey. celebrated his third
Wallis and Mrs. Wayion Reyburn
ciety editor as capable as Mrs.
-minister
listed several coming at- birthday With a party at the home
-asiesting. hosts
Sledd to succeed Mrs. Joe T.
tractionset the local theatre which. of his grandparents.
Mr.. and Mrs
vett, who so ably held that
he said, he felt would be helpful B. W. Overbey. Moving
Presentatiun
the eOld Deespictures
bor. while she was connectfor wide awake and alert young were made of the children
Mattrict Skulee at 7:30 p m.
at play,
with the Ledger & Times...
students to -put on their "must" list. after which the birthday
ray High School auditorium by
cake was
Seven
hundred
and
fifty
issues
Missionary Society
Christian
cut
of
and refreshments served.
of -The Gleam", a mimeographed
Cgarch. Admission. 10c to all.
There present were Peggy Tur!Sunday evening honoring Miss magazine religious in theme
pub- ner. Tommie Doran. Sonnie and
Wednesday. Oetriber 20e.;Gretcheo Long, of New Jersey. lished by the Westminster Fellow- Jimmie Boone. Dannie Boone.
Max
Cha 'er of Those included vrefe Miss. Long. ship Club, were mailed, out by Herace and James Moon
N W ir
Church-at 2 eg !Mrs. W. G. avenue Mrs E J. Beale. the group.
L• D C., .
ill. Patricia Ann Broach. Francese
p. m..at the home of Mrs. Sam 1Mrs: G. Be-Scott: Mrs. J R Oury.
Lee Farmer and Clegg Austin.
Holcomb with Mrs. 'Homer Wil- 1Mrs. W H. Mason. and the host. Mrs. Morgan Host T•
••
•
Later in the evening they were
musicale
"society
learns. telesting host.
Mrs. Rue Beide Is Host To
linens of Mrs G. B. Scott et the ,
Bridge Club
Mrs. Ira E Morgan. assisted by
•
Wednesday Bridge Club at 2:30 theatre. •
Mrs. A. V. Havens and Mrs. An•
•
with . Mrs: Will'H. Whitnill.
Mrs. Rue Beale was host to the
rue Wear. - entertained the MisMita 'Alice Waters Is
Tliennikay. October 21 Thursday Bridge Club at her
sionary
Society
AAUW
'Speaker
of 'the First Chris- apartment in
Mrs B. F. Beherffitis, Mrs. Marthe men's dormitory
tian Church -Tuesday afternoon at
vin Fulton: Mrs. .Bruce Mazda
Mrs. E. J Beale was winner of
Miss Alice Waters,- speaking' on the home
of Mrs. Morgan. The the high
and Mrs N. p. Hutscii will be the Chinenes-J
score prize. A surprise
apanese situation;
hosts to Home Departmerit at 2:45 • at the ARM tW mapIins chrti-sissi- 39 program'centered around the study shower of leyelyegifts evaa_pree
n
'
n a----Wae host:
, gave a. rn
-bst interesting and inform- exercises were
conducted by Mts.
Dr. James H Richmond. will speak • ative talk
Mernbers and several guests, inShe gave_a vivid sc- T. P. Cook and
papers were given cluding Mrs.
at 3:15
E. ,B. Howton. Mrs.
1 count of . the. differences between by
Mrs. A. V. Havens and Mrs. Kelly
Cromwell. and Mrs. Elliott
China and Japan from the time she Bill Parks.
Thersday. Oeteihee 211,
After a short busi- Wear, were
present. '
Thstriet--.PTA meet, at atureity repr:tste.ntter-dtha)e,.. Orient1892 eo the ness session, refreshments were
r
High School .
served and a social hour enjoyed.
According
to Miss Waters. China
Surprise Dinsiereee
Friday And Saturday. Oct. 2S-30 - State Herm* -Economics Cons en- ! does not want war and never has
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Sniith had
A surprise dinner *was given last
lion at MSC W.;men of the town wanted war. Japan makes, use of dinner guests Tuesday evetuing
Sunday in compliment - to Joe
"the flimsiest pretexts for further honoring
are- invited
Mrs. Joe Philips of De- Parker McCuiston
at. the home of
. acts of aggression. She foments troit.
Those present were Mrs. his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
gagoraay. October 341.!disunion in China and assists rebels Philips.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Ru- McCuiston.
. Alpha Department will meet' Oce‘ against constituted authority. She
dolph. Mrs. Nell Farmer, Van
It was Mr. McCuiston's 21st
tober 30 instead of. 0.1.- ber 23 at , autocratically makes demands on Valentine,
and the hosts.
birthday. A beautifully decorated
tee h._.me of Mis..s - Desiree Beale.- !:E7tuna which • no nation. desiring
birthday cake bearing the eignifi. te keep its integrity, could con!•
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Sr..
maw, fell .Hays
cant number of candles was the
meets
: cede
She stews 'Chinese terriIlas Tea Guests
central ornament of the table.
tory regardless of - treaties. Not
Mrs Hue Beale and Mrs. L J evq, the Nine
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield. Sr.. Washer pitching and other games
Power Pact acts as
Hortir. were hosts to eher Mettle a deterrent
on. the encroaching had guests fer tea at her home were played in the afternoon.
• Boil Hays Circle of the 'A-hee ' Japanese.
The honoree received many nice
Japans' needs are in- Tuesday afternoon honoring Mrs.
Waters hilssionery Society Monday l eivem
-d natural resources and a Mary Lewis Bobby of Trenton. gifts.
evening. at the home of the lateer •. greater
Those present included: Mr. and
field for 'selling her menu- Tenn.
Mrs. Roy Farmer was leader . for :facture:I articles.
At the conclusion of a social hour Mrs. 011ie K. Stubblefield and
the program. Papers on the -*lib- e. MisirOeater
s' sympathies are en- which was spent informally, the children. Jeretta and Bobbie. Mr.
led.. ',neleasitet Women Armdtte their with the
Chinese and her host, assisted by Min Mary Ship- and Mrs. Lloyd Lawson. Mr. and
the Wcrlde .wefe presented- ble ipereessive
nese - would canvert any- ley, served a party plate. Guests Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield and
Mrs.. Char:es Jennings. Mies Fran- One. save.
perhaps. a 'Japanese. to included Mrs. Mobley. Mrs. Lula daughter. Dorcthy Sue. Mr. and
.ces...Sexton and Mrs. Wells Oree - be
point sf view. She recorn- Wall, Mrs. Florence Wilson, Mrs. Mrs. Chester Willis and dauchter.
Refrestirbents were served
.bi.
I mends an American boycott of Love Williams,•Miss Rennie Row- Wanda, Mr. and Mrs. Billie Lawson.
durinz the social hour to nevere Japanese
he. Mrs. Solon Higgins. Mrs. 0. Mr. and Mrs. Bertron Willis.
good..
teen members and One guest. • Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. .J. C. Lawson. Mr.
The AAUW will present Edward J. .Jennings. Mrs. C. A. Bishop.
Annie H -Young _
Rannells. head of the art depart- •Mrs. Lula Risenhoever. and Mrs. and Mrs. Clarence Stubblefield.
The November meeting will be
Mr and Mrs. Willie Hatsfield and
of the University of Ken- E. S Diugeid. Sr.
held at the home of Mrs Keillem Way
son. Kenneth. Mr. and
• • • ••••••-,
at theicenext ogee meeting
Mrs.
Cromwell.
Thomas Hendon. Mr. and Mrs.
-•
.
on Tuesday, •November 9. Feis Couples Enjoy Opting And
•
•
John Richard Hendon and daugh..
- topic wiie be "Art in America".
Picnic
Iihmer osests Howie, Miss Lenz , New
ter, Dortha Ann. Mr. and Mrs.
members in AAUW are DT.
Eight young men and women' -of
.Chrisman. Mr. and Mrs..
• -1Ftsher, Mrs.. Nat Ryan
,
-him Rob Maeop*
id dinner ,Katherine
He .r.w, ec.
Miss Lora Friebee, and Murray' motored out to theebome Clay McClure, Mr. and Mrs.- Tom
geese at- Bichone inn in Paducat „
.
of Mr and Mrs. Noel Melugin test Hendon.
North of the city limits Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest - Dick. - Mr.
night and enjoyed weiners, marsh- and Mrs. Clifford Parker and chilmallows, arid lawn games during dren. Mary Ann and. Martha Ora.
the warm evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Dillard. McCuiston.
In a woodland just West of the Mr. and Mrs. Ewin Dick and chilMelugin home, the group built a dren. Joe and Norma -Mr. and
fire and satisfied its appetites with Mrs. Rayrnorul Hamlin, Mr. and
delicious picnic lunches.
After- Mrs.' Robeit McCuiston and daughward. all repaired to the Melugin ter. M>-r! Faye. Mrs. Ada Stubble=
lawn to play interesting games.
field. Mrs. Fannie Hendon. Mrs.
__Theee. present were Mr and Mrs Vada Collie'and eon. - Bobbtee • -Noel Melugin and children. Ross
Mrs. Vera 'Arnett: Mrs. 'Clyde
Aimee rarely. -Marone-Ward leur- Miller.- Mrs. - Mary
- Mrs.
dom Outland, Mildred Williams. Frances McCuiston, Miss Rosa McHarold Earley. Margaret" Purdone Cuiston, 'Miss Mary Lee Coleman.
Luther Nance. Rubye Car-gybe Wil- Mies Mary Dean Collie. Miss Grey
son. and Edward Freeman.
Farley. Miss Bobbie •Parley. Miss
Mabel Lonsiter, Miss Hilda Ann
Marlin's Chapel Woman's Society Lawson. Miss Ernestine Miller,
SELECTED STYLES
-Of
Holds Reenter Merits(
Miss Paula Miller Miss Frances
NEWEST MODES'
Aftnett M3ss Rachel Lasater., Miss
FURS-IN
M.L
IN
. The Woman's Missionary .SoCief5,
Audrey- Willoughby. Miss Laura
of Martin's Chapel church heist its
Feeley. Mies -June - Taney, Mtn
regular monthly meeting at the
Norma Bete Meentston.-har.ne . of Mrs. C. 13. Richardson
Gus Dee Yarbrough. Mack ColeTuesday afternnon. The prograth
Man. James Max Grogan, W. U.
on
"Releasing
Women Around the McCuiston, Billie
-Per-P44-P004
Collie. James
World."' was Well given by dif441°c
Garvis Wilson., Huie Warfere* Members. after which plans
ren. Cannon Yarbeough.
were discussed for the week a
Afternoon callers were: 'Ruby
prayer.
Farrue Ruby Lee Faetee.. Keys Farflpe-41,•,4v4mv.-Ames.•Clatut Hue ris. Fred Hoeston, J. D. Hendrick,
eete5a
Terwerile Mrs. Cre Farmer. Mrs
Erein .....Winchester. J. C. Dunn.
rftsin•to It
wood
COaT
Oreee-Whitnelf. Mei.'W. H .Breach. Prentice
oar *Ca
pavane' Stall
. Dunn. John. Warren
on OUR rieekato
Mrs Herbert Farmer, Mrs. HarDunn.
Thiu Whit/tun
Miss Dona
Padgett. Mrs. Andress's. Mrs to
sus(a
Farmer. Mrs Ada Padgett. Mrs Euselian
Class Meets
R E Roach, Mrs. Nat Gibbs, Miss
otri
Virginia Farmer, and the hcht...
The Euzelian darts of the -First
• • • • •
eatel
Baptist -church held its regular
Weigle: MUT el
lafir
I Household Arts ,Flans 'or Mince
monthly meeting Monday- evening
-leveaskao,
at the home of Mrs. Carney HenThe Household Arts 'Club of don.. Mrs. Ivan Rudolph and Mrs
yv.
Nen raY State College etuide plans Graves
Henden were
assiteing
Wednesday. -October 0, for the hosts
,eitiatien .
of tts new members The • 'Berk Ralph Churchill conducted
initiation will be held Thursday th:" d evot ona le
,after which pre.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 19-ALL DAY
evening. October 21. at the prac- Barber Mellrath led:le prayer.
tice house.. •
Mrs. Graves Sledd. president .of
The clUb
sponsor a dance the tease presided over a short!
Saturday evening, Novernter 6 business session,
•
,
The president Miss Bess Cannon
An hour Of Mewing was followed I
named Miss Elizabeth .Williams. by a social period, during
Miss 'Mary Moire Windsor and the hosts 'aervec1,_relreshments. carwit Ellyn Firtglit sty,* deletes- rung.Qat' .tho Ilaieweeze. Ibeurs.
HMV rotemIttee ' tales Dixie Slime There were twenty-one . members
Mew Monet* Xiciranti Mies Char-

SAVE IN OUR GREAT

I Mrs. H. I. Sledd
Is Society Editor

(A SMALL DEPOSIT HOLDS ALL PURCHASES)

Sensational

_

• Polos

95

• Sports
• Dressy Fur Trim
Styles
Lf you /eve style, if you enioy fashions at their
best-then come to see this great selection ot
fine tailored, sport and dressy fur-trim Coats
Only then can you aopreelate Just how much
st)le and quality we've had made into lib,
great feature coat group. Sizes from 14 to 2018 to 52.

Girls' 6 to 16

COATS $12.95 $14.95

.95

Highly Styled Fall Models

Coats for Miss or Mahem at a general savings. Splendid 'Hater.
ials In all the neve
season's shades, well
tailored and warmly •
lined. ALL SIZES

Two high grade coat groups that afford tremendous savings. Every coat highly styled of
the season's most favored woolens. all the best
shades. Sports and dressy fur trimmed model..
Coats that appeal to women accustomed to
ing 425.00 for a coat. If you doubt this statement, COME AND SEE!

Exclusively Styled

Thrilling! Glorious! Fascinating!

SILK FROCKS

NEW FALL

PRICED AT ONLY

SILK FROCKS

$3•95

Hundreds ot Styles from Which to Choose!

All the new fall shades in lovely silk
.giunsa crepes and the new matetasse.
All shes 14 to 20 and 38 to 52.
Words could never descrIbe the loveliness and quality to be found -in the:
great fall assemblage of smart silk
frocks. Every- dress the last word hi
fashion and detail!

• Black
• Navy
• Wine
• Rust
• Green
Every Dress Hand Picked Personally
New York Office

$1.49 - $2.95

Up to $4.95
Attractive sport, plain tailored and fur trim
dressy coats in nasy, brown, red, royal, green,
rust and mahogany. Full lined for warmth.
Exceptional values in our greatest Fall bale

An Unheard-of Low Price
lk9r-te 1L_Plaina. •Dressy Styles

si!.

•Fitted Styles
• Half Belted
• Full Belted
• Swing Styles

COATS .

New Fall Cloth COATS

You Save $1.00 to $1.50
on Every Dress

by Our

All Wool Snow Suits

The Lowest Price in Yealksf'
LARGE, PART WOOL
BLANKET PAIRS

3-Piece for Children 3 to 14
Tlaide solid colors and calmbinationS-Coat, pants and
tam to match. Warm, allstool fabrics.

Colorful Plaids
$4.98

Absolutely the greatest blanket value in our business
career. Large, colorful block plaids. extra heavy
pairs at a teuthfel sittings or 54k ‘.NOW OFFERED AT

SNOW SUITS

$198

Men's Heavy Blanket Lined 11 11PERS
$1.49
All sizes. and made of.
heavy denim, corduroy
collars. Heavy wool mix
blanket lined for warmth.
•
America's greatest WORK
511041 buy
11.1st
' A SC.9S N'alne!
Genuine hien grade elk
uppers, test compesttion
soles wjth erxtra
heavy,
'-fliffleallier slip sole from
toe to heel.
•
GUARANIEED wilen
SHOE. all si
.
81.19
Plain toe.
er • uppers
. with long wearing tempoAtha soles.

- Part Wool Singles
Wariie nappy. wool single blankets, plaids
-A Si, FER VALUE FOR THIS SALE $1 10

Extese-she-Extra %eight. Warm, plaid cotton blankets, Unusual values
FOR OUR FALL SALE

$1.98
SNOW SUITS
For Ages 3 to 6
Attractively styled in all the
popular models. Our tow
Hot,* suit prices afford genuine savings.

Singles at Only 59c

S.zes G to 11

49c
Colorful new patterns in
splendid
quality prints.
fashioned Into the season's
e most e attractive
styles.
Lohe or short sleeves.

4ir

For Ages 3 to 6
A hie range of nest stt les in
solids and Plaid e
mnblekalion., one and two piece
with
tam to match.

Big Savings! Large ,CAtton Pairs
BLANKETS -

Fasireolored
Print Frocks
-"
for Girls

Be s#san''

DOMINANT
VALUEs

Savings

FROM FAMOUS NEW YORK MANUFACTURERS

I

'{

COATS

Newest Winter Styles!

.

-

1937,"

SWING FROCKS
at 69c - 98c

Misses' Silk
Frocks
$1.98
Printseend solid colors-lovely quality, beautiful
styles in both long and
short sleeves, all sizes. 6
to 16.

82.98
Men's Heavy Ribbed iJflions
A eensetion in fine ribbed union
mina Warm. well made, iornfor.
table, long legs and lee vs, fine
ribbed. Ecru ribbed unions in
all sizes from 34 to 46, for men.

9c

Famous"Haynes" and "Mayo"

piLbe,s1

•Ilnest ribbed
Peru renkm %Mee Long leg and'
long sleeve style. Made to
the utmost service. Full 14 give
and
16 pound garments

Boy.'
UNION SUITS

Boys'
MAYO UNIONS

Rest grade heavy winter ribbed unlonsuits
for boys. All ages, fi to
16. Regular 59e value.

Boys' Minted itualit
is inter weight. famous
1 nun
brand Ribbed
eults--Eeru-in all sees, 6 to 16.

49c

69c

Gladys Scott's

Regal Dress Shop

•

t.:T±RR
KENTUCKY

Nom

;

4.-

11.
•

•
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John Garland Surprised With
The French department office of
return to the dust of the earth
Birthday Dinner.
Murray State College was decofrom whence it came, in the hills
Rbute
Mrs. John Garland gave a sur- rated for the event in a color
of 'Zion, yet will his spirit live on
prise birthday dinner in honor of actieme
French blue .and pink.
Hello!
After an absence ofand on and hover In angelic halo
her husband's forty-ninth birthcleyvtea was served from a beautifully
Greetings to my lather on his
two weeks I will try to send in a
about those who linger here.
birthday!
at
the
homeSunday,
appointed
10.
table
by
Mrs. A. A.
Garden Department Entertains
The-se words are the feeble at- few items from this neighborI know we're going TO like our
At the noon hour4A,loountiful Wolfson.
Applications are now being re- unable to secure proper credit from
She, was assisted in
tempt to pay him tribute by—One hood.
The Garden Department of the lunch was served on the beautiful serving by Misses Juanita Mc- new editor but it's going to take
ceived by the Farm Security Ad- other sources to Make a crop or
Who Loved Him.
We
were sorry to hear of Mr.
Dougal, Vaginialee Thomson, Sara a little time to get used to the
ministration for rural rehabilitation to purchase nieded livestock and
Murray Woman's Club held its lawn.
Lovett's selling the Ledger &
absence of Mr. Lovett who had
loans for the next crop year, G. C. equipment."
The following guests were _pres- Marrs, and Georgia Gatlin.
regular meeting last Thursday evTimes. We have enjoyed reading
grown
to
be
personal
almost
a
There were about twenty-five
Dyer, county supervisor in charge
ening, with members of the other ent:
"Jots by Joe" and think he has
"The time given for repayguests present. Miss Nadine Over- friend. I'm glad we're to still have
of the Rural Rehabilitation' superMr. and Mrs.. A. W. Garland,
made
ment of these loans is an importthe
departments of the club as guests.
paper
better
since
own"Just
Jots"
whether they're by
all is faculty sponsor of the
vised
loan
program
the
of
Farm
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Garland.
ing it.
ant factor in getting distressed famWe wish for him sucJoe or John.
Mrs. Hall Hoed opened her spaciSecurity Administration in CalloMr. and Mrs. W. L. Garland, Mr. group.
ilies back onto their feet," Mr.
This week begins the second six- cess in whatever he decides to
I did enjoy those teachers; letway, Graves, Fulton. Hickman
ous home for the occasion, and and Mrs. John Garland,
Mr. and
Dyer said. -Many things which
week-' of school. We have moved do. We also extend best wishes
Arta
ters
And
a
counties
announced
few
weeks
Crafts
tfi*o,
early
especially
this
Cfab
week
Meets
was assisted In her dulles as Mrs. Bert Garland and children,
into our new study hall and are to Mr. Neal and hope 'he enjoys
the farmer has to buy, such as
Patrick Henry's or was it Milfrom his office in Mayfield. •
livestock, farm
using our new class rooms. We his work on the paper as well as
equipment, time
hostess by Mrs. F. E. Crawford, Nelson and Jimmie, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Emily Wear wns host to ton's) tho
"These
loans
we
don't
are
limited
take
the West are planning
within and other soil improveme
Mrs. V. A. Windsor, Mrs. W. H. Sammie Garland, Mr. and Mrs. the Arts and Crafts Club Wednesnt items
to keep warm this we like to read it.
Kentuckian
bounds
the
allotted
of
so
didn't quite under- winter.
funds to fi- do not bring their
full return the
Mason. Mrs. Arthur Farmer, Mrs. Bub Garland, Mr. and Mrs. John day afternoon at her horse. NeedleThe radiators are here
The
:Men
are
still
very
busy
stand
nancially
distressed
what
Editor No. 6 had said.
farm families first year and the
and they are ready to start to wroking their hay, sewing wheat
longer credit
Gatlin Clopton. and Mrs. Joe Hicks, Mr. arfd Mrs. Almon Wil- work and henversation filled a
Anyway, we realize now that, "The
—whether on their own land or as
period makes it unnecessary for
work on preparing for the heat.
Ryan. Dahlias and roses - lent a loughby.
pleasant social hour.
and
grass
and
of
course
the
women
pert is mightier than the sword."
tenants on rented land—who--are
Mr:
.and
Mrs.
Wilber Dyer and
the farmers to sacrifice needed
gay color note to the rooms.
During the business session, two
The entire school had several are still gathering, shelling, and
As usual, I don't know anyihlng
children, Murlene and Jodie, Mr. new members. Mrs.
feed and seed crops to repay his
An interesting program
pictures taken ,Monday merrung. canning butterbeans, peas, etc.
Annie Wear
was
much
of
interest.
and
Mrs.
People
Garie Walker and chil- and Mrs. Finis Outland, were electall October 11.
loan, as would be the case if loans
given moving pictures of local
Pictures were taken
But still there a little time left
were made for but one year.
gardens and clubs, and some out- dren. Emma Jean and J. P.. Mrs. ed. Names were drawn for the an- around attended the county fair of different groups such as the for visiting. Mr. and
Mrs.
Zelna
at
Dover
last week end. There grade
Where the borrower is a tenant,
of-town pictures were shown. These Martha Garland, Mrs. Beadie Out- nual
Christmas
gift exchange
students, ball teams, sev- Farris and daughter, Dot, spent
was
a beautiful display of handwere followed by dance numbers land, Elbert Garland and children. among the club members.
For the first time throughout the term and provisions of his /ease
enth and eighth grades, the high Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
.by Misses Jeanette Farmer, Naomi Lewis and William, Misses Valtie
Guests, other than . club mem- work and canned fruit and aeget- school and the different classes.
Leaman Nix of Murray. Mr. and the fall of 1937 we • witness Jack are, of course, important factors,
Frost's annual visit. His visit has particularly as regards loans for
Lee Whitnell and Hazel Hood, and Harris and Neva Fay Garland, El- bers, were Mrs. 0. J. Jennings. ables.
The
honor
roll
for
the first 8 Mrs. L. D. Linville and children,
The schools are being improved
been light, therefore it has not soil improvement items."
Misses Marion Sharborough, Louise vin, Eura, and Alton Garland, Mrs. Annie Wear, Mrs. Ronald
Ralph
and
weeks
Frances,
is
as
were
follows:
dinner
first grade,
caused much damaged in this good' Mr. Dyer is assisted in his work
Putnam and Martha Belle Hood. Clarence Hicks, Brown Willough- Churchill, Mrs. Elliott Wear and after all the pie suppers etc. Pop- Betty Jo Holsapple,
guests
Sunday
of
Mr.
and Mrs.
Anna Ruth
lar Spring School has new concrete
by Mrs. Mary, D. Browder, Rural
old Tennessee River bottom.
They were accompanied at the by, Calvin Hall,. Clyde Willough- Miss Nancy Wear.
steps, Blue Spring School was Billington, Sue Puckett, C. W. Gdorge Linville and family.
•• • • •
Rehabilitation Home Supervisor.
piano by Mrs. Gingles Wallis. by, Stanly Walker, Duel and EdMiss
Ethel
Jones,
second grade. Rebecca RobRobertson has reThe Stewart County Fair haS Earl Mayhew of Lexington, Ky., is
.; Mrs. Byron Beard was at home painted on the inside last week. erts, Mary
Miss Lillian Watters and Miss ward Morgan.
turned
home from a few days' been in progress during
Alice Nanney, Rubye
and Tharpc School is to have a
the pat State 'Director in charge of this
Those Calling during the after- to the Book and Thimble
Eleanor - Hire rendered a lovely
Club recif.
D. Bizzle, Edna Mitts; third grade, visit with Mr. and Mrs. Curtis week and'
many from this section phase of the Farm Security work.
noon were: Mr. and Mrs. Clyde at her home Wednesday
two-piano number.
afternoon.
Overbey. of l!Onton.
attended it.
A fine mule of Clyde Spiceland's Louise Leonard, Leonard Wilkermembers
At the conclusion of the program Phelps, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Donald- Only
were
present.
Mr. and Mrs. William Grubbs,
son, Debartha Ann Cleaver, Jacke
HONOR ROLL FOR PASCHALL
the guests were invited into the son. Mrs. Bessie 'Wells, Misses May After a social hour the host serv- came up from the -pasture one Miller; fourth grade,
Farmers will soon be ready to
L.' G. Tubbs, Garvin Linville, Miss Mattie Lou
night last week with, a terrible
SCHOOL
dining room where punch and Nell and Dorotha Geurisa, Aline ed a party plate.
Fowler,
Mary
of
gather
Paris,
corn
Wilma
and
lnusglers
John
are
about
Jones,
Waylon
Lois
C.
Suiter,
gash in the breast above the front
• • • • ••
dainty sandwiches and cookies Charlton, Lucile Wells, Hubert
Salmon
Dorothy.
of
ready
Buchanan,
to
"hole
up"
Mae
for
winter
the
Tenn.,
Roberts,,
went
Virginia
leg and threatened to. bleed to
I Seeond Month I
were served. Mrs. E. B Houston and Lester Donaldson, William Out- Mrs. Churchill And Mrs. Hendon
to Detroit last week. They had a like the Great Northern bear.
death. There. is no veterinarian Williams, Thomas Roberts; fifth
Eighth grade, Freda Baker, Hugo
and Mrs. Joe Lovett piesided at land. Elvin Thompson, Hardin
nice
Entertain
trip
grade.
'
andNell
we
hope
they
Clendenon„Mavis Lee
all
Bro. Henry Hargis filled his- reg- Wilson'; sixth grade, Paul A. Lasnearer than Murray so the *omen
Welts. James Tabers, R. W. Bogthe punch table. .
find employment. Mr. and Mrs. ular
monthly
appointment
tried all, the old blood stopping Rowland. Charlene -Lynn. Mary 8ue
at
Emma- Zella- Key. Milta 'wee
Mrs. Max Churchill an
There were about eighty gtfests gess. and Thomas Phelps.
Mrs.
Rose, Sarah Agnes Bowden, Tip- Grubbs moved here from Detroit Azotua Church. - He spent Satur- siter:
Baker, Lowell Key. Nitaree Spann;
.....
Graves Hendon were hosts' at a remedies of flour, soot, etc„ they ton
who enjoyed this delightful affair.
last summer.
Miller.
day night with W. P. Brigham and fifth grade. Rema Farris, Christine
.one o'clock luncheon Wednesday knew to" no avail, at last Linus
. .111L-1 1---- Murray
Winnaa's Club Is
Mrs. George Sermon and daugh- family.
Key. Lucille Carrot Joe Thomas
at the 'home of the former' • Flow- Spiceland discovered what he Honor roll for grades G-12 will ter, Marjorie; Mr.
Prize Winner
Mrs. H. I. Sledd was at home
and Mrs. Dorsey
Foster; .third grade, R. L. Myres. ers in all the fall colors made dec- hoped was the end of a cut vein appear next week.
and
Mr.
airs.
tee
Lyons
were
last Friday afternoonio her bridge
Kirksey met us on our diamond McFadden, .of Buchanah, visited Sunuday dinner guests with Mr. Mary Elizabeth martort Winnie Lue
or artery and they hastily tied
MItirray Woman's Club won a oration throughout the moms.
A
club and a few guests. At the
Mrs. Regenia Linville Tuesday
it with a , strip torn from a band- ThurSday, October 7, in two softprize of $15.00 in a table setting delightful luncheon was served
Jones; second grade. Max Smothand Mrs. Robert Robinson.
conclusioe of the games prizes were
at
afternoon.
contest at Stewart Dry Goods Co three tables on which the Hallo- age and the bleeding instantly ball sames. „ We won ,both games
awarded Mrs. Clifford metugin
Cleo Bureham spent Saturday erman, Wrenn, Smotherman; first
Luther
Freeland
is
making
mowith
ascore cf 14-3. Our girls
in Louisville on October 7. One we'en idea was carried out in
Ceased.
and Mrs. J. R. Oury. The hostess
the
night with Mr. and Mu. R. M. Mir-. grade. Betty Jean Key, Annie Jean
lasses this week.
day out of each year this com- decorations. •
Mr. and Mrs. Linus Spiceland won with a score of 21-7. We also
Jones, Virginia F'aye Foster.
served a p4iity• plate to the mem'
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alvin
Grubbs
have
of ton and family.
- two games scheduled with
pany has what is known as
Guests were Mrs. Joe Parker, and Mr. and Mrs. Otis Lovins and
(Third Month)
bers' ah°8- the following guests:
Delroy
Milton
HilTnan
and
Lyons,
Paris.
Tenn.,
were
dinner
guests
"Stewart's Day" and a certain Mrs. Carney Hendon, Mrs. George children spent last Saturday night Faxon Friday at their fair. These
Eighth grade, Freda Gay Baker
Mrs. Jack Dycps of Georgetown,
local
members
of
the
_Atr...
and.
_Mrs_
_Luther
,
the.. semerii- acaon.
r cent of
an4---kirm---E11-- arTeTi Ingo -Wilson. Brenda May.
s•-sKys
baseball nine.. spent Sunday- after- J. 111' Oih
_grade softball tournament Sunday. .
the
Kentucky
Key; sixth grade, Paul A. Lassiter,
Federation
of Mrs. Ardell Knight, Mrs. Hubert Yes, and we broke the Sabbath
Stokes, and Mrs. Nat Ryan.
noon
Bluff,
the
where
they
were
at
Mn,
and
Mrs. C. W. York and
Women's Clubs for the publication Dunn. Mrs. Lynville Yates, Mrs. by bringing a truck of horses home started at -Almo High school durLowell Key. Milta Malee Baker, s
•
• • • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Darnell and to play Hazel in baseball and later
of its magazine.
Emma Zella Key; fifth grade.
•
Walter Boone. Mrs. 0. B. Boone, from pasture over those slick, ing the fair. It will he held Sat- daughter.
engage
to•
a
Mrs. Waters Made "Honoree
fry.
fish
in
big
Norma, visited friends
muddy roads, but those roads may urday of this week,,(October 16)
The
Murray
club
competed and Mrs. J. C. Calhoun.
Mr. and . Mrs. W. F. Brigham Robert Lassiter, Christine Key.
,Of Parties
in Big Sandy, Tenn., and attended
• • • • •
get worse later. Why can't they at Almo. The first esme of 'the a:
against eight other clubs from
had the following guests Sunday: Calvin - Key, Lucille Carrel, Joe
singing convention there.
tournament
.
over
get
between Almo andthe state. An informal din- Mrs. Walter Wyatt Honored
a good road there so that Pine
Thomas Foster; third grade, R. L.
Mrs. Burials Waters was honor
Mr. and Mrs. J. L, Lynn are ex- Mr. and -Mrs. Frank Miller and
Bluff and Concord road can b Efexter. was played Friday, Octoguest at several parties last week ner table was set using a' fruit
daughters. Daphine and Frances, 'Myres, 1Vinnie Los Janes, Mary
pecting
their
son,
Jesse
Lynn,
in
ber
Children
1.
and relatives gathered connected.
The game was won by
Folks
are
prior to tier departure for Padu- centerpiece and carrying out an
hoping
Hobart Miller, Marlie Moody, Mr. Elizabeth Marton; second 'grade.
The remainder of the for a Visit.
autumn
color scheme ranging recently at the home of Mrs. Wal- for great things through the new Alms.
cah to make her home.
and Mrs. Dewelane Milton and Marcell Key, Max Smotherman.
Mrs.
George
Black
remains
ill.
ter
games
Wyatt to celebr
were to be played Saturday,
.ate her sixty- magistrate.
Wrenn Smotherman; first grade,
Thtirsday afternoon. members from gold to wine.
I enjoy all, the letters. Come on -daughter, Helen Ruth, Ida Lyons
We found some very generl6us October 2. but rain prevented the
Mrs. J. W. Carr represented first birthday. Many nice and useBetty Jean Key. Annie -Jean Jones,
(,f Circle No. 2 of the Alice Waters
David,
and
daughson,
little
and
Cotton
Top.
How
do
you
ful gifts were presented to the people in Murray who made it games being played that day. The
like
Virginia Faye Foster,
Missionary Society entertained in the club at this meeting.
• •
•
school? You ought to be coming ter, Lietha Anne.
•• • • •
honoree.
possible for Linus Spiceland to remainder of the schedule follows:
her honor at the home of MrS. 0.
The school here .
to
Hazel.
A delicious dinner was served at have a Fiddlers' Contest at Blue
Saturday, October 16: 9:00, UtJennings.
J.
miscellaneous Committee Meetings At
A
For fear our new editor doesn't nicely under the tutorship of Miss
Chiropractic: The science that
the noon hour. •
Spring Friday night.. October 15. terback vs. Brooks Chapel; 10:30,
Mrs. Hutson's
shower of gifts was presented in
Louise Barnes. This is her third
like long letters. I'll sign off.
makes people well and
Vancleave
The
afternoo
vs.
as
Blakley;
spent
Well,
in
pleasI'm
1:00,
out
of stationery and
Alma
a unique manner by Mrs. Albert
straight
year
teach
the
to'
John
St.
Mrs. N. P. Hutson was host to ant conversation a
—P-oop-Deck-Pappy
happy.
vs. Independence (semifinal); 2:30
musical num- news so adieu.—Chatterbox.
Laesiters who made a clever pre,
,
School.
members of the Civic Committee bers,
winners of the 9:00-10:30 games,
asa sentatipn speech by radio. DeDR.
W.
C. OAKLEY
Well,
must
depart.
I
of the Murray Woman's Club at
Those present_ included: Mr. and.
(semifinal); 4:00, final games, 'win;
ll. llghtful refreshments were served
Chiropractor
Hickman and Fulton counties
—The Rambler
her home Tuesday afternoon. Ways Mrs. Fate Grogan, Mr.' and
net's
of
1:00-2:00
games.
Mrs. .
to approximately thirty guests.
809 West Main
have received a loan of $100,000 to •
mum'
,
and means of building a club D0y1 Wyatt and children, Mr. .and
A very large and enthusiastic finance
rural electric lines.
Murray: Mon.. Wed. & Fri. P. M.
Pays to Read the Classifieds
It
house were discussed. A full mem- Mrs. Aubrey Wyatt and—childr
crowd
is • expected to be present
en. ' Master Edward Clayton Domes
Thursday. in the late afternoon.
Benton: Tues.. Thurs. & Sat.
bership attended.
for these five games.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Wyatt and was
members of the Book and Thimble
born on August 19, 1927. Re
We had as a very welcome visitson, Hilmar). Mr. and Mrs. Tholbert went away
Club. entertained at a going away
on the night of August
On Wednesday . afternoon the Wyatt and daughter. Fannie Belle.
or for our Fiddlers' Contest and
party for Mrs: Waters at the home
25, 1937, having lived upon this
book committee of the Irvin Cobb
Saturday morning program of our
Mrs. Nolb Densan, Harvie
of Mrs. Charlie Hale. A lovely
earth the brief span of 10 years
Book Club met at the home of
Fair, Mr. Raymond Story, former
Beenis
Barnett.
Hulon and 12 days.
gift was presented Mrs. Waters
Mrs. Hutson. Books to be pur- Wyatt, Attic Gupton.
teacher who is now- doing voca'Marlon
froth the club. A party plate was
He
was
the
beloved
son
of
Mr.
chased by 'the club were selected Wyatt, Lloyd Wyatt. Zukla Wyatt,
tional agriculture work in Western
served at the conclusion of.the
after which a socfal period was Earl Grogan, L. B. Williams, Miss and Mrs. Newell Doores. the first- State _College. Bowling
Green.
social hour. Those present were
born
child
to
enrich
the
bonds
of
enjoyed. The host served delight- Jetta Wyatt, and Mr. and Mrs. VialMrs: Luther Jackson. Mrs. Careol
holy. marriage and to delight their
fui refreshments.
ter
Wyatt.
Lassiter, Mrs. Herman Ross, -Mrs.
home. Besides, the parents who
Carman Graham. Mrs. 011ie Chamsurvive to mourn his passing the
Tea Honors Visitors
bers, Mrs. Byron Beard, Mrs.
broken family circle is now comAce don't believe in BRAGGING—We don't think it is BRAGDewey Jones. Mrs. Lester Farmer. • A lovely courtesy of last Friday
posed of Evelyn and Anna Lou. By 'Edmond Alexander and Roy
GING, B0163' A FACT—that COY'S MODEL CLEANERS is always in
Rose. Eighth Grade
Mrs. Charlie Hale, Mrs. Herbert was the tea given by members of
younger sisters, and Edgar ThomThree months of school -• have
the front for BETTER DRY CLEANING at lowest prices that can be
Dunn. Mrs. Joe Baker, Mrs. Boyd the local chapter of the honorary
as the baby son. In addition to
Gilbert. Mrs. J. W. Stitt of Clarks- French fraternity, Beta Pi Theta,
had for our high type of work of cleaning_and pressing. We employ
these he is survived by his grand- passed pleasantly by. We are all
dale, Miss.. and Mrs. Lynn Bell honoring foreign language teachparents. Mr. -and Mts. W. J. interested in our work and trythe best in their profession that can be had regardless of their saling
to
make good grades.
of LaPantsa Ark.
Doores. and Mr. and Mrs. -T. M.
ers who were attending FDEA.
aries asked.
McChiston, and by two great- '.We have a new basketball and
have
been practicing some for
grandmothers, Mrs. Drusie Ed•
wards and Mrs. Mary Doores. the oast week. We went over and
Scores of pear relatives are join- played our friendly rivals, Landon,
ed by hosts of friends and loving at their school and
defeated
neighbors in sharing the bereave- them. We always enjoy ;playing
ment that this hour has brought Landon because they and their
teacher are such good sports.
into this home.
We would like to hear- from
Nurtured in the atmosphere of
REMEMBER, all of our combined attention is given to dry
a Christian home and tenderly schools that would like to schedcleaning and expert finishing. We do not own TWO SHOPS nor run
guided by these to whom he was ule basketball games .with us.
Our 'attendance has been fairly
a LAUNDRY, neither is nur shop FAMILY AFFAIR. Therefore we
dear, hts childhood days were
search the country for the best experts that can be had in their inhappy, buoyant and refreshing to good in spite of the fact-that so
eil -sortict knew htrn. 'His Wrcie blue many of our boys have had to help
dividual field.
eyes, his contagious smile, and get in _the crops. About 25 have
jetty prattle Were the. light of the not missed a day.
Our honor, roll for the third
hearthstone through all the years.
AND REMEMBER—THIS SHOULD BE VERY .
His childish ministrations of love month is: first grade, Pat Elkins,
and devotion were the silver lin- Sue Alexander, bOnald Tucker.
IMPORTANT TO YOU ...
This is a special event we have planned
ings of clouds that have hung James Robert Towery; second
Our shop is a HEALTH SHOP. We employ no one who has a
over the home of his grand-parents grade, Mary E. Swift. Mattie Lou
for our Fair visitors next week.. A setected
contagias disease that might be given out to our customers.
in times -of illness and pays of Norswcirthy, Clarice Palmer; sixth
group of numbers in Furred and Unfurreil
grade, Loma Alexander, Earlene
stress and trial.
' Within his 10 brig years of life Tidwell; seighth grade: Edmond
Sport and Dress Coats. Ladies you will find
AlextntleP.
he has lived more 'Than ipsanY
'of
We igese—very sol-ry to lose three
it profitable tq.c
.
ome in now and, select your
us may life in the allotted 'three
score and ten' and the after-glow of our 'Rrudents. W. F. Glover, who
of the light of this little star will mover to Hardin; Cdrice Palmer.
I.-\ winter outfit from these numbers. Yes, you
linger in the horizon of tender who moved to Kirksey, and Linda
can get one this week-end also, ,as well an'.
MEN'S PANTS cleaned and pressed
20c
memory 1-6 -light tb-e pathwitY ' of Swift who withdrew on account of
MEN'S HATS cleaned and blocked
during the fair.
illness.
. . 40c
We
wish
them
those he left behind.
lots
of
.
MEN'S OVE;!COA.Te
His peaceful crossIns into the luck.
MEN'S TIES cleaned and pressed
land of angels was within iself a
5c
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
sermon too full and deep of the
LADIES' DRESSES cleaned and pressed
50c
,_Aoc
essence of eternity as to be ex,,,LADIES' SUITS cleaned and pressed
'•
v.aasaed by human tongue or giftc
caned
and
pressed
50c
ed pen. After assuring the sorLADIES' COATS cleaned and pressed
40c
rowing ones who had for hours
Starting at
Starting at •
LADIES' HATS cleaned and blocked
25c
grimly fought back at the *specter
BATH ROBES cleaned and pressed
of Death. that he was "Sailing on"
40c
to another land. he called for the\
WE SPECIALIZE IN CLEANING AND BLOCKING OF KNITS AND
16.75
pastor of his church. In the wee t,-s
BOUCLES TO YOUR OWN INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENTS BY A
VEST MAIN STREET
as*
hours of the sileht summer night
LADY EXPERT, EITHER IN YOUR HOME OR AT OUR SHOP.
A nice selection of popularly priced DRESSES In
‘‘,
OPENING •SPECIAL
he was baptized by his pastor and
Smartly Styled. Models, and sizes to firmost any lady.
‘..-riday, Saturday. Sunday
We are the only shop :in West Kentucky that employs a lady
his soul Was commended to the
Materials are:
expert with many years experience, in cleaning and finishing fine
God- who gave: his life dedicated BARBECUE SANDWICH. SLICE
HOME-4ADE PIE OR CAKE
to the will of Him Who 'doeth all
and delicate ladies' wear. We invite you to try her on your better
•Chaillies
$2.95
things well.'
clothes.,
•
To tho$e of us who live after
• Silk Crepes
. $4.95
Take advantage of this big saving by getting those Fall and
- 10c
him his life must. surety be an HAMBURGER AND PIE Winter clothes ready now.
SANDWICHES
inspiration. What he had se well
• Woolens
$4.95
begun, perchance mush be ours to BARBECUE. ISE".F PORI( - - 10e
finish.
HOT HOGS. HANfBURGP`RS - - Sc
The tender recailections of this HOME MADE PIE OR CAKE Hfr
DYERS. TAILORS. HATTERS
Tine dinte man will, ever sweeten
Telephone 141
MURRAY, KY.
,Merray's Oldest Dry Cleaning. Establishment: Servia Murray a.tut the College
the.days of the fathet 'and mother,
Who must go on without him.
Most—surely Heaven is brought
nearer frssnri nut the mystic be:Vora!, and though his little body
1PW' E DAVIS Prot) •
s1111111111INIMINIMMIMINEI
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Murray

Across the River

5 •

a

sictober

Applications May Now Be
Made For Rehabilitation Wins

Almo High School
News

•

Pine Bluff Briefs

avings
yles
ted
ed
Lyles

9 -$2.95
I and fui trim
•cl, royal, green,
d for warmth.
lest Fall Sale.

$14.95
Wafers —

bat afford treUglify styled of
!as, all the hest
rimmed model,
adorned to pa,
oubt this state -

Styled
)CKS

ONLY

ii.,.progrcssing

P5

; In lovely sits
new matelasse.
8 to 52.
erase the lover foand•in tiffs
of smart silk
p
lass nerd in

)to $1.50
)ress

'Suits
3 to 14

•

Obituary

.so

Again MODEL Cleaners

Not EtMrybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

Heath School News

Tel. 141

Takes the Lead

Tel. 141

Coy's Model Cleaners Lowest Prices
in West Kentucky
FOR QUALITY DRY CLEANING
a

l

TO OUR FURRED AND
UNFURRED.

Unions

19C
"Mayo"

AND NOW FOR THE BIG NEWS...

CASH AND- CARRY PRICES

Men's Suits cleaned and pressed

Sport

oys'
UNIONS

nest gash"
•Ight. famous
t mon
ihbed
a--in all slz-

'19c

:NTUCK1'

We Specialize in Dry Cleaning and Finishing Only

COATS

S.

Fur Trimmed

COATS .

$6.95

"I—Grand Opening.
• Friday, October 15

White-Way-Inn .

15c

GLADYS SCOTT'S_

1-

Regal Dress Shop ... East Side Square

COY'S MODEL CLEANERS

Come See Us
Gas - Oil • Air

•

•

....,•••••
••

411••••••• •••••••• '4• In ••• 1:••••

•
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Havens to Preach
.1 on "Slipping"

Backusburg School
News

Mrs. Ploy Laycox beought Mrs. Side club, led the team hitting of terracing
in importance is that
We invite you to all of the ser- STEADY WORK-GOOD PAY-REHattie Steele a ime Elberra peach' with an average of .391. He was of terrace
outlet and gully control vices of iner shtirch, We,„gaiior ,LIABLE
MAN WANTED to call
this week, from the second crop trailed by Thurman, 2b, with .379; work.
Many days of hard labor on the teaching of The Word an1
on. farmers in East Calloway
thisr summer. This part of the D. Salyer. if, with .340; and Elk- ia required
"On -The Point of Slipping." will
in
this
type
of
work,
preaching
the
of The Word,
Three months of school have climate la improving.,
County. No experience or capi' ins. It, with .307. The -averages and the CCC boys are
be the sermon of .A. V. Havens,
Correspondents and local silver- passed very quickly
used for
Sant P. Martin. Minister
and we are
tal required. Make up to $12 a
Mrs. I tovell Steele has bought for the remainder of the outfit are doing
minister of the First Christian timers wise get their eo_py Iit bj
practically all of it. They
ICU
Fvery class- is mak. a-swvi wat4tinie
day. Write hartorss.00., Dept.fotiowsi.
-Chtifeh,--.átihé- SUnda-y. morning 'Monday:temporar
y'
and
concrete
tog something different.
S. Freeport, Illinois.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Tkeenp- Melton, c. 246; Knight, cf. 223: dams, slope
lip
worship -service. whiCh will begin
down the sides of the
The first grade has made a son rai:ed •
tomato plant this Kimbro, cf. .133; S. Huey, 3b, .240; gullies so that
Callbway County Lbr. Co.
at 10:45.
trees and vegeta-Treasure B:x" and they are.mak- summer in their 'yard that gshvg Willoughby. p. .219; C. Salyer, p;
Our attendance has been very FOR SALE-house and six acres In
tion may be established, and build
The Sunday School, led by SupMurray Milk Products Co.
ing a collection of shells and pret- 10 feet tall and they have picked 417; Thomas, p,
Coldwater; 45 acres where 1 live;
.143; Parker, lb, fences to protect certain
erintendent George S. Hart. will
City of Murray.
areas good this month.
ty rocks. They made some little enough off that' vine to can
also another 40 acres in mile of
six .165; Rowlett. rf, .166.
from the livestock.
meet at 9:30.
We are all at weir* on a program Coldwate
Churchill Funeral Home
mud turtles. ducks, rabbits, and cans and they have given
r. Cash and terms. See
Pitching staff record:
the
The Young Peoples' Society of
The Vegetative methoe3 or con- to be given later On.
H. B. Bailey
some dolls.
neighbors several to eat and the Willoughby
T. H. Cochran, Murray Route Lip
8 3
Christian Endeavor will meet Suntrolling- erosion is 'retiring steep
Johnny Parker
The
' The second grade is making a plant has yet Iota cit. tomatoes
'horidrroll for'the Pastsmenth
on C. Salyer
1
day eveniog at 63Q. in .the young
cultivated areas back to permanent is as follows:
Calloway County Fair
circus of stuffed animals. We are it.
LOST-50 pounds of Great North••
Thomas
2
1
peoplea parlor. .All college and
meadows
Gilbert-Doran
and
proud of our little sewing class
pastures, and to date
J. C. Thompson is putting a new Boatwright
First grade. Anna Jean Eyrd; ern beans Tuesday. Oct. 5. be0
1
high - school people' are invited.
5,583
Graves Hendon
acres
have been converted to third grade, Helen Cooper,
and the animals they are marking coat of paint on Lloyd
Billy tween.. MurraY and Brandon's Mill.
Parker's
The Junior Christian Endeavor „Murray Lumber CO:
permanent vegetation,
are Ver.)
. _good. .
- -- •
.
house.
Camp Kelley, Charles Edit 11.bgers, Finder please notify Mrs. Minnie
14
•
6
OcietY will Meet in the Sunda
Rev. J. Mack Jenkins
According to Tichenor. various Harry Edd
The corn the second grade plant1•••••••AreL4P
.
'
Mr. and Mrs. J. C: Thompson
Rogers, Lenith Rogers; Edwards, Brandon, Ky.
With the weather remaining
ltp
School auditorium at 6:30. Suncombinations and variations froth fourth
Locust Grove News •
ed is up and they are ...very went over ta Mr. and Mrs.
grade. Kennith Manning,
J. C. favorable. Coach Otis Eldridge, an- the
day evening, All Children undet 'Murray Con. Coal 4 ice Co.
FOR SALE-White Chester Pig;,
two classes of erosion con- Emma
thoughtful to water it every day'. Ca I hoon's Sunday to attend
Lee Manning, Mary Stone:
a nounced that on Sunday afternoon, trot methods
high eehooI age are invited,
New Concord latilling Co.
are recommended sixth grade. Rex Cooper, Frances 2 months old. See Bobbie Meador,
We are sorry Mary Sue Garland birthday dinner.
There', was a, october 17. at 1:30 o'clock. that a
The Mid-Week meeting will be
Mdrray,
and being put into practice by coEconomy Feed Store
is absent this week on account of nice crowd present and a
021c
i_Rogers, Lucille Sheridan, Velnla Route 7,
bounti- big get-together meeting and fish
.
held Wednesday . night at 7:30:
C. W: Curd.- Hazel
illness.
ful dinner was served.-Pop Alya. fif would be held at the Bluff. operators of the Conservation Bers Rogers. Louise Sheridan; eighth MAKE BIG PROFITS-Sell
used
vice, sach as contour cultivation,
Bank of Murray
The honor roll the third month "'Now I lay meydown to
grade. Ruth Corper. Nell Sheridan, clothing. Write E. C. Highley,
sleep. The fish will be furnished by the strip
Brooks Chapel School News
cropping, longer rotations Reba Rogers, James
is .as follows: first grade. Mildred I praye the Lord my soul to
Rogers.
.keep' club, . but those attending which and
'North
Suphin,
118
Middletown.
Pleasant Valley School News
growing of winter cover crops.
Mason. Carl Grugett and Onie WaS MV childhood's early prayer, includes the entire ball
squad of as well
Qhio.
ltp
Grindstone Schaal Neus
as improved fertilization
Bean: second grade. Anna Fran- Tatight by my mother's love
and Pine- Bluff, all interested fans, and practices
1 ttunk. "Old Jack Frost" is not
Mrs. Scott's Regal Shop
of liming and phosphatces Smith, Robbie Nell and ChrisSALE-One
FOR
small
any
ca
-e.
heating
of
their
.opp:nents met this ing
'far from here. Sycamore 'Center. News
applications.
tine Mason; third grade. Martha Ma
sieve and one Circulating Heater.
years since' then have fled. year are asked to bring a small
The Rev. R. F. Gregory filled
Many other farmers within the
Freeland News Wyatt and Walter B. Mason.
See Gus Fat ley at White. Way
Mother
slumbers
lunch
to r0uM;1 out a well plan. with the dead;
his regular appointment Saturday
Jackson Purchase area may be inSouth Pleasant Grave
Barber Shop.
Yet methinks I see her now
ned menu of fish.
ltp
and Sunday. He delivered very
terested in cooperating and re .
Puryear Route 3
With lieZ•elit eye and holy brow.
All Bluff players are asked to
forceful sermons at both services.
ing this aosistance from the united
SALE-Murphy
FOR
Midway News
mineral
feed.
CIL
As kneeling by her side to pray. check in their uniforms at this
Goldenlock. I was disappointed
Why pay agents cortimission, high
States Department of
Around Paschall School -.
She gently taught me how to say, time so they may be stored for
because you were not at ehtirch
Agricultu
Soil
te•
prices and exri fteight on minerCedar Knob News
conservat
ion
Service,
and if __ds
'Now lay me down to sleep,
the winter season. Plans will be
Sunday.
there are, they will receive quickals. Why sign notes ,or big or.Johnson-Fain Appliance Cu.
1 -pray the Lord my soul to keep.' discussed for the '38 season and
-W and -Mrs: -Girstut Pa-sena/I
er service and special attentionr
ders with no guarantee or let
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
Oh could the faith of childhood 'preparations will be made to pre--""bttended. eroirch services here Sunstrangers experiment on your livesooner, if they will make applicaJ. E. Littleton & Co.. Hazel
days
sent a play in the near future to
day.
tion at the nearest' cuc camp,
stock. For sale by Ross Feed
Love's Studio
,
Repeat
its
take
little
care
hymns
of,.
the
praise.
of
remaining in- their
'the airplanes which were schedCo.
county agricultral agent, or
North_ Lynn Grove
ltc.
Oh
could
debtednes
simple
its
s
joyous trust.,
on now uniforms reuled to be here Sunday dal not
direct to the . Soil Conservation
• Mallory School News
Be recreated from the dust
cently purchased.
arrive, and many people were disFOR RENT-Furnished or unfurnService
Cole's Camp Ground
office at Paducah.
A
That lies around a . wasted lifeappointed.
ished two-room apt.. one light
waiting list is kept of all farmers
"Eagle"
The fruit of many a bitter strife.
housekeeping room. In front of
Miss Chester. Orr was a . dinner
Ticheno
who inquire about or apply for this
r
Favors
• Neves.Concord School News
Farm
Ohth
benden. at night in prayer I'd
PIANO Tuning and Repairing, High School. Mrs. W. H. Aden: ltp
guest" of Miss Lurline Orr SanGovernment service, and there are
Oexter -News
:Terracing as a Means of
special price; frets .examination.
day.
Capitol 'Theatre'
Conserving Soil Areas almost always a great many -names Phone 372-W. Junk Travis.
liver and
And call My God, My Father,
tf LOST3tii year old
_ Mr,and Mrs Arlis Byars visited
1
on
each
camp
list
-but
with
an an_
white. Pointer, female. $5.00 re._ _
Friend.
in Paris. Tenn.. Tuesday. .
_
ticipated
increase
RENT-Fu
in
rrighed
apartmen
Many
the
fainters of the Jackson
t
CCC enward -for retusn. A. F. Doran,
And pray with childish faith once
-Grasshoppei
Read the f:lassIfied Column.
equipped.
Purchase are are 'being benefited rollment on October 1, additional Eleetrically
Steam Phone 401.
•
more
Itc
farms
can
be
Heat.
Available
taken care of 'at a
now. . Newts
The prayer my mother taught of by the Soil Conservation Service
much
FOR
RENT-Nov.
greater
1st.
4-roorn
decorated
un:
speed.
. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett. tie
and 'the CCC camps. which are
yorefurnished house with garage. TWo
under the supervision of the tech'Now I lay me clown to
ARE
YOU
in
the
Market
for
a
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Fourteen bundles delivered in
By Frances Farina
good condition.
Plans are being made for a add Mayfield. Up until October 8. service. "JESUS IN THE HOUSE." See Ralph Churchill.
, 014p Murray for $1.00 or -7t-sc per
Every
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CARLISLE CUTCHIN
of all the organbundle at mill in small lots. Dog
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in and in good condition. J. D.
M. WEILunches will be served at the ers scattered throughout every -superintendent. Dr.
LOST-Black' crepe Belt to dress Sexton.
Odd Ccats in ALL WOOL
county in the Purchase Area. These rath urges all' to come and help
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ne'ProbMoleskin Trousers ..
A large crowd attenedd the Par- 285 agreements . cover a total of to magnify the teaching of The ably on Square.
$1.50 up
Finder* Please FIDDLERS''CONTEST-A fiddlers'
.
Work Shirts
ents-Teachers meeting which mat 29,977 acres, of which 23.485 have Word.
50c, 65c, 85c
return
to
.Mrs. 0. T. Paschall. contest will be held at Outland
The Baptist Training Union proWednesday afternoon, October 6. had work completed by the farmWork Trousers
Hazel, Route I.
$1.00 up
ltp School Friday night, October 22.
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for_all
age
groups
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W A. Bell, 1006 Olive St
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* FOOTWEAR
$1.00 up
The second grade students hare Soil ConserVation Division may be
Blanket Lined Jumpers
been ' busy seVerbl days making divided into two classes, namely,
51.50 and $1.95
Melton Jackets
"Animal Booklets," which are by mechanical methods. .and nat. 51.50 to $3.50
-being used to decorate their room. ural or vegetative methods.- The
Corduroy Jackets
$1.95 up
Ne. are glad to 'enroll 'a new most important practice adopted.
Corduroy Trousers
$2.25 up
7.stlident in Mr. Hurt's room. Dulsie through the mechanical method.
Leather Jackets ...
$5.00 up
is probably that of terracinit A
Mae Howard. •
Leatherette Jackets and Coats
$1.95 up
A free program will be given total of 8.215 acres is now being
Fur Trimmed Leatherettes
$2.25 uP
here Friday night. October 22. It protected by approximately 587
Sweaters, all colors'erhd- stYles
is composed of some short plays, miles of terraces throughout the
-$1.00 to $5-00
Shirts (Dress)
dancing, speeches, and other inter- entire area. Next to 'the practice
75c to $2.50
',,,...ROY STEWART
esting things. Everyone is invited
Cordiircy Suits (Coat Style)
. $6.95 to $8.50
Head Coach
to come.
Aloe we hate given you a few figures to
Kirksey boys' softball team returned our game Tuesday aftershow you. that we trave the merchandise and, the
noon. October 5.
PRICES that you want.
Scores were
11-6 in favor of Kirksey.
At_all_TIMES-you wiU fiild us with the Newest
The seventh and eighth grade
students are making a study o/
in SUITS for Mcn and Young Men, in the very newe at the present. "
DEFINITE RELIEF OR
est patterns and styles, and-at PRICES YOU.CA

HONOR ROLL

Salem School News

Oak Grove iNews •

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the .Ledger
Times but . nearly
everybody reads it!

Murray College
Athletic Staff

Cl/AS*II U
ADVERT'

/OR

FALL is HERE!

ater-JuniorHigh School

We believe we can CONVINCE YOU
that we can save you MONEY'on your
F4LL and WINTER purchases. Just
-drop in and price our merchandise, and
be CONVINCED.

Sufferers of
STOMACH ULCERS
<,) HYPERACIDITY

-N
AFFORD to PAY. Don't lei. anyone-scare yoti into
be.1:e.,ing that you can't buy a GOOD, ALL WOOL
SUIT. or TOPCOAT -tvithout ,gottlIr broke. It
SLEPD STIOW, Yf/U.

Pine Bluff Nine Wins
14 and Drops 6 in '37
In 20 games played this seethe Pine -Bluff nine, undef tie
managership of Otis Eldridge.
chalked up 14 victories and droppod 8 for the 1937 playing period.
.•

Many other item., too numerous to mention in
Wearir4? Atip.arei for the Father and Son.

W. T. Sledd & Co.

MONEY BACK-THE WILLA 1:1 T \ rstr.S:Thas

brought pr,,r.:1,, f in
thou:nods of rae.--Stomach and
Dtiedoesal Oilcan
Hyperacidity, sod other forc,
--e,rA Duo'
,elf due To Err., Arid. SOLD ON
11 DAYS TRIAL-For complete Inforolat Ion. read ..WINtard''s Message
11•11•1.• A.4 for it ---fro.--at

Dale & Stubblefield
Murray, Ky.

.• • .

•4••••
,
•••edld••'4,4".4
••

SEE
KENTUCKY
FIRST!

;
ea,

1,...••••••

.4:tt

COMING!

THE
SHANKLAND
STOCK CO.

• shrretle•••••,•,..:.:.:.

X CIL.114',
/ ,LLE has so t.:iare ut attractions, and we
%Al baiireo
.
ris!Csi•sag; lauttr yad will enjoy them all.
But whatever else you do, tee Kentucky this. year . .
. . If you've never seen Mammoth Cave, by
all
means do so. And Lincoln's birthplace at Hodgen-

V•It•

X-%

Will be in Murray ALL WEEK starting

••....

the other places and things that Kentucky ,offers .
We have a wonderful State. Let's know and enjoy it.

ADMISSION, Adults
Tax

20c
2c

Total
Children

22c
10c

••••-•

J. W
Line Coach

BROWN HOTEL
Harold E Hams, Melee -

,rit located on the t'HILLIPS LOT at
Fourth and Poplar

Under Auspices American Legion
Opening Play.-FATHER and SON"

Old Kentucky Home at Bardstown,
and Harrodsburg's Fort Harrod, and the Capitol et
Frankfort, and The. dozens of interest'ing sighti
in
Danville. And Berea, and Cumberland Falls and
all

"Louisville's Largest and Finest"

Come on! Let's do the town!
•
Across the street from that filling station (selling a
national
brand of gas) is a big food market. Shelf after shelf of nationa
l
brands-cereals, canned goods, specialties, biscuits, coffee,
tea, California oranges, Florida grapefruit-everything!

A thriving, busy, NATIONALLY MINDED community of
people who are well dressed, prosperous-eager to buy. They know
values-products. Why? They read their locala,community
newspaper and heed the advertisements listed in its column,.
If your product is sold nationally it can be sold in this community. And the best way to sell it is to advertise it in this local
community newspaper reaching a majority of the substantial
families,
reaching them consistently, week-after-week IN THEIR
HOMES.

Monday,-Arlbcirt- 18
in their big

ville. Arid The

THE

It Can Be Sold in This Community

Next door an auto sales-room displays a popular make
of car.
Up the block, across from a movie, a hardware merchant shows
a
winddw.of- radios and refrigerators-all. national makes.
A tobacco
shop sells nationally advertised cigarettes, drug stores sell
national
drugs, beauty shops recommend nation-known cosmetics.

"If It's New-We Have It"
JOHN MILLE R
Freshman Couch

IF YOUR PRODUCT
IS SOLD NATIONALLY

Knight is
- - •4
Hello to all the readers and I'.
the go9d old wittets,`,
• This is Satindif. (141eher to aro!
its reining again. .',VI
tarmers down here I.
labored-livairibBitrk end are nt;•..

i

--

The Ledger

es

"Kentucky's Most Progressive*Weeilr Newspaper!'
Member of

Reservej Seats on sale at tent Monday noon for
Mon-Jay night-Price 10 cents.
Doors Open 7:00 P. M.
Curtain 8:00 P. M.
ONE LAIY1' ADMITTED FREE MONDAY NIGH!
WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY ONE PAID ADM.

Don't Miss Monday Night!

CONSOLIDATED DRIVE
For Country Newspaper Nationitl Advertising
National Representative, American Press Association
225 W. 39th St., New Yorks, N. Y.
,

t_

4

41.•

•

S

a
11•

•
*PM

—

a
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)RIC-GOOD PAY-REAN WANTED to call
in East Calloway
o experience or eapiI. Make up to $12 a
McNESS CO., Depts.
.t., Illinois.
ltp
-house and six acres In
45 acres where 1 live;
r 40 acres in mile of
Cash and terms. See
an, Murray Rowe I. lp
wads of Great. NorthTuesday. Oct. 5, bees' and Brannon's Mill.
se notify Mrs. Minnie
'random Ky.
ltp
-White Chester Pigs,
d. See Bobbie Meador,
tray, Ey.
021c
PROFITS-Sell used
Write E. C. Highley,
Suphin, Middletown.
ltp
-One small heating
ine Circulating Heater.
'alley at White, Way
ltp
P-Murphy mineral feed.
gents cortimission, high
iteight on minersign notes ...or, big orno guarantee or let
periment on your livesale by Ross Feed
He.
-Furnished or unfurn•oom apt
one light
ig room. In front of
I. Mrs. W. H. Aden. ltp
year old liver and
ter, female. $5.00 rtaituari. A. F. Doran.
ltc
-Nov. 1st, 4-room un:
ouse with garage. TWo
i,Court Square. H. E.
e 328.
ltp
-7-room apartment and
et Matri St-1'W. Mrs.
1 tc '
ILING FOR SALEbundles delivered in
• $1.00 or •I'Lic per
sill in small lots. Dog
ach. B. W. McCaslin,'
ltp

-one five-room tu,use
ind two perches, close
good condition. .1, D.

CONTEST-A fiddlers'
I be held at Outland
lay night. October 22.
10 and , 15 cents. A
.ograin will appear in
paper. Everyone
vited.
ltp
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1People and Spots in the Late Neivst TVA Says Gilbertsville
Foundation OK .for Dam
Murray President
Is Chairman
of LTVA

There Ought To Be
a Law,

RAIN FORCES
CHAPEL HALT

'

Boggess Produce Co.

NANO 1938

CONSOLE

APPLES,Thh:;1r:eal:Iletno017.0uous

•

Wins Health Award

SPECIAL

BIG VALUE FEATURES!

zunity
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being advocated by the Student
Organization this fall. According
to the present plans, talented students from Murray State will visit
nearby high schools, presenting
Miss Patneis Alexander spent "Murray Hite",
a talent show, inlast week-end at her home in cluding music,
dramatics, and other
liuntingdtni, Tenn., where she was fields of
entertainment
Now. the legislature of our land.
given a dinner Saturday night in
"Red" Burdette, "Slim" McKeel,
(Thous we say this with respect)
honor of her birthday.
Herb Mulkey, Kenneth Park. and
Is sometimes lax in making laws,
Members of the ananal hus- George Bland went
to Lynn Grove
And our welfare does negiett.
bandry elass visited a meat market Wednesday, October 6,
where they
in Murray Monday where the
dif- played the high sehool an exhibiferent cuts of meat were shown tion game of basketball,
First, 'It should positively forbid,
consist-The drilling and explorations Lewis Applegate and Dr. Richand explained to them.
Any horns played in the dorm.
ing mainly of ball handling. Passes
mond
Speak
Briefly
at
Gilbertsvill
at
show
e
satisfactory
Miss Lunette Culp spent the and shooting were
And though ceir "pipers" fate be
also demonstratAssembly
foundation
conditions"
,
the Tenseek-end visiting her parents and ed.
sad,
nessee Valley Authority told the
friends in Gilbertsville, Ky.
This fate we shall not mourn. Murray's cheerleaders will apChapel
postponed
Monday,
OcLower
Tennessee
Valley AS/10CM Members of the art class are pear in new sweaters for
the
tion, in a letter received here tober 4, because of rain, was held
designing covers for the home etas- Homecoming game with
Now, these popular athletes, don't
Mississiptoday. Dr. 'J. H. Richmond is Tuesday. October 5.
,mics program,
pi College Saturday, October 23.
give us a chance,
chairman of the LTVA.
In a short talk, Louis Applegate,
Ralph Pickard, Bob Butterworth, The Student Organizatio
So we would suggest a rule
n preBLASTING CHINA . . . Howitzer comFor the past two years, the TVA president of the Student Organize'
and Bill Wilson of Mayfield spent sented the cheerleader
That limits their girls to three
s with old
pany clears way for Japanese infantry
has been
conducting
explora- tion, discussed class officers, heads
last week-end at home.
gold sweaters with royal blue
apiece
bich routed 29th Chinese Army
of
the
various
clubs,
atui
tions
other
in
stulower
the
valley
The presidents of the various M's.
for the
from Peiping. Americans flee China
Or we kick them out of schooL
dent
organizatie
ns
of
the
dam,
campus
which
was
authorized at ths
clubs of thc campus 'held a meetas President orders 1,200 marines
Miss Virginia McDowell of Palast session of Congress at an esti- an regard to their activities. He
,to war area. Map shows recent
ing Thursday morning in the li- ducah and
Miss Martha
Dean
Shanghai
operations.
mated cost of $112,000,000 to be urged that all students help make And next we freshmen all agreebrary building to .arrange definite Chandler of Wing° spent the
week
That there should be a heavy
located "at or near Gilbertsville all social gatherings and recreadates for dances to be held this end with Miss Chandler's
parents,
fine
tional activities of the campus a
Ky."
semester. The campus dance or- Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Chandler. Mies
Put on any guy who dares to use,
success.
chestra, ender the direction of Edith Anne Plumlee visited
In
report
a
from
Carl A. Bock.
with
These dreadful words, "Shine
Dr. Richmond stated that he
LeRoy Offerman, is working
alsistant chief engineer of the
in her parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. T.
Freshman Shine."
would
cooperation with-- the Student Or- Plumlee, also of Wingo.
like
to
have
TVA, the LTVA officials were inmore group
singing
in
chapel programs than
ganization'and. till dances must be
formed: "No insurmontable difBob Blaeser, ex-yell-leader for
approved by the executive coun- Murray State, visited Saturday and
ficulties have been discovered. there has been during the past And last but not least, we snout!'
declare- -7 ciLn •-•
The difficulties encountered are year. He said "I don't care if we
Sunday on the campus. A transA traveling dramatic _troupe is fer and promotion made the trip
such as can be adequately met Dy sing 'The Man on the Flying t This one unbreakable rule,
engineering and construction meth- Trapeze'-i want more racket". He To slowly but surely to,t1Le to
possible.
deathods and devices in common use". also stated that some new, books
Student President Applegate anAnyone who kicks our school.
The statement was transmitted to would be acquired for the chapelnounced Monday that a new footOfficials here by F. X. Reynolds. as • goers. '
ball manager system had - been in-Contributed
sistant testhe chairman, Dr. A. E.
iroduced.
There will be four
Coach Roy Stewart announced
italtgart.
freshmen managers, from whom
that each Tuesday slight there
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
three will be selected as sophoReplying to a query as to the would be a "social activities gath-more managers. At the end of
choice of the two - sites under con- ering" in the new Health Buildthat year. two will be selected, and
sideration-Gilbertsville or Birm- ing from 7 to 9. There__ will -be
finally one in the senior year.
ingham-the TVA announced; "To swimming and games for all stuSUPREME COURT JUSTICE DEATH WINS . .. Mouth to
The Rev. Sam Bruce Janes,
. .. Appointed by President mouth breathing by valiant
date the Gilbertsville 1w:safari -dents and the faculty. During the
Roosevalt and confirmed 63 to rescuers failed to save baby
Murray graduate, was among the
last 30 minutes of this
seems preferable".
boy
burn
TRAFFIC
16 by the Senate, liberal SenaPROBalive tc Mrs. Gussie
SOUTH 13tht ST
ptuesacFhreirdsayandHestuiadennatsw
TVA power will enter West period there will -be a dance, the
LEM.. - Enlisttor Hugo Black of Alabama, GodIsinger of New York, but
onatwill don judicial robes when unable to breathe. He died 44
ing pretty JacKentucky as construction proceeds. music for which will be tarnished Will pay for Hens .... 17c
tending Duke University.
queline Paulk to
country's highest tribunal MI- hours later in iron lung.
according to information releaseci by Offerman's8 orchestra or by
Lynn Grove High School claims
Will pay for Springers 19c
venes Oct. 4.
solve traffic probfrom Knoxville. "It will take Offerman's orchestra or by other
lem at one of
some kind of a record with this:
means when the
""
Maestro
u.sy.
is
b
.
I
Deliver
probably
ed Friday and Sat,
six year& or_triare to
Miami's busy in- 20
, graduates _of_this school enrolled
the Gilbertsville
tersettions OriTy
project.
tirday,
October 15 & 16
coin.plet
at Murray State this year.
It's an old custom that the Jones
created a worse
However, power will be required
.Miss Alice Lucille McGehee.
boys
'rank
-Highest
first
market price for
in
jam when sumthe
namesar
for c3nstructing the dam, and a
Hickman, spent the week-end in
mer visitors starthis college,' but according to the
Cream
and Eggs
TVA
transmissio
n
line
will
be
ed in amazement
Wells Hall
with Miss
Juanita
Jeffrey,
the,
run to the dam site for this pur- postmaster, Glen
at the "smilin'
Sublette. Miss McGehee attended
Browns
BOGGES
G.
S.
S
the
outclass
Jones
tihs
pose. This will make power availsemaphore."
the FDEA.
able for our construction and year seven to five. He reports;
Macon Dismukes and Caswell
workmen's houses and for such heavier mail this year than usual.
RISING steel c14
Hays, staff members of the Colother demands as there may be in
mand increases
lege News, attended the Murrayagitation for U.
that locality".
Ouachita game.
.
S. stock pile of
GRIEF IN VICTORY..
That work is proceeding rapidmanganese
Mrs. Irad
vital
,
Bushart of Fulton
Grief stricken because of
ly at Gilbertsville was indicated
id
China and Japan have not yet
.in steel making.
his mother's death in Rovisited her daughters, Doris and
in a report made by Mr. Luther
Larger Cuban
deo, Cal., Lefty Gomez
June, in Wells Hall Friday, Octodared war; BUT WE HAVE.
•
manganese outDraffen,
Calvert City, president sf
still insisted on going ts
ber 8. She was accompanied by
put viewed as
the mound to break Yar
the LTVA. Mr. Draffen said he
A
R
ION.
FOOD PRICES!
Mis.s Carolyn
easing dependBeadles. former
kee losing streak heir'
had learned that over, 200 men
ence on distant
Murrayan.
leaving for the West.
were on the TVA payroll and that
sources.
shut out -Senators P
Land, Elder Play
machinery and equipment were
croB
p
"Immediately after the opening
being shipped into Gilbertsville by
:H;Il 17.
T7s
kickoff. Houston -Hound" Elder,
barges, by rail, and by truck.
Miss Mary Katherine Gore of fice of ,Miss Alice Keys, adminisformer star halfback of Murray
Although much of the work is of
LETTUCE, Firm Heads
State, took a lateral and raced Clinton spent the week-end with trative secretary, Friday of a "stuSc
a test.aiature, some of the construcaround right end for six yards her cousin, Miss Bibbo Williams, dent", Rollo Walter Brown. No
tion
now
going
will
on
be
permafn..
an footGolden Yellow
one knew the "boy". A telephone 'Carlisle
and a touchdown. Elder was as- in Wells Hall.
Dozen
III-Tube
Among students from Paris. message awaited him. Further in- ball player from Barlow, Ky.. re- nent, Mr. Draffen said he was inModel MIK sisted on the •play by the beauti-formed.
Derricks,
trucks,
steel pilful blocking of another Thorough- Tenn., spending last week-end at vestigation revealed that. he was cently had his picture published
World -wide performance.
home were Misses Laureign Jones. Dr. Brown, nationally knolan lec- on the front cover of the Farmers ing, lumber, drills, barges, etc., are
bred,
POTATOES, Sweets
Herman "Pigiron"
Land.
5 lbs. 10c
being
sent
by the TVA to the
Tremendous power and
,Land was the outstanding tackle Virginia Greer. and Mattie Cald- turer and speaker for the FDEA. Home Journal magazine. In 1936
Gilbertsvill
e site. Unofficially, it
well,
and
Tom
Veazey
and
Clarity! Magic Brain, Magic
Tom
Mr.
Tn the SIAA last year."
Wallis was elected Kentucky
Coach Holland, Murray graduate,
U. S. No. 1—Peck
was learned here that investigawon't talk. He is the coach at state's healthiest 4-H boy. CarThesk two former Murray stars Flake.
Eye, RCA Metal Tubes.
tions
at
Birmingha
the
m
have
site
The
first
scheduled
marching ex- Murray High, and having lost Sat- lisle then went to Chicago' and was
are playing this year for the -AshIt's value you can't beat!
been virtually concluded. -About
land Armcos. Ashland's entry into hibition by the college band at urday , night's Mayfield - Murray chosen for fourth place in the
TURNIPS, 5 lbs.
. 10c
PORK, Side, lb. 19c
12,000 acres of land have been opthe
TPI football game was ratned game 33-0, seemed reluctant .to United States.
the Mid - Western Professional
tioned.
out. but Director W. H. Fox never- discuss it Monday. -They got the
Mr. Wallis is a brother of HawLeague.
FANCY CREAM
theless, prepared an entirely net' Jump on us at the first of the thorne Wallis who graduated in
VANCLEAVE • DEFEATS
Peek
Miss Margaret Lawson, freshman, set of maneuvers for the between- game". he said. "and kept it the 1937.
Magic Brain • Marie E.
GRINDSTONE GIANTS, 15-13
spent the week-end with her par- halves performance at Friday's rest of the game." It was the first
Smiberst Dial • Beauty-Tins
WE LEAD IN PRICE ... JUST COMPARE!
game with Middle, Tennessee.
ents in Fulton,• Ky.
CARD OF THANKS-We wish
loss in four games for him.
Cabinet . Magneflte Core
,
The Giants, Grindstone's softball
Among
the
out-of-town
teach--Cecil
The
Pep
Transionners
Club met Wednesday to express, our heart felt thanks to
Gentry, president of the
Air Trimmers team, visited the land of wee
student Organization last year. ers who attended FDEA were: evening to decide on the type of our
12-inel Dynamic Speaker
Great Northern
many friends, neighbors, and people (Vancleave) Wednesday.
J.
P.
Dabney,
H.
Alderdice,
B.
was lin the campus for FDEA. He
Mrs. uniform 'to be worn to football
Autcautie Tone Compensation
October T, and met an unexpected
relatives,
for
their
Kathleen
many
exAlderdice.
Supt.
Mayme games this year.
Is teaching at Bandana this year.
Phoionrapa Connection
defate with a score- of 15-13
pressibets- kindness, both in
Miss Ella Mae Newton, Golden Y. Ferguson. Miss Gladys Dunn.
Vancleave started the game off
Miss
Lois
Mentz Bridges. Miss Elsie
Pond, Ky., former student of MSC.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
word and deed,,during the illness in high speed when it
scored two
Bulk
was the week-end guest of Miss Dunn. and Mrs. Mavis 'Mandis, all
and death of our husband and runs- in the first inning.
The
Laone Young. She plans to re- of Smithland, Ky.
--Lord's Day: Bible study at 9:45. father.
We
game
thank
else
was
ButterDr.
close
all
way
the
and
During the FDEA, Mr. and Mrs. Preaching at 10:50 and 7:15 o'clock.
sume her studies here this spring.
worth for his untiring service. We it was in the iseventh inning that
Gilbert Futrell of Mayfield visited
The subject for discussion at the
77
WI.- Futrell's Seder, Margaret morning Worship will be "Morality trdit -when the -dark arradotes- fall Vancleave mad& four scores. Grind-`'1
Pounds
Hamilton a stiadent of Murray Versus Religion." At the evening across your path, that loving stone was unable to recover this
friends
lead.
will
as
be
kind
you
to
as
State College. s
Service, "Turning Water to Wine' they
have
We
been
to
expect
us.
-Mrs.
W. C.
to until the series.
Among the teachers attending the will be the topic.
a Farmer. Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Friday, October
EVAPORATED APPLES, home dried, lb. ..
15. Each teamti
PDEA were Miss Vida Cole, Bea9c
Our meeting closed Sunday ev- Farmer,
Aleda Farmer.
has, won one game apiece.
trice Ivey. and Hettie Walkins. all ening with splendid interest. We
of Benton,.and Dorothy troyles of feel that we are stronger in the
Read the Classified Column.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
For 10c
4 th. _We appreciate the interest
Paducah.
After having attended a certain shown by many, who are not memPAYING for EGGS, 27c
for HAMS, 29c
class for three weeks. Lavern Call bers.
Ryan, Murray senior, discovered
Wednesday: Prayer meeting at
she had had the course before. 1:15 p. m.
Mrs. Ryan said she though the
Friday: Bible class for women
course seemed familier . .
at 2:30 p. m.
Inquiries were made in the ofC. L. Francis. Minister

Murray College
Briefs

'BANANAS

lAc

POTATOES

18c

MEAL

24c

Beans, 5 lbs. 25c

national
national
tea, Cal-

.e of car.
shows a
i tobacco
national

of peoknow
y
ty news-

JOHNSON-FAIN
APPLIANCE CO.

)aper:'

'E

BOLOGNA

Tolley & Carson

••

Better Foods for Money Spent
MEAL,Jersey Cream or Murray
10 lbs., 23c; 5 lbs., 15c
Mill
POTATOES, Nice White stock,
$1.19
• Pk., 19c, Bag 100 lb.
Armour
Meat,
's,
3 pkgs. . . . 25c
Mince
Lamp Chimneys, No. 2 ... ... 3 for 25c
Beechnut or Heinz Catsup, large . . 22c
Rolled Pickled Herring, large
.05
MACKE
RAL,
law,si
Fresh
z" .
LAUNDRY Soap,any kind,6 for . . . 25c
TOMATO Juice, Campbell's,50 oz. . 23c
3 Post Toasties, 1 Grapenut Flakes . 25c
2 Super Suds,sBlue Label, and large
Plate
20c
Lipton's Tea Balls, for hot tea and
glass, 14 lb.
23c
39c
Coal Hods
25c
Stove Pipes, 6", 2 joints
Armour's Pattie Sausage, pound . . 32c

Full line of Fresh Meats, choice Steaks and
Roasts from Armour's Branded Beef. Fresh Oysters, Chili Bricks, Dressed Chickens, Cheese of all
kinds...

Will PAY for-EGGS in trade ...

27c

Highest Market price for HAMS
WE
'

DELIVER

Phone 3'7

2

SALT OR SODA

FOOD MARKET

; commucal consfamilies,

les

Lard, lb.. 101/2c

SWANN'S GROCERY

22c

3

Murray Food Market

24—PHONES-25

SPECIAIS
10 pounds Pure Cane Sugar in Cloth Bags ... 55c
Nice Grapefruit

5c

10 pounds Mea)
• ...
No. 2 1-2 can Pickled Peaches

30c

No. 2 onn Fancy Garden Peas

'15c

25c

3 Potted Meat

10c

6 Toilet Tissue

25c

3 lbs. Snowdrift

55c

6 Octagon or P. & G. Seal;

25c

2 large Ivory and 2 Medium Ivory Soap
27c
One 10c Oxydol & 2 Giant Bars P. &. G. Soap 15c
Large fancy Florida Oranges, dozen
30c
Florida Grapefruit
Sc
24 lbs. Guarattteed Flour
60c
2-lb. sack of Fancy Flour Free with
purchase of a sack for 75c or more.
Half bushel Cream Meal
48c
Bulk Scoco Lard, 4 lbs.
45c
4-lb. carton Scoco
50c
Pure-Lard, Bulk, 411,..
65c
4-1b. carton
60c
7 lbs, Turnips
10c
Nice Sweet Potatoes, 6 lbs.
lOc
Green Butter Beans, 3 lbs.
10c
Extracted Honey, quart 35c
Pint
20c
Call for blanks on Crisco Awards.
3-lb. can
63c
1-lb. can
23c
Dr. LeGear's Poultry Prescription wilt Increase
Egg Production.
$1.00 size for
3 dozen eggs •
50c size for
1 1-2 dozen eggs
2 lbs. Oleo
. 25c
New Oleo, good as butter, lb.
20c
in

3 Corn Flakes with Bowl
48 pounds Scoco
100 pounds Laying Mash .
100 pounds 16 per cent Dairy Feed
24-lsounds Flour

25c
$5.40
$2.35
$1.60,
62c

•

Bring us your HAMS, BACON and EGGS for
highest market prices.

ELLIOTT & BLALOCK
PHONE

WE DELIVER

375

I

•

New Low Prices
on

NEWSPAPER
CUTS
- We are glee to announce sensational, -new low
prices on newspaper
Is. Reductions run as ,high
as 40 per cent over oldorices,,.
Candidates or any others wishing newspaper
cuts for any purpose will save money by placing
their order with

The Ledger & Times
-The truer the picture submitted, the
better the cut-

-
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PAGE EIGHT

— —
Biggest FDEA Ends
at Murray State
(Continued 'from Page One)
live Spirit of the Teacher". sounded a note of brilliant optimism in
supporting the theory that the
policy of teaching should be one
of subjectivity rather than the
current fladucational trend toward
objectivity.
"Teach the students to do, to
create, to
build
reality from
dreams." he said. "What matters
it if a person appreciates the art
of the ages and
never
nas a
thought of his own'" It was his
contention that enthusiasm :s the
best ,guide for any person, the
most potent driving force activating industry. "The great decisions
of the world," he declared, "are
made by the persons in the heat
and the struggle
living. If we
could get the creative spirit into
the public We could remake 'the
world into something undreamed
of."
Exampling all his premises with
architectural references, he stated
that intellectual honesty is more
to be desired than legal honesty.
-.The friends of the world." he
intained. "are the creativeMinded. ones, the friend of labor
are those who Ofork most zealously
for the best interesta of the lab-

a

Dr Clyde E. Wildman. president
of DePauw University, addressed
the
elementary
group
Friday
afternoon on the "By-Products of
Educative Processes'
He expioded the existing educational

At the Last
Call...
the moment-al-parting you will seek
-Maar who will gi,ve the
Seederesi care, whose
ideals of craftsmanship
sad service stand high.
who have had long
years of experience to
fit
for
them
your
charge. As evidence of
oar sincerity we offer
• service with dignity,
reverence and economy.

Sfralerely,
The
J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Telephone 7 •
Murray. ay.
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theory that education is the adjustment of man to his environment, claiming
that there are
phases of his life to which man
never becomes adjusted. The past
he held up as a model for the vicarious transfer of irtforrnation
necessafy to living. "He who discredits the past.- he said. "discredits both the present. and the
future. Those who cannot reniimber the past are compelled to repeat it" He continued by saying
that one of the worst things •
teacher could do was to take a
living thing and kill it with dead
treatment. "The wise race." he
declared. "is invincible in peace
and invisible in war."

Declaring that "You can never
get knowledge by pooling your
ignorance." the speaker concluded with. "Teachers must never
be the apostles of a cult- of futility.'"
Dr. Henry J. Arnold, Wittenburg College. spoke on "Your
Personality—What Can Be done
About it" Friday afternoon in the
college auditorium before the.elementary section, over which Miss
Margaret Heath. Benton. presided.
Hundreds of students. and teachers
swamped the training school circus which was directed by Miss
Daisy_ Hinkle.
The cellege musical organizatens gave a splendid account of
them selves' throughout the two
day's session, the concert by the
asehestra Friday night being applauded vigorously by the' crowd.
Group conferences which began
at 3 _e'slock Friday afternoon and
supervisors for each included:
Adult education. Waylon Rayhurn.
Murray: athletics and physical education. Walter C. Jetton, Paducah. attendance officers, Homer
Witherspoon. Clinton: Commerce,
R. L. Montgomery. Paducah-, English. F D Mellen, Murray; Foreign
Lax
cs,
Murray; home economics, Miss
Pattie BoTin. Clinton; 111)-rarizula.
W. J. Gibson,' Murray: mathematics, Miss Elizabeth Carter, May-'
Fox, Murray;
field: music, W.
Administration,
Youth
National
Otis C. Amis, Louisville; natural
sciences. W. B. Moser. Murray;
school board members. Boone Hill.
Benton; and social sciences,
Snodgrass, Tilghman.
Cool, clear days made pleasant
the session periods.

, CAR HITS SCHOOL CHILD
W. D. Rowland. a third grade
studerit at the Murray College
Training School..receivedabrasians
of the skin and fright when he
came in contact with a moving car
driven •hy -Walter Jones near the
teaming • school' Monday afternoon
late_ He returned to school Tuesday morning

BOWLING GREEN IS Senator Barkley to Speak at Lowes NYA —WORK -LIST IS
Saturday at 10:30 A. M4
TIGERS' GRID FOE Centennial
Richmond to Introduce Speakers SHOWN FOR FDEA
Murray

High Sustains Crushing
33-0 Defeat From
Mfyfield

Groggy from the 33-0 shallacking
they teceived at the hands of the
Mayfield Cardinals Saturday night
the Murray High School Tigers
began work valiantly here this
week in an effort to strengthen an
offense and defense that appeared
disastrously weak
against Mayfield and are making ready for
their invasion of College, High of
Bowling Green Friday night.
Coach Ty Holland put his boys
through hard workouts all the
week in an effort to wreck the
Park City ball fingers and smother their' with the scoring punch
that failed to manifest itself against
the Cardinals.

_

•

Gov. A. B. Chandler Willi will be the largest traffic the town
has ever seen.
Address Audience in
Governor Browning of Tennessee
Afternoon
Calloway coupty and the city- ef
Murray are preparing with other
counties and
cities in Western
Kentucky to „turn out in large
numbers to attend the Homecoming of Senator Alben W. Barkley
at the Lowes Centennial celebration at Lowes Saturday.

replied to the committee's invitation: "I'll be there" and it is jossible that Governor Horner of
Illinois will drop down from
Springfield, the committee stated.

Projects
Are
on
Display
in
Lobby of Library
Building
--The works program of the National Youth Administration was
represented at the. FDEA meeting
at Murray State College, October
8 and 9. by an attractive display
in the college library building.

Itarts Enjoying
Southern Charms

This exhibit consisted of articles
made in the girls' sewing projects
and in the boys' work shops. The
garments exhibited were.forsmall
children. Attention was attracted
by the neat finishing of the garments and the handwork they displayed. Many of the girls who
work in the sewing centers had
never done any kind of sewing,
either machine or hand, previous
to the training they received with
NYA. A desk, chair, and other
schoolroom articles represented the
boys' work in the work shops.
The exhibit wes in charge ef
Miss Ned)
, Muncy, are supervisor.
NYA,
Madisonville.
Jesse
M.
Hunt, district supervisor, NYA.
Madisonville, and Birger 0. Berg,
assistant district supervisor, NYA,
Paducah, were also present at the
meeting. .

Clink Hospital Notes

-K

By Clara Waldrop

Shelby Speaks on
Hamlet La

,

.

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledgeri
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

Boone t*Cleaners
Telephone 234
. In view of the

Miss Treva Refers underwent a
few days' treatment last week.
Miss Grace Holcomb, Murray,
was discharged last week following treatment.
Mrs. Gus Geurin is undergoing
at the Clinic Hospital
this week.

South Side Square

treatment'

large cost of delivery se lice' and the credit system, and the overwhelming success
of the cash and carry price we made on men': suits, has caused us to inaugurate the cash and carry sys•••
tem on all garments to be -dry cleared.
.•

Mrs. Emmett 'Roberts, of near
Murray. Was admitted to the
Clinic Hospital last week for treatment.
•

Announce A Revised Price List
PRICE -LIST

Cash

._
Melis Suits cleaned and pressed
Men's Pants cleaned and pressed
Men's Hats cleaned and blocked
Men's Overcoats cleaned and pressed
Men's Ties cleaned and pressed
Leather Jackets cleaned and pressed
Ladies' Dresses (plain) cleaned and pressed
Ladies' Suits, waist length, cleaned and pressed
'Ladies' Suits, 3-4 length, cleaned and pressed
Ladies' Coats, plain, cleaned and pressed
Ladies' Coats, 1 fur trimmed, cleaned and pressed
Ladies' Coats, 2 fin- trimmed, cleaned and pressed
Ladies! Hats
Velvet Dresses
Knit Dresses
Bath Robes

arid Carry

20c
50c
40c
5c
75c
50c
40c
50c
40c
60c
80c
25c
75c
75c
50c

.......

10c
85c
60c
50c
60c
50c
70c
90c
35c
85c
85c
60c

-

0.1
Send It To Murray's Big Cleaning Plant

Boone Cleaners
TELEPHONE 234

Mrs. Rufus Atkins and young
deogivier,-,Morgeret---Ittith;--vrere-discharged Monday.
G. C. Beale. Murray, is under
treatment at the Clinic for an
injured leg.
. .
.. _

_

50c
25c
60c

.

Bille Martin, Hazel, was dismissed last week following treatment.
Mrs. F. W7Carroll. Hamlin, was
admitted this week for treatment.

Call for and Delivery

Along with these prices we offer you the largest variety of and finest equipment to handle every
type garment, and the largest production capacity, enabling us to give you the fastest service. We have
a skilled personnel, courteous and willing to serve y au.
All Knit' Garments blocked on a steam knit machine.
All .leather jackets cleaned and tint finished by factory methods.
Hats blocked by factory methods on a master circle automatic hat machine.
We have alWays tried to keep abreast of the times and it will always be our policy to place a percentage of our profits back into Better Dry Cleaning Equipmgpt.
•
f
We have always favored the Cash and Carry System, and rrow with our convenient location on
the South Side of the Square we believe the cleaning, public will take advantage of it:.itrul enable us to
continue it permanently.

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Mrs. Tom S. Wilkerson was adthis week for injuries re./-ttived from a Tan.-- ----;':

mitted

rll.,

Eugene Bland. Cairo,
was
admitted to the Clinic this week
for treatment
Mrs.
Cook,
Betty
of
near
.Brown's Grove, was treated at the
Clinic Monday for a fractured hip.
- W. A. Meer,
- Hazel, is under
tment for an:injered shoulder.
-. .
The small son Of Mrs. Odic Colson. Murray, Route 3, 'was treated
Saturday for an injury of the face
received from a fait

-/`

1-1
, oijne.,:k.;c and Farm
k_.lubs Hold_ Meet
At a joint meeting of the agriculture and home economics teachers, held Friday afterrioen. October 8. both Miss Ata Lee, state
supervisor of home economics, and
Dr. Ralph Woods, head of vocational agriculture
in Kentucky,
discussed problems common to
both groups.
Dr. Woods discussed briefly the
George Dean Act by which a large
sum. of. money-has, beerr appropriated for vocational education. Dr.
Woods stated that this money will
be used to stimulate a• new type
of program in order to get away
from the old -hard and tam pre.
-paratory method. He advised Kentucky _teachers to stick to Kentucky and by all means to acquaint the Pub.lic with their .V0g4-

, 1104r

,prograrn.. ,
51

Ata Lee
,to the home
economics teachers on the subject. "Planning the Prograrti"
- After the meetings both grritrPs
were Invited to an informal tole
at 'the home msnle•-ment house

POTATOES
17c
10-F0UN1
25c
ONIONS
sc
LETTUCE
,
2
BANANAS
25c
52c
SUG
10
145
BRAN
'119
SHORTS
EGG MASH
New
MEAL
CORN
10- POUND
BEANS
25`C. H. P. Navies or 98 per
SACK
Great Northerns
COUNTRY CLUB
WESCO SODA
24-1b. sack
811c
J 5 Pounds
25c
AVONDALE or
CRACKERS
BOKA, 24-lb. sack 65c
Salted or Plain
M1LNUT
c
LYON'S
BEST
2 Pound
c
I
Can or
5c
15 24-lb. sack
99 2 Small Cans
MILK PET or C. CLUB 3Tall or6
20c
COFFEE C. ClubpoVuanc.d Packed 29c Fpreonucnhd 23c Spotlight Jewel 58c _
Country Club
Sunshine
Full2Nco
a.
n loc GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 3 No. 2 ')e-'
GRAPEFRUIT
cans 4.1

FLouR

Crop

cent

Large

Siniill caw_

Fancy PUMPKIN,
5c
No. 300 can
Penick SYRUP, Golden or
29c
White, 5-lb. can
55c
10-lb. can
Webster Brand LIMA BEANS
25c
3 No. 2 cans
Soaked Limas, 16-oz. cn. Sc
PALMOLIVE SOAP,
17c
3 bars
SUPER SUDS, red box. 9c

__„

MACARONI-SPAGHETTI,
ELBOWS, SEASHELLS,
Bulk, 3 pounds
25c
MARY LOU PICKLES,
Dills, Sours, qt. jar . . . 15c
Cuc. Slices, 28-oz. jar. 17c
, .
Embassy Brand PEANUT
BUTTER, 23-oz. jar . . 23c
C. Club APPLE SAUCE,
2 No. 2 cans
15c

SHORTENING SnF7nwesWtShuitbestitute for Lard 2 Pounds 23c
Half or Whole Side 32c
BACON ARMOUR'S WHITE LABEL•
Pound
Pound 8c and Hy
YOUNG TENDER MUTTON
4

Pure Pork SAUSAGE,
Our own make, lb. . . 20c

PEANUT BUTTER,
Bulk, pound

10c

No water or cereal added

Fresh Ground HAMBURGER
...,
25c
2 pounds

GENUINE LAMB Forequar:
., ter cuts, lb.
12/
1
2c

as

Fresh and Sweet

OLEO

5.

,•

I
.4.

4.

Food for thought:—
A little material backing and
support from Murray's civic clubs
Football
and organizations could easily anu
The Murray High Tigers are quickly remedy this condition.
certrinly putting in the time practicing for Friday night when they
will journey to Bowling Green.
We are proud of this year's team
and all of us are going to spur
them on to victory by being presJ. Samuel Shelby, senior from
ent at every game whether away
Murray. made a talk on Shakesown
our
on
school
or
feom our
peare's play, "Hamlet", at the
field. Please let us get a glimpse
second meeting of the Murray coiof some of Murray's usually good
lege English Club in the remits
support.
meeting place, Dr. Herbert DrenP. T. A.
non's room. Tuesday, October 12.
The district PTA meet is to be
The subject of Shelby's talk
held in Murray October 28. All
was "Hamlet's First Soliloquy in
parents are urged to become memthe play". .
The
bers of this organization.
Charles Baugh, president of the
number of members last year was
club, was not present 'and Miss
150. The goal this year is ZOO.
Willema Shaw, vice-president, took
The room . which has 100 per cent
charge.
membership will be rewarded with
Shakespeare will be the theme
a party. Everyone come and join.
for this semester. A fine of al
cents was voted on all absentees.
The MHS glee club under the direction of •Everett Crane has been
VANCLEAVE HONOR ROLL
started for this year. We are expecting great things out of this
Those making the honor roll _ for
organization. The girls' - trio has
been selected and it is composed the third month are as follows:
Fait grade. Eddie Eldridge, Milof Annie Lee Gatlin, first 'Soprano;
Mayme Ryan, second soprano; and dred Hopkins, Gladys McKinney:
second grade. Young Lovett; third
Marian McElrath salto.
We were certainly proud of the grade, Mae Dell Hopkins. Emma
showing our band made at May- Lee McKinney; fourth grade. Duel
field last Saturday night. Their Burkeen, G. T. Brandon; sixth
marching and playing certainly grade, Dorothy s,Pool, Oeda_Hoplost nothing in comparison with kirks, James Barkeen; eighth grade,
Mayfield's band. However, May- Loudean Washburn.
,

Governors. of states, Congreilanien.
senators, and many others will be
present to hear Barkley's address
'The George Harts and tackle
James H. Richmond, president sf
Fay, vacationing in the South,
7Xurray State College, will introspent Sunday through Wednesduce Senator Barkley and Goverday in Mobile. after having
nor A. B. Chandler. who will
visited Marilyn Mason at Gulf
speak in the afternoon after BarkPark Thursday and spending a
ley's speech Saturday morning.
Murray walloped Bowling Green The
part of Saturday with Jane MeluMajority Floor 'Leader's talk
here last' year 870.
will come at 10:30 a. m.. and noted, gin in New Orleans Saturday.
Atte": holding the powerful CardThe trio had a little cottage
Lowes 'business men will follow
inals of Mayfield—the team that
right on the Gulf at Mobile. and
Chandler in addressing the..audihad doubled the score on Arkansas'
restful
enjoyed
days there.
ence.
championship Jonesboro eleven just
George listened to the last
The Centennial 'will be a home
A week before—to a single touch- corning_for Senator Barkley, herWorld Series game Sunday
down in the first halt the Murray
afternoon.
alded as "Lowes' gift to the Demodefense wore itself to pieces against
They will return to Murray
cratic party". The majority leader
the irresistable onslaught of the
by October 18..
in the senate, now returning from
Mayfieldians who scored at will a
summer's visit to Europe, arduring the last periods.
rives in New York today, and
The classy Murray and Mayfield will
fly to Paducah immediately
bands parading at the half lent
from whence he will come to
color to an evening that had deExtensive viecination checked
Lowes Saturday for the address.
nied its promise of 'a football nathog cholera on Whitley county
The Senator was born in a twoural.
(arms, after two outbreaks.
room log cabin about -two miles
The Cardinals made their initial
west'of Lowes. The Barkley famBedie,
Miss
Wilson,
Buchanan
touohdown five plays after the
ily moved into town soon afterwas discharged this week following
kickoff. Their line held Murray
wards. and Alben W. lived there
an operation.
for repeated downs, but in the
until he went away to complete
second quarter determined marches
Omer !Wells, Murray. Route 3.
his education.
led by Buchanan. Gingles, and
Three principal actors in the 'was discharged last week .followCutchin brought Murray to Mayrivalry to fill the vacancy of ma- ing an operation.
d's '10-yard line. -Ciite-Firaci
jority leader, left openJhby t'he'I Miss- Ruth Farley lia-s—beeil- dT
Post completed a 2.3syard pass- to
death
Senator Joe Robinson. missed forloWing treatment 'for...a
Gingles. The Cardinals held the I will be ofpresent.
Senator
Mar: broken back.
plunges of }he Murray backfield, on risen, of Mississippi, was Pat
. defeated
Lester Nanny is being treated'
downs and -started a march that
in the race by one tote. Credit for an injured eye.
carried them to Murray's 47-yard
for electing. Barkley to the posiBoyd Miracle was discharged this
line by the time the half ended,
tion has been given Senator Theoweek following treatment.
The third and fourth quarters
dore Bilbo, Mississippi. because of
were routs, and Mayfield, substitutElveon Massey.. Hamlin, was
voting for his fellow statesman he
ing freely. scored, at its leisure.
100 lb. bag
15-POUND PECK
cast his: ballot for Barkley. &lee- treated this week for injuries reThe Murraymen came out of the
$109
tor Bilbo wired that he would be ceived in an accident.
conflict without injury, and, Coach
Mrs. Mary Hicks. Model, was
at the cefebratiOn, and although
Holland believes his team is in exBAG
Senator Harrison' has not, yet to- dismissed this week following treacellent condition' for the melee
plied to the invitation sent him, it ment.
with Bowling Green.
has been reported to the centenRuble O'Daniel. Clinton, was disnial committee that he has said he charged this week after under5-DOZEN SIZE
HEAD
i would come.
going treatment.
Congressman Noble Gregory,
-" of
R. M. Pollard was treated at the
the First
District, and Orville Clinic Hospital Saturday
night for
GOLDEN YELLOW
Dozen
Zimmerman, Congressman from. injuries
received in an automoMissouri. are listed among those' bile
accident.
expected. Governor A. B. ChandMelus Lam was treated 'Saturler promised to bring 15 Matt:paPURE CANE
1 trolmen to handle what probably day night for injuries received in
AR
Pounds
a car wreck on the Mayfield Highway.

Pete Gudauskas. Louisville, is
under treatment at the Clinic
pital.

•

field's splendid new uniforms(their
since uura were purchased)
MURRAY,HIGH- second
looked fine and were undeniably
SCHOOL
an advantage in smart appearance.

•

2 Pounds

25c

4

SECTION TWO

4i/chased)
indersiably
ppearance.
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king and
ivic clubs
easily and
dition.
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

nior from
n Shakesat the
,
urray Colle regular
>en Drenctober 12.
lby's talk
liloquy in

4, Biggest Festival Ever Sponsored by
CALLOWAY COUNTY Center
Citizens of this County is Scheduled
ENROLLS 186 AT
October 22, 23 in Mammoth Show MURRAY COLLEGE
operation with the County Agent's
department and the Smith-Hughes
teachers of agriculture and home
county are
economics
in this
sponsoring the fair.
displays
Brilliant programs an
have been arranged in every department.
John Richard Hodge, about 35,
Complete premium list will be colored, shot and painfully injured
found on page five- Of this section. and frightened his alleged fiancee.
Premium List is Released;
Minnie Erma Johnson, also colored,
Many Awards Are to
about 1 o'clock Monday afternoon
in that part of Murray known as
be Given
Pool Town.
..
The two had been sweethearts,
CIVIL COMMITTEES
Hello every body. We have had
it is reported, and Hodge ohjecteil
WORK, FEVERISHLY some nice rains. Almost everyone to
Minnie's leaving his house. She
has their cotton picked over.
Went anyway, and he peppered her
The biggest fair Calloway CQUEl., There is no sickness to report with
bird-shot at 75 yards.
ty ever sponsored will open .for at this writing.
The woman's wounds are not
display a week from tomorrow in
Tom Barnett lost a fine milk serious. Chief of Police W. B.
Murray. " Crowds from every ham- cow last week.
Parker lodged Hodge in the city
let and rural settlement in this
Roy Barnett has purchased a jail immediately after the shootcounty .and adjoining regions with- new radio.
ing.
in a..radius of 50 miles are exMr. and Mrs. Clarence Barnett
pected to jam the streets of Mur- and family visited in the home of
ray in this most glamorous of all 14E..
_Bay Barnett ...and
Calloway count's 'harvest and'family Sunday afternoon.
household festivals.
Aggle Collins, Sam Miller, ClinIt will be the first county-wide ton Donelson, Lewis Donelson, Kr.
Aar- in three-years.
and Mrs. Ewin Donelson and 'famGlenn Rcgers reports that he has
Committees composed of farmers, ily are visiting in Hale Center.
recently put 5,000 forked tail
business
men, and
professors; Texas.
catfish from the Tennessee River
housewives and kitchen maids;
Mrs. Jesse Barnett visited Mrs. in Rogers Lake.
He stated they
school girls and future farmer or- Fannie Barnett Friday afternoon.
were from 8 to 12 inches long.
ganizations; the 4-H Clubs and in—Ground Hog
This additional supply of fish
terested civilians have all been
should make real sport for the
working cooperatively and zeal/ollowers of Izaak Walton in the
ously to make October 22 and 23
Coke stoves were at a premium future and should increase the inan occasion representative of the
in Clark county'. where more terest in fishing there. •
best that Calloway county has to
farmers than ever before used
offer.
fire in curing tobacco.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
The local Farm Bureau in co-

Colored Woman
Is Unhurt After
Suitor Shoots Her

HUGE CROWDS ARE
EXPECTED TO JAM
MURRAY STREETS

the theme
!ine of 10
absentees.
I ROLL
or roll for
follows:
ridge. MilMcKinney;
vett; third
mi. Emma
rade, Duel
don; sixth

Center Ridge News

Deda_110Pghth grade.

5,000-Catfish- Are
Put in Rogers Lake

• year elsewhere ha
50
$1 ''the
State of Kentucky.
a year to any address
than above.

$2.0°other
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I have just received a half carload of FINE MOTOR OILS which I have purchased at good prices, and in return for the loyal support you have given me during the last year, I have decided to offer my friends of Calloway County a REAL
SAVING on their requirements of Automotive and Tractor Oils.

I11

.THIS SALE WILL LAST AS LONG AS MY STOCK HOLDS OUT. LOOK OVER
- MY PRICESAND THEN COME EARLY, AS THESE GOOD BUYS WILL NOT
LAST VERY LONG.

5c

O Fine Tractor and Auto Oil, SAE 20-30-40-50

(0). qt. •IIc
In your own container—LIMIT One barrel to customer

_

11 2 Gal. Cans Valor Oil, SAE 20-30-40-50, each

i8c

A

fine highly refined oil suitable for all motors and

95c

tractors

5 Gal Cans Valor Oil, SAE 20-30-40-50, per qt.
0
'5 Gal. Texaco Porpail, SAE 20-30-40-50, each
You need several of these—Fine for slop buckets

hen empty

o
n

$343
.

25c
O CASE LOTS containing 24 qt. cans TEXACO OIL
$4.65
All grades, Special Price per case during sale

0
0

0

ALL ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE FEDERAL TAX of lc per quart. Buy now at
these money-,saving prices. You cannot get any better at ANY LESS!!

0

?.3c
For Those Who Just Want an Oil Change in Their Car...

5c

0

Save 25c! Extra Special!

p 9c
•J

• a

O

Quarts Haiioline Motor Oil, Regular $1.5U
5SPECIAL
•

oc

.25

Qua;ts New Texaco Mo-$
tor Oil. Regular $1.25.
SPECIAL

THIS SPECIAL SALE ENDS NOVEMBER 1'

0
Oc

oGraves Hendo

ar/2C
S.

ATHLETIC LIST IS
ATTRACTIVE ONE

11 North Fourth Street

0

Phone 82
0=10=0

=30==20=10
=0=10=

dressed the Rotary Club last Thursnight at their regular Meetday
(
o
Bagwell, 70, Resident
ing at the National Hotel on some
Hazel Highway, Is
Injured
phases of American Legion work
and thought as they are related
A hit-and-run driver of a V-8
Ford car struck and seriously in- to International relations.
Rotarian Joe Hortin, chairman .of
jured Clyde Bagwell, a 70-year old
farmer • of near Mufray, as he was oInfteRrnoatatrioynalwaRseliantiocohsarCogemorrif theittee
walking on the Hazel Highway
near his home Friday night about program.
6:15.
The
Rotarians' will sponsor
The identity of the driver oi the Ladies' night on October 28.
car
was
undertermined
since
neither his description nor the license number of his car were ascertained. ,

Brick

We want to thank M. 0. Wrather for our new stove.

Construction of a new 4-room
supplement" 10 the Faxon High
School building ,will begin the

We are having regular attendance under the guidance of Mrs.
Lola Watson, We haven't any sickness to report at this time.

One hundred eighty-six students --Recent visitors to our school
from Calloway ccainty have enrolf- were Edward Collins, Clarence
ed for the fall semester at Murray Duncan, and James Collins.
State College, College News ofWe than Mr. Wrather for our
ficials announced here today. In- coal.
too.
cluding the. Training School, the
Our daily attendance is larger
.The car, traveling at a high- rate
total registration for the semester
of speed, passed a truck „driven by
is expected to reach 12011 Presi- than in the past few years.
We will try to write again some Courtenay Starks, who lives- on
dent J. H. Richmond, chief executhe Hazel.„Highway, and in doing
tive at Murray State, has arranged time as news is scarce.
so struck the aged farmer. Starks
a complete curriculum to accomset out in pursuit of the fleeing
modate the students that have enAlfalfa
northern-grown automobile but he was easily outfrom
rolled.
An interesting schedule of foot- Grimm seed is attracting attention distanced.
Bagwell, whose injuries were
ball games has been arranged for in Lincoln county.
about his head and body, received
the students and friends of the
treatment at the Mason ilospital in
college. Games to played in. the
new Murray stadium include Mid- C. Riley, Dorothy Stark.. Dale Par- Murray. His condition presently
ker, ,and_EcLith Winchester- frLorn is roorted as satisfactory.
dle Tennessee. October-15;
sippi College (Homecoming), Oc- Brandon: and Kathleen Wallace
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
tclber 23; West Tennessee, Novem- from Birmingham.
ber 12. and Wisconsin State Teach
ers, November 26.
Those enrolled from Calloway
county are: Murray: James Bailey,
Charles Baugh, C. W.' Beale, Bernard Bell. Kenneth Bell. Rob
Bradley. Morris -Brausa, Ralph
Kathleen
Brown.
Mary
Clark
Carman, Anita Cipriart, Coleman
Bowles. Edith. Branch, Olin D.
Coleman, Palmer Corn, Thomas
Crawford„ Mary Dorothy Currier,
Adolph Zukor presents
William Clitchin. William Ed Denning.
Helen
Douglas, Prentice
Douglas. Harold Edwards, Carlos
Erwin, .E4elle Erwin, Edna Pearl
Erwin, Robbie Lee Erwin, Annie,
Lee Farley. Leis -Farley: Charles
Farmer, Mary Nee Farmer, Mary
Charles Farris, Dorothy. Lute Foe-...
shee.
Elizabeth
Ann
Ifooakee.
Georgia Furgerson. Lynn Furg;rsen. Dorothy Nelle Futrelle. Wilson Gantt. Harold Gilbert, Evelyn
Their porforrnances top everything
Ruth Gingles. Vernon Gresham.
they hove ever done before!
Henry Heyward
Haley, Jimmie
Hart. Lames Lee Hansden, Caswell
Hays. Larry Hendon, Bobby .Hester. Peggy Hoffman, Sam Holcomb, Mary E. Hopson. Harlan Inglis. John Irvan, Anna Helen
Johnston. Charlotte Jordan, Gracie
Nelle Jones, Trig. D. Key. Mary
Edith '-Lambert. Rhoda E. Lashlee, Dan Will Lassiter. James M.
Lassiter, Lynn Lassiter, Rebecca
Lassiter. Sallie Lemons. Its Graye
Linn, Hazel Alexander, Juanita
McDougal, Leslie McKeel. Ethidge
Angie
McNutt,
Ophia Miller, Margaret Ruth Morris. Herb Mulkey, George Neece.
Flora D. Oakley, Mildred Odle.
Geneva Outland. Charlotte Owen.
Ravine -Parks,- -JohtihY.Heathen - -Pesehall. Mrs.,- Gordon.
Pennebaker. Mary Frances Perdue.
Lucille Pollard, Bill Pollard. Sue
Purdom, Kathleen Robertson, Mary
E. Roberts. Alice Bea R:berts,
Charles Luther Robertson, Eula
Wilcoxon
Lee Rogers, Ruth.. A. .Rogers,..Dew
Drop Rowlett, W. P. Russell.
Maurice Ryan. Louis Charles Ryan.
Hazel Nene Sammons, La Rue
Saunders,
Jane
Seas',
Marion
Schechter. John Ed Scott, James
.Scott, Beth Sexton. Jane Sexton.
La Nelle Siress. Marion Slocum.
Verda Slaughter.
0. J. Sparks, Robert James Stubblefield. Odessa Boaz Stubblefield,
Dora Belle Swann, Helen Sykes.
Katie Tarry, M. 0. Thomas. .Betty Frances Thornton, Rita Tibbets.
Clarence Trawick, Mrs. Jewell
Ttawick, Margaret Veazy, Rufus
L. Wade. Bonnie H. Walker, A.
B. Waters, Pat W. Wear. Martha ,
Nelle
Wells.
Mattie
Williams.
Theda Wilkins, Frances Wilford.
George Robert Wilion, Mary Moore
Windsor, Mildred Wrather, Lillian
Wristo n, Charlotte Yarbrckugh.
Jodie
Young, Francis LaBonte,
Athol. Havens. John Brinn, Martha
Inglis, Yancey Bennett, Mary lo
Johnson: Luetla McDaniel.
From Lynn Grove: Rebecca Armstrong. Codie Lee Caldwell, Clara
Crawford. Rulorma. Ford. Mayrelle
Jones. Ruth Jones, Robbie Nell
Myers. Luther Nance, Howard Paschall. Tennis Rogers: Sybil Swann.
lames Blalock. flew Concord;
H. E. Brandon, Jr. Maya Clayton.
Brown Clayton, Saunders
Clayton. Mary Curd. Velva Douglas. Reba Dunn, William Maddox.
Celia E.' Miller, Virginia Ann Miller, Geraldine Milstead. Audrey Oliver. Anice Elizabeth Walker. Clara
Walker,
Claude
Wilson, . from
Hazel.
'Dorothy 4oseuhitte Cain. James
Overby, Trucille telt, sr7
Roberts, from Alm°.'From Knight:
Rose Henry. F. H. Spiceland, Jr:
from. Kirk sey, Anna ' Elizabeth
La W1.131, Mat McCuiston, Theron
HENRY ARMETTA • RALPH FORBES

Balcony 16c .
Till 5 P.'M.
Except Sunday

Courtyard Pence
is Being Repaired

County officials are removing the
gad posts and wire fencing .in the
grass AU in the courthouse yard
and are replacing them with new
posts and new barbed wire.
Deputy Sheriff Joe i-arker is in
charge of the..P7Ork. The posts are
six or more inehes square, but
the barbed wire will be the same
that has been used previously;
except that it will be tighter.
The job will. be finished next
week, if not sooner.
„

TODAY and FRIDAY

Structure Will be
plement to' School
House

Sup-

first of next week, according tc an
announcement made by Jack•

h ar-

of the, Call'.-..way Coimty
Lumber Company, Which is furnishing the materials for Contractor
Buren Payner, who received the
bid for construction of the edifice.
The project involves an expeqditore of approximately 64,000..
Sharborough said work on the
building wourd last in the neighbairhood of SO days_ . Bids were let
by Cou'nty... School ,Superintendent
M. 0. Wrather. Information obtained early this week from the
superintendent's
office
declared
that the, contract for the building
of extra. rooms at New Concord
School would be let soon.
Kirksey, Hazel, Lynn Grove. and
AIM° already have been beneficiaries in structural, programs, and
all of them are now coniln" etedwith the exception of Hazeh
borough

Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

PITOL

SATURDAY

GARY COOPER
FORGE RAFT

presents
Adolph Zukor
team of Overman!
laugh
hilority
the
comedy withnon.stop wecord for
riotcos
Ps
sctsMg a
Karns,
and

1PARIIIItRS
(RIMIER'
IN
woh
Paramount Pirtu;e

A

__•Henry
FRANCES DFF

IIc

An exceptional value at this price

15c
17c

Students Are Representative of Every County
Community

HIT, RUN MOTORIST{Ha"
Hood Speaks FAXON GETS NEW
To City Rotarians
STRIKES AGED MAN: county mtarri„ Han Hood ad_ 4-ROOM BUILDING

This is the fourth month of Clyde
school and every body is happy
at this writing.

BIG OIL SALE!
0CI

o=0=I0

EMMA

Ridge School
News

By Elaine Barnett and James
E. Lyons

?nt of the
,and Miss
!dent, took

sc

$1.00 a

CALLOWAY COUNTY PREPARES FOR BIG FAIR

on

'2c

year in Ohioan..
Marshall, Graves, Her
17 and Stewart Counties.

Lynne

Overman •

7
—SUNDAY and MONDAY

Tuesday-Wednesday

surrounded by a cast of
thrilling stars in a new
and refreshiv heart
drama of the Northwoods

MARION CLAIRE

Roscae Karns

"8— 2:30 — 4!"
Mystic
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'
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symbols... danger-laden
...bringing 1,000 thrills as two
lovers seek to solve its riddle!
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"THE MARCH OP
TIME"
"POPEYE"
in
"I Never Change My
Altitude"

'Queens of
Harmonywith
,Phil Spitalny
and his All girl
orchestra

C

'
11
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

been irorking zealously to make
this
one.
offered in
n the v.•
ig
Ws depart.
nrnt; which comprises 4 divisions,
Clothing and Horne Furnishings,
Feuds Canning, and 4-H Club departments. in the Contest department. for cattle, poultry, horses
and mules, farm products, hogs.
and tobacco. A complete list of
the prizes and ribbons offered appears in thia week's Ledger &
Times.

I JUST JOTS ,I

Consolidation of The Mur-ay Ledger. The Calloway Ilmez. and The
Times-Herald. October 20. 1928
Published by The Calloway Publishing Company. Inc
North Fourth Street, Murray. Kentucky

ByJohn

14, 1937.

BOBBY HAS RED-BLOODED ROLE

Baptist Students to BAPTIST STUDENTS
Go to Georgetown
Friday for Meeting TO GO TO FULTON

The junking of the Lev.athan
Ralph Churchill is President of
Ralph Churchill, Baptist student
Publisher-, 'Christened the Vaterland and
Convening Southwestern
secretary..ia Murray, announced
Editor and Advertising Manage.* seized by the United States from
Region
here this week that at least 14 stuGea-many at the start of the World
dents and perhaps mo:.e would acWart marks what appears to be
The Southwestern Regimen l Bapcompany him to Georgetown Fria new era in United States shipNEMBER
tist Training Union Convention
over
remain
and
IS,
October
day,
ping. The junk price received for
NATIONAL H3TOIRIAL 11. May _be enough for 4a down paythrough the 17th to attend the will meet with the Fulton Baptist
Now that the World series is
state Baptist Training Union meet- Church in •Ful.t.on Friday anci Satment for its $16_000.000 successor,
over and the city square is back
!Lee.
ing held there this year.
93 5 first of a projected new fleet deurday, October 29-30. The first
to normal, let's not forget that the
R. H. Falwell, Jr., president of session will be Friday at 10 o'clock
signed to restore, the lost pride of
Tigers play Bowling Green there
Baptist .Students in Kentucky, will and the convention will close at
the United States in world ship4/1,-ANIffi /AIL Af. i•
Friday night and Coach Stewart's
be in charge of the- meeting.
ping
noon
Thoroughbreds meet Middle TenEnterea at the Postoffice, Murray. Kentucky, as second class mail matter
Murray,
The delegation from
ridaY!
W. Churchill. Murray,
nessee Teachers here at 8 p. m.
composed mostly-of- students- in president of the
The Federal government's subSouthwestern
Subscription Rates.:-In First Congressional District and Henry; ana
Cleanly 'cached athletics make for
Murray State College, will put on Region which is compoled
sidy program to shipbuilding will
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year: Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere.
of
clean sportsmanship, and clean
play,
"The
a
Plan".
Perfect
at
the
.be
a
great
boon
tothe
shipping
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County Merlin
Blood River, Graves County. West
sportsmanship builds ints'n of charconvention. They will attend The Kentucky, and West Union
furnished upon application.
Interests and at the same time proAssociacter. Athletics, directed correctb.inquet for all delegates Friday ations. will be in charge.
vide us with a second line defense
The
ly is as important as any other
night.
war, $1.901.926.000. cost of veter- in 'case of "War, under our own course
Rev, Woodrow Fuller is
of study. Teamwork counts
•
Pete
•
Gillespie.
well known to thTh
flag. To build ship methodically.
ans. $1.164.000 000.
e entertaining
acccor
huLenhg.
in athletics and heroes and leaders
all Baptist students throughout the
World War: Cost of war. $22.- and Well. instead of in a hurryup cn the gridiron become
tlastZTO
°1
11leade,,
,
rs
Whet the world la beset with
state, will be in charge of the tal- C. S. DeJarnett, state BSC
272,000.000; cost of veterans, 611,- fashion like we did during the last ccmmunity events
secreafter they are
struggles such as are going on in
ent parade.
war will be a fundamental econ004.615.126
tary,
will
be
"Be
ye
Doers of the
out of school.
Europe and Asia. it is time for usl
Those from Murray who plan to Word". The sang is "Our
This represents a total cost of omy. The concrete and wooden
Best".
to ponter the results of such con- I
leave tomorrow for Georgetown The program is planned
wars of 624.571.848.000 and a total ships built then were of no value
toy_ every
flicts.'The United States does
are
Misses
Lemons,
Sally
Evelyn
after
the
war,
but
had
to
be
paid
cost cf veterans $12345923130.
Baptist la the Region and will be
not wt war, nor does any nation.
Ruth Gingles: Mary Frances Per- devotional, inspiring,
Since we have had these wars the for by taxes by the people. If
and prac
:
._
which Si not the agressor.
I
due.
Katie
Tarry,
Outland,
Geneva
we
plan
a
merchant marine as
. — payment that the veterans have
tic'af, Di. Clailde Brown will be
Dixie Stone, May' Boaz Cocke, the banquet speaker.
-SOMA) foreign natIons are beset i received is justfy deserved, and we go along, we need n.a be exThe consewith tolitteal and internal prol yet in no way repays for the less travagant in case of an emergency.
Della Frances Bell, Mrs. Laverne cration sexvice, the
Congratulations, Mr. New Ediintermediate
blems.•and wars are'planned and of human life. 'Let's all lend _our
Call Ryan, Maurice Bailey, Eldon sword drill, and
-tor!
senior-- • better
.,..We -sure-- will rhiss the "Jots
waged -to keep their subjects in a!: influence to .preVent -war and kill
Byrd, Frank
Crawford, Larry speakers' contests are
One of the world's largest manu- by Joe-. Perhaps we will have
important
fever peat and ready to support those influences which lead to it facturers
Hendon, and Ralph Churchill.
features, according to the report
in the United States re- something of similar interest.
their iiiiii1.-ernments. But these sub- ! and we will not be called upon to ports
All
Baptist
that phonograph records are
Here's hoping Joe success in
students are recipiversive influences create a chaotr pay the toll in human life and coming
ents of special invitations, to atback. This cornpliny _has any business, he may enter. Lots
lc cow:talon .which_ -requires the money that it costs. If at were ,not made
tend.'"
or 600.000.000 phonograph of people with los financial standablest .statesmanship on the part, for the cola of these 5 foreign ma.. records.
and they report' that with ing
would
have
kindly
been
of woeld leaders to avoid major jor conflicts. evary man. wc-man. the development
Presenting
Bobby Breen for the first time as a modern, red blooded
of the talkies and "upish"--but not so with Joe. But
,,eonflicts. But the ablest of thtse, and child in the United States. electrical
HOTEL FIRE IS QUENCHED
recording, which repro- say, folks, do you think anyone American boy, his new picture, "MAKE A WISH." opening SUNDAY
at the Capitol Theatre.
have been powerless to prevent basing the population at 1.20.000.008. duces the
human voice and' song with good common- sense of they
the untleciared war between China would be worth $308 more. plus without
Fire' broke out Sunday in a baseRalph McDade, Knoxville, Tenn,,
distortion. thal sales are have lots of this world's goods)
and Japan. and the civil war an the accrued interest over the re- on a.tremendous
ces Perdue. Murray. first soprano: of the agricultural relations di- ment room of the National Hotel,
upgrade. • Our will ignore the poor!. I'm sure
Spain.'
Ochne Swann. Murrhyr sec_md so- vision cit the Tennessee Valley catching from an oil stoVe but
spective period of years, for that children and grandckildren will Oe they won't if they. are- Christians
s
prano; Dot Currier. Murray, first Authority, arrived in Murray Mon- quick intervention by the Murray
Fortemate-,for the United States is what it has cost each individual able to hear our great artists, as for look who Jeep Christ asalto. and Jane Sexton, Murray, day of this Week to work in co- Fire Department and aid from local
that •ee have 'such an • organiza- in taxes. '
if, they were living 100 or 1000 satiated with mostly when he
The girls' and boys' "-freshman second alto.
tion is the American Legion
operation .With County Agent J. T. helpers extinguished the _flame
veers from now. We wonder what was on earth.
which .is a grea1" peace -time army
people. lived and thought back
We're having plenty of rain now: isuartets, directed by Mrs.-Fltrenee - aThe- • boys' quartet. directed. -by Cochran in making manifest the before'it had spread to dangerous
Jewell and John 'Travis from th John Travis. consists of . Jack values of _ the aerial phosphate' proportions. The
damage
...ernewas
kccy n,
t el- -eon
1.,12-..h*5tm5,
Today science is- -pre-- However,- ise--ara
"Pii'chard, Chicago, first tenor: W.
like Its program of an ample
serving thoughts, actions and deeds so much as far as cottong picking stu 'o of Prof. Leslie Putnam. have
demionstration. The program- which slight
been organized for the fall semes- C. McClanahan. Sturgis, tecond McDade will be instrumental in
defense is the best means of keepposterity.
is concerned.
ing u ;Out of trouble is comMrs. Walter Smith is at home ter -The quartets plan to sing for tenor; Eldridge Cross, , Benton. helping will include the ,Kirksey
Four new marl beds have been
freshman chapel programs, parties, Bainone: and James Berry, Heath. high school vicinity.
mendable.
Rubber Books, now made In the now after being a patient at the
opened in Hardin county, and a
church socials. and entertainments. bass.
•
But on spite of all the efforts
The TVA is in a preliminary reduction made in the price of
Special classes have been organ- form of phonograph records. let Mason hospital for some four
The girls' quartet, directed by
bine made to avoid -vrar.. at might ized in the Collage at Murray on the Blind Read. To our fellow- months and is improving slowly'.
survey of the entire area.
crushing limeitone.
It Pays to Read :he Classifieds
Everett- Massey is .up now but Mrs Jewell. consists of Mary Francome.. But if we review some. of Saturdays hi English 104 • and a men. 'who have been so afflicted.
not
able
to
work
after
his narthe coets'of h in dielari atict•cents • course in Latin. officials announced This is a great comfort.• Of the
hesicle•the cost of human hie ire. todey. Fees for these courses have total, 130.000 blind people in this now escape when gravel caved in
as ind:viclual c.tizens. Will do our been considerably reduted
country less than crie-fourth can on him two . weeks ago ,at 'Squire
j
part ti s break up the-footholds. that
I
, . ,
There is a probability that a.class real Braille printing. Some. be.: Yarbrough's.
1
I
COMrT11,1111Fill and other foreign isms will
be Started in biology 215. cause-of-tack of education in the • Mr_ and Mrs. Eurie Smith were
are tiling to Make in this c*:4th- "the ccliege is ready to organize system. others, because they are Sunday dinner guests of Mrs.
try. • Ile have no • place for 'theft classes -to take-- care of thl* needs riot able to attend blind schools Walter Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Steele and
here- ih • Arrierica. Her, in Mut-. cf all who apply for Saturday and learn the system. Now by
ray a4d Calloway County we are work. These' courses are given these rubber records, the blind John C. and Mrs. Otho Burton
not fare to face with their work- for resident credit.
I cart read the latest novels, biog- were dinner guests Sunday of
ings, 3aut# every American CordIt. seems probable now that 25 raphies, and other literature he Mrs. Emmet Henry and family.
Flenoy Champion and Aubry
munity such as ours should' lend' to 30 students will be enrolled in only heard about before. These
whateter .; assistance - we can - to thelle_-C2Urees- Information should records give them- "eyes" with Smith visited the former's aunt.
Mrs,i Bernice Steele of Murray
-help etainp it out in our sister be addresSed-to Miss Alice Keys. which to read.
over' the week end.
commenities. that are E0 affticted.
Heir' Year Fellowman
The.cost of the five miflintigRif°1
,Many cities and some state govWhite -journeying- down life's wearyfliets With foreign powers in »Oils!,
ernments have passed ordinances
road
the Ulzited States has been emand laws which make a white cane
Should you meet a brother with a
broiled as as follows:
Mrs Edd Filbeck. Murray. re- the official emblem of the blind.
heavy load.
Rev;lotionary War: Cart of War. ceived word Monday morning that No one excel:It the blind in the&
S105.000.000 cost of veterans 670.- her nephew. John Hay. Irvine. Ky.. communities are expected to carry For his burdens may be heavy to
bear000.00d
had -just died after. an automobile white canes. Whenever you see a
Waco of 1812: Cost _of war. S119.- aFident, which he suffered Satur- white cane, stop and help the We should attempt his troubles to
share
624 0(4 _cost of veterans, $46.210.- day' night while returning from blind across the street, or whatThere was a time when you thought you only needed ice in the
For perhaps after all if his load
000. •
_
ever they are doing. You will be
Winchester. He was 18. '
summer time ... But that day and age are gone forever. With the ad%,-;)
Wao on our shoulders, would cause
doing
a
Hay,
Raiford
father.a formgreat deed to them. and
_ Mexican wan C-,:st of war. $173.'His
vancement 'of -education in all lines, especially in the health of your
us to stumble and.fall.
296.60*. cas't.,of veterans. $61.092.000. er resident-of Murray. is county establishing a practice which will
)
•rDo not frown and pass hirn by.
family
and budgetingfor the family, modern people have found that
,-- "
attorney at Irvine.
aid them in their problems. As
Spaaish-Adwrican War: Cast
For I',in sure in seine way you,
..
they need ice the year around.
a suggestion, if you know some
...
..
could help if you. only try.
a ne at Holiday time who is blind 'Thq our hearts may ,seem happy
_
.
.
and 'does not have a white cane
and gay
Food keeps _best under constant temperature. When it is kept
provide him with one. An official
We may have a load heavier than
xvhite cane can be purchased as
So, it doesn't spoil or become tainted, and you will not unconsciously
his the very next day.
:ow as forty cents—and it might
not condemn him nor cast at
serve
spoiled food to your family.
help save a human life. Next
.
him a stone
to saving souls, saving a life on
Limiters_ you're sure . and. double
the- -most- noble- at yes,sure you have no sins of your
And yOu need ice the year around to save on the family pocket-c ,
for no one should want to die.
,,,,,,
Own.
• • • •.
book.
Believe it or not,-the preservation of left-avers will almost pay
.
For it is not what We take. but
;
-The comeback efforts of the
•
for your ..ice _bill. A penny
_
- — .saved is a penny earned. And left-overs, ,___.
Ansertcaft-"TaffroadS deTihrtir ....SY.I1A11..We JOYS=
•
•
Not as we pray. but as we live:
.
put in a properly iced refrig
reato remain' delectable.
ti • II'
*rend towards increased prosper••
,
These are the things that..make for..
.
-•rty
-_
America 'has 2.000 miles
atiliful white vignetted Portrait, popularly
peace.
railroads. 6: per cent of the
,;Mown as an "ETCHING," will make an ideal
Both now and after time shall
world's 'p-pulation. and 30
, 1, Ili
atristmas
I
-ent of the total railroad mileage
•,
So
let's
try
to
our
fellowman
be
.71 11-,t• v.-,uid
4,
It
gainful emIg
.• ,
fair and just
' oloyment tia thousands, and the iron
COME IN NOW FOR YOUR SITTING
Fur there is an all-seeing eye
rail is still the tie that binds for
\
• . wateffine us
eloice of 2 Proofs
Down Payment $1.00
,
• heavy, hauling and tong distance
Constantly circulates Pure Air.
i I
An ice refrigerator never Gets
ite always be faithful. honest, up•
fransportatibet;
•
right and, true
Out of Order—
.
;;OFFER GOOD ONLY TILL Nov. 13, 1'9871'987
And do unto others as you'd have
Drainage removes all food odors,
.Dent forget the Calloway Coun•.•
them do unto you.
\ and one food does not acquire the
ty fair to be held in Murray,. next
•
No costly mechanical repairs—
Although try as we ray, we
'\
1
•It
taste of the other.
' week: Cheeiber 22
2S. The
never can see
'
No dangerous escaping gases.
C:unty fair is one of the grand
Where we can do as much for our
J old traditions, , Let's help make this
'
Moist enough ... . Dry enough,
tellowman
he tersest effort. We want to
ii e—A modern' ice
Verynexpensv
As Jests" did for you and me.
and cold enough for perfect food
ommend the officers directors
1
ri.
brth Fourth Street
Phone 92-J
refrigerator costs about one-third
preservation, especially
Fresh
and citizens at large who have
Fruits and Vegetables.
as much as an electric one and does
Alfalfa growing,
• 4.--",
.meadow management and hybrid
three times a better job, and 'adds
"sile
cr,rn witqs--allhieursed on farm tours'
And you can have ice when yor
' ;Sti•.2?1-f;
!
,.
, and beauty to the kitchen.
as•‘:!-.-.-0/
in L.K-17
,4,:tinety.
want it—no waiting for cube's to
R R Meloan and John S Neal
John S Neal

ic

T CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

!

asa

What War Costs '

East Hickory Greve
News'

1

McDade Will Aid
Calloway Agent

Frosh Quartets
Select Members

Special Classes
Are Organized at
Murray College

111! II Il l l I 11

_,

I
NEED

, .,
_

,

Y0 U

_,
, ,it,
,

John Hay-Dies

•

-

The Year Around ...

This Ad and $1.95
Will give'.you a regular

. $6 11x14 Portrait!

ICE DOESTHIS

fP

end

LOVE'S STUDIO

freeze.

Strom* Darin

•

MIDDLE LIFE
Strength is extra-important for
women going through the change of
life. Then the body needs the very
best nourishment to fortify it against
the changes .that are taking place.
In such cases, Cardut has proved
helpful to many women. It !nemeses the appetite and aids digest*, teeming more complete transfeemation of food into bring tissue,
resulting in imprtinel butrItion and
Impliellag up sod itrengthenIng of
tale Theis syston.

NOTICE
We have bought the
Cash -0041 Ca. and will
handle the bost grades
of coal. We solicit your
business. Phone 16.
%knit &.Orr Coal Co.

,

•

.

•

2-Year Purchase-Service Offer!
We offer you a fine new 1937 Air Conditioned Ice Refrigerator, and
GUARANTEE
to ice it for TWO whole years for the same money or less than you would have to
pay for a
1937 electric model, same sire, of ANY MAKE. (Without including costs of repair
and operation). Remember, ICE doesn't gel "out of order."
4— I .
k._

2A

MURRAY CONSUMERS
_ Phone 64-

Phone 64

for ServICE
• :ICE is the REST

COAL

IVL11
and

for ServICE

CHEAPEST Refrigerant yet known to the
Scientific World"
4

4

_

^
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1
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Mg very much and welcomes them
ber me?
I guess you still reto return as it made her feet like
member those three little girls
I was indeed sorry to give up she was a, school girl some 25
that used to come to your hobs*: I
Our dear editor, Joe T. Lovett. years ago.
am the least one. I will give you
_
.for he has been such a good and
I hope everyone has been en- this much of a hint, •I'm not any
Guthrie Osbron left last week
Hello everybody! How are all
kind editor. I wish for him fu- for Detroit, Mich., to seek em- joying these beautiful autumn kin to you.
Of you?
ture success. I thank him for ployment.
days as much as I have, although ,Mr. and Mrs. Henry Garner and
Sam Paschall had as his Sunday
finding space each and every week
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Williams it is some cooler at the present daughter, Wilma Gray, spent last dinner
guests Mr. and Mrs. Fred
in the columns of the Ledger & and daughter. Eron LaRue spent time.
Sunday with .Mr. and Mrs. Noah Orr and Mrs.
Nannie Paschall.
Times for rns news of this com- the week end With Mrs. Williams'
We were very sorry to hear of Maynard of Cedar Knob. .
Miss Thelma Page of Paris,
munity. I also welcome the new parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Elmus Mrs. Lula Paschall, of near Wis.
"Uncle Bud" Todd has been hav- visited Miss Ernestine
Page the
editor, John S Peal. and trust he Mitchell.
well, losing her tobacco barn by ing chills for the past two weeks.
past week.
finds my letters interesting enough
Mrs. Sip Williams spent Thurs- fire on Monday of last week.
He goes to his cotton patch and
Mr. and Mrs. One Morris of
Li continue . publishing them in afternoon with Mrs. Kittle . SimCommodore .Jones of Sedalia was has a chill and lies down until it Whitlock.
Tenn., were Sunday
the future. —Editor's note:
mons
Puryear,
in
and
is
Williams
Pearl
Mrs.
Tenn.,
over.
and
on
Then
business
he
goes
'ahead and guests of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
We
will indeed be glad to receive your assisted the latter in quilting.
Wednesday of last week.
picks cotton.
I wonder if he Key.
news each week.
Mr. and Mrs. ASa Paschall and will get them cured that way.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Fergurson of
Thacker Paschall remains on the
Miss Frances and Bobbie Grubbs
irs. Monnie Kitchell, of Mace- near Coda -Knob moved last week children of near Sinking Spring,
sick list.
near
left
to
Tuesday
Concord.
and
New
last
week for Florida
Miss Mau'de Ester Parker and
.
4knia, received word Thursday
Miss Dorothy Love Key is enWe are glad to hear that Mrs. where Mr. Paschall plans to take sister, Miss Frances Parker were joyihg
from Detroit, Mich,- that her son
her w.ork at 'Jones Mill
Sunday dinner guests of Miss Ga- School.
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Reva Hatsfield, who has been ill, up work for another year..
Little Miss Annie Jean Jones nella and Velda Mae Hutson.
Rodriguez are the proud parents is improving.
We are having a good school at
Mrs. Monnie Mitchell was the is ill at this writing. Annie Jean
Miss Berlins Wisehart spent Jones. Mill
of a 7-pound daughter who arrived
School this year. The
dinner
guest
is
Mrs.
daughter
the
of
Thursday
Kittie
Simof
and
night
Mr.
Mrs.
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
last week.
teachers are Miss Aline BUrton
mons
'Mrs.
and
Eunice
Holton
Jones.
Pearl
Williams
was
•
She
carried
Williams
to
of
Cedar
Krrbb.
I notice we had several pew corand Miss Verna Littleton.
4
Hello Kentuck§ Bell.
Dr. Jones Sunday afternoon for
I will
respondents last week. I enjoyed Saturday.
The Western District Baptist AsMary
Miss
tell
treatment.
you
Lucile
Simmons
how
was
to
cure
yourself
to sociation
reading them all. Well, hello there
met at Birds Creek
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Byars enjoyed where- you can come to see me. church
"Aunt Cindy-, when did you ar- the Sunday dinner guest of Miss
October 7-8., Those who atEva
Just
WIllams
Male
very
Sunday
much
of
quit
Creek.
Frog
drinking
by
having
as
from that Cedar tended from this community
rive. I am truly glad that you
were
Mrs. Kittle Simmons received a their visitors Mr. and Mrs. Con- Knob spring.
have some good poultry and I
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Paschall, Mr.
nice
box
of
Mrs. Lissie Stubblefield, Mrs. and Mrs.
delicious food Sun- nie Hall and daughters. Ocean and
want to be the first to obtain Some
ClaysCook, Miss Donny.
of your eggs early in the spring day afternoon froM Mrs. Mary Mc- Bonrlie Sue; their son, Lake Hall Lindie Simmons. Mrs. Tennie Dun- Paschall. Mrs. Zula Tarkington and
Clure. Mrs. Simmons also wishes and Mrs. Hall. .Mr. and Mrs.-Hall can, and "Aunt Sissie" Duncan
daughter, Golden, Mr. and Mrs.
for my incubator as I am sure
to thank Mrs. McClure. and Mrs. are old neighbors of Mr. and Mrs. spent last Saturday evening with
you will-have .them
Elmer Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Mary Wisehart for the . delicious Byars'. and of course it wasn't hard Mrs. Daisy Williams of Macedonia. G.•
continues to feed them.
W. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Othel
apples given her.
Mrs: Lissie Stubblefield, Mv. and Paschall and
them
something
for
to
talk
find
to
James Henry Gibson left last
son, Gerald, Ivory
MPs. Warlick Hutson and son, Joe Paschall.
will
traveling
I
be
about
along
enjoy
and
together.
now
day'
the
week for Detroit to seek employMrs. Loy Nichols,. aria
Max. "Aunt Sallie" Burton. and daughter.
don't
as
I
to
want
worry
the
Mr.
ediMrs.'
and
J.
Paschall
and
C.
ment.
Mrs. Clyde Nichols and
tor too Much. Will see you agein 'Mr.. and Mrs. Holton Byars were "Aunt Lou" Housden 'her sister, daughter.
Our • good teacher, Guy Lovins.
Mrs. Homer Millikins.
spent Saturday night with Mr.
next week.—Ky. Bell.
visitors
also
the
in
home.
Miss Wilma Paschall is visiting
took .his pupils out grape and
Harold .Smotherman went to his and Mrs. Willie Simmons and her sister, Mrs. Fred
'chestnut hunting Thursday afterOrr, and at"Aunt
Lindie".
new
farm which he purchased
Simmons of Mace- tending church at Pleasant
noon. Mr. Lovins trough the stuGrove.
Hybrid corn will outyield comdenia.
Miss Erie Daisy and Arnie Orr
dents by to see Mrs. .Kittle Sim- mon varieties 50 per cent on_.the recently to work.
and Miss Vivian Holden of Maymons who has been ill for several farms of W. T. Strong and Welby - We-- ire --glad----tcv report- little
James Mac Smotherrnan has re- Gosh, there ain't no greater fun. field visited Mr.
months and she enjoyed them corn- Miller in Taylor county.
and Mrs. Bev
At end o'. day when work is done Orr the
covered from a recent illness.
past week.
It is still a very busy time with Than sittin' in the settin' sun
I llke to read all of the letters
Just whittlin'.
the farmes. Tobacco is all cut in
in the Ledger & Times.
This 961C-1.1012,- but the weed is in
—Happy Jack
full sway of being fired, and the Grandkids gone, been here all day.
wheat crops are being planted. Love 'em more than I could say,
Grass and oats are also being But now I can attention pay.
To my whittlin'.
planted.
Thanks. Grasshopper, for your
We were, very busy last week
advice for me not get get out in Towser's lyint by my knee
taking tests. All pupils made very
.4be rain. I'll stay very close when Thumpin' tail and *yes aril. me,
grades.
it raftis like it did two weeks age The world's as rigHt as right can
Our pie iupper was a success int'
be,
Monday.- Humming Bird, I guessed
spite of handicaps. •
When I'm whittlin'.
who said they felt like they
.had
We want to extend,our thanks to
helped can the fruit and I hope
every one for their splendid coC. L. P. wasn't sick after attend- When I get too old to work.
operation and help. Our thanks
And will have my chores t
ing that swell birthday dinner.
are extended to the trustee for his
shirk,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred .Humphreys
permission to have the supper,
and Chester
attended church ser- In my heart no care will lurk,
.
and our thanks to the mothers
'Cause I'll be whittlin'.
vices at Oak Grove Sunday. Mr.
So long to everybody! I will and dads who turned out in body
and Mrs. Aubrey Jones and Mrs.
and helped so much. To the boys
Lina Paschall were also among see you all in the funny paper.
and girls who masle the invaic, to
,Wien you buy Atlas Tires, you
those to attend the church ser—Aunt Cindy
Mrs. Hattie and Bernice Steele
buy more freedom from tire worries.
vices Saturday and Sunday.
who furnished the flowers, to the
They bring you peace of mind—snd
Mr. and Mrs.. Ben Byars were
teachers. Miss Corine and Milton
that is worth a lot. You literall
very glad to have their little
Henry for their help:. to the girls
"park your tire troubles with us'
nephew.
Wendell
Smotherman,
from Concord. Pleasant Valley.
visit them last Saturday. He. is a
when you put Atlas on your wheels.
Grindstone and East Shannon who
very pleasant little fellow with
brought pies, -and to Mrs. Ori,e
his smiles and laughter.
GRIP-SAFE—It's the long record
King who couldn't come but sent a
-Miss
Wilma
Paschall
visited
her
of SAFETY which gives you that
Mrs. Gingle Wallis bruised and box, and last but not least to
Wensister. Mrs. Fied Orr and Mrs. Orr scratched herself seriously
feeling ofvecurity,en any road, at
Sunday dell Patterson who made such an
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Orr and when she fell from the lastany speed. Atlas is GRIP-SAFE.
efficient auctioneer and helped to
Wilma. attended-church - services_ at travelling car AfTiven
,by 'her hus- mike the occasion a great sOcceSs.
South
Pleasant Grove Sunday band about 10 miles this side
SILENT—The design of Atlas tread
pf
Miss Katherine Knight won the
night.—Golden Lock.
Clarksville, Tenn.'
stops tire noise. No singing or
5-year diary in the "Most PopuMr..end
?Thomas
Mrs.
Banks and lar Girl" contest; Robert Steele
whining to ring in your earl, even
Mr. and Mrs. Wallis were enroute won the fountain pen as the
after the trip's end.
best
to Nashville. Mrs. Wallis, attempt- all round boy; Cleo Fergerson
won
ing to unlock the door, fell onto the watch chain in the "big
foot"
Thank you!
Mr. Editor, for the hard surfaced highway when contest, and Raymond
Kimbro
printing my letter. You couldn't the door unexpectedly opened.
and Jchn C. Steele tied in the
have pleased ''Aunt Cindy". any
She was taken into Nashville guessing contest.
better. I hope all the Ledger dr hurriedly where she took treatWe sure will miss Mr. Lovett
Times readers enjoyed it. I sure ment to prevent infection. She He was so understanding and inval,
did enjoy all their letters.
is recovering nicely..
uable to us, school folks, but we
_Hello! Sweet Pea.. I sure wouttri
extend our best wishes for his suclike
see
to
you.
Do
you
Read
rememFourth and Maple
the
Classified Column.
cess in whatever 'field he enters
Murray, Kentucky

Around Paschall
School

1

Sycamore Center
News
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and we are sure Mr. Neal will ac- Willie Mae F'asehall.
cord us the
same cooperation.
Mr. and Mrs.. Boss Brown and
Thanks again for everything.
family of Paris:Tenn., were guests
Sunday of the latter's parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Wavel Alderson.

guest! 'of- the forrner's sister, Mrs.
Finis Holland.
We regret very much to give up
our old editor but welcome our
new editor to Murray.

Midway News

Mr. and Mrs. Amos Wells. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Dunn and
and Mrs. J. F. Wells. Miss Pattie 'family spent Sunday as the guests
Mae Overhey. and Carlie Puckett of the former's parents, Mr. and
Madrey-Roach Wedding
Miss Margaret :•.saorey, daugh- of Paducah, were guests Sunday in Mr's. Billie Dunn.
-ter of Mr. and Mrs- Avery Mad- the ,..hope of _ Mr. and Mrs. Joe_ - Agnes -Dunn. Brent Edwards, and
rey, and Johnie B. Roach were Brandon, and Mr. and Mrs. Wavel Wavel Curd have purchased a new
•
united in marriage Saturday, Oc- Curd.
radio.
Mrs. Corn
ana aaughter,1
tober 2, in .MayfIeld. The only
—"Rosebud"
attendants were Guy Steely and Lena Gray" spent Friday ss the

I

Mallory School
News
.
_ .

Mrs. G. Wallis Is
Hurt on Highway
Near Clarksville

Freeland News

JOHNNY PARKER, Standard Oil Station

FARMERS, Make This
Your Headquarters During
the Calloway Fair .. • •
We have been buying your wheat and providing you with a good market for 21 years. We in turn manufacture your wheat into

EXCLUSIVE BRAND FLOUR
which is the favorite with the houlewives of Murray and Calloway
County for all forms of baking. Buy your winter's supply of Flour
while here or get it at one of our distributors.

Practically Every DistrjbUtor of Flour,or Feeds in Murray Uses Our Produce. Practically Every Dealer
in East Calloway Sells Our Flour!
And in addition these retail merchants sell NEW CONCORD
MILLING COMPANY Products: Carltcn Riley, Kirksey; Edwatd's
Store, Penny; M. Q. Lamb, Hazel; Billy Miller, Hazel; Toy Brannon,
Midway; Summers-Allbritten, Providence;, Miller & Son, Providence;
W. R. Young & Son. Concord; G. N. Reed, Pine Bluff; W. T. Steele,
Pine Bluff; G. M. Thurman and Hardin Rye, Brandon's Mill; and
Johnny Roberts, Pottertown.

ASK FOR OUR HIGH GRADE MIXED BRAN

New Concord Milling Co.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

AGRICULTURE7ig thz Basic Incluztry of CALLOWAY CZUNTY.
Farmers, Let's All Put Our Shoulder to the Wheel
And Have Better Crops and a Better Fair Each Year. Plan to Attend Each Day and Bring Your Family — Exchange Ideas With Your
Fellow Farmers — It Will Pay Big Dividends.
AS "EACH" OF YOU PROSPER -- CALLOWAY COUNTY PROSPERS
Officers'
Tremon Beale. President
George Hart. Cashier
Dr. F. E. Crawford, V. Pres.
L. L. Dunn. - Asst. Cashier
E. H. Ross, Teller
Elbert Lassiter, Teller
Whitnell, Book-keeper
Manisa Wallis, Rook-keeper
Neva Gray I.angston, Clerk

Reiources Over $1,600,000,00

-

Directors

NK of MUM/
"Big Enough to Take Care of You ... Small Enough to be Aware of You"

41a.

George'Hart. Max B. Hurt.
L. N Moody..Frank Beaman.
.D Sexton. Tremon •Beale
FA T. Morris, L. L. Dunn, Dr
L. L. Wzatt,
J. H. Churchill, M. 0. Wracher. E. J. Beale.
W. G.
Swann
'

Sound, Strong, Safe

......aamomarisonsaaramagamomotsatelsoposoffrati50"17•1"1"1""""
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lest itself and thus create more
I progress than anyoae could dream
t of
.

week
Ordie took up the work
of measuring ground- Monday,.'
Little James Mac Smotherman
has been on the sick list.
---Golden Lock

I

loway County, _Kentucky. toviitt:
same being said liumipticeys' SouthIn the town of Murray begin- west corner; thence West one hunBy
ning at the junction of the street dred 000) feet to a fence; thence
JULIAN HI
running on the east side of Dr. North with said fence forty-four
We are highly in favor of everyR. L. Grogan's home place and (44) poles to a stake on the South
thing the FDEA has done. but.we
Spruce St., thente east with the side of the Murray and Hickman
The move the r irst District Ed- would like to be in favor of a
north side of said Street about road; thence East to the beginning
R. F. Starks, of Almo Route 2,
ucation -Association made two years whole lot more it has done. There
fifty-four (54) feet thence north one hundred t 1001 feet. (Lot
No.
is one of those prosperous farmago when it changed its annual are 918.000 teachers in America.
with Dave Willis west line about I will be sold as two separate lots.
ers who doesn't put all of his
meeting date from Ihe last week in The National Education Associatwo
hundred
(200)
feet,
thence One contains the house, the other
money in one basket, but neverNovember to the second in October Lion has a membership of 181 228
west with Alvis S. Johnson south a lot immediately behind this 101)
Terracing may be the answer to theless believes
undoubtedly was a wise one. The, teachers. Only 14 per cent of the
in keeping as many line about
fifty-four
(54) feet to
a farmer's prayer for erosion con- baskets full
LOT II
attendance at the last two ses- 17,633 _teachers in Kentucky are
of eggs as possible. the east
side of the street on the
trol in many cases, but a poorly
NEA-- members. The state ranks
The North one-half Oa) of lot
But even at that, he wants to
the
east
boundary of Dr. R. L. Gror4(411--(4
assw4at
'
constructed terrace can do more' know how
un ha''''Pr
"
ed 30 in the Per cent Of its teachers
77 and known in the plat of the
he's corning along on gan's home
it if other obvious benefits
had
place, thence south City of Murray,
harm than good R. M. Meuth. en- the deal.
Kentucky, by said
not already done so. Thanksgiv- belonging to their national profeswith east side of 'said street about
gineer for CCC camp SCS-I4-Ky..
number and as a further considHe keeps a yearly record on his
ing has not been and will neeer sional organization. stepping -up
two
hundred
(300)
warned
today.
feet
from.
to
He
advised
44
in
the
that
1936.
Now
is
good
a
eration hereof, party of second part
flock, and he knows that up until
be a practicable time for any busibeginning same being the place I
terracing, the purpose of which is October.
is' well as those who may herein1936, his 114 hens which now
ness convention of any atleociation. time for teachers to work together
live
on.
to
break
the
speed
of
runoff
raise,
to
water
educational
the
standards
after come into possession of said
he began to keep up with the
The open field and the road hold
For the 'purchase price the purby diverting it across the slope to first of
lot, that no house or improvement
November. 1935, layed an chaser(
too much attraction for everybody of -their district and their state.
must
a
protected
exeeute
outlet
is'
fast gaining average of 205
bond with other than a good substantial brick
Not much raising of standards_ can
concerned.
eggs apiece, or approved
securities, bearing legal business house
favor in Calloway county, .
be brought about when only about
23615 eggs- in all during the year.
be made and when
intrest
from
the
Hasty or careless construction That
day of sale un- said brick house may
ID per cent exercise any voice in George (Broadway
was 1,9059.6 dozens of eggs
be erected
Melody) MurAlthough the FDEA has afways the business of the FDEA000so
til
paid,
and having the force and it shall not
may result in severe gullying. his
any phy and Josephine
extend further back
hens toyed duripg the year
Hutchinson in Meuth said, while a
done pretty well in the selection other district association.
effect
of a judgment. Bidders will ,than 80
well-built ter- (you check ns;
feet giving and leaving
our mathematics be prepared
'THE WOMEN MEN
of its officers, we do not 4belleVe
MARRY." race can save loads of .soil in a
to comply promptly 'across the East end
runs more to calisthenics). Anythereof eight
the time for the nomination, at
with these terms.—George S. Hart,
months of operation, He way. Starks
The Ledger as Times believes it opening Tuesday at the Capitol few
and one-half (8 "s) feet for an
receixed a total dur- Master
least this year. was wellschosen— has one of the
recommended careful planning of ing
Commissioner.
largest and best Theatre,
alley.
1936 of $435.45 from his hens.
or perhaps it was too well chosen. groups of
the _entire system. including suitcountry correspondents
They cost him, however, $220.10,
LOT
The atimmations this year took 'of any county newspaper
able
outlets,
before
actual
work
is
in KenAlso the following described
and he made a profit of 6215.35—
place at dinnertime when only tucky. or elsewhere
attempted.
for that Mat- shoulder u- he pulls the trigger.
property situated East of the N.
or an average from his 114 hens of
about 40 of the 1600 members of ter. The
"Breaks in the terrace ridge pour $1.89
news they send in is The blood- of age-Old conquerors
C. and St. L. Rahroad, and boundgpiece. Not bad, for hens.
the association were present. All timely. is of wide
large
volumes . of water over
interest to.the of distance &wells through his
ed as follows: Beginning at. the
-And in iddition, Starks had the
first nominations were approved communities represented
. and will veins- He is the pioneer again. narrow strip of land and bring on rest of the stuff he. grew on
Northwest corner of a lot owned
his
unanimously by the simple ex- always be welcomed
by this news- the builder, the maker of progress. field-destroying gullies:* he ex- farm.
by E. S. Diuguid and East from the
pedient of carryiqg the motion paper. •
.He -roams tirelessly—through the plained. ''Tbe only way to preCalloway Circuit Court ' center of the railroad right of
Starks claims one of the best
that nominations cease
Will Baker Borneo Nell Bomar way one hundred (100) feet and
solitaryoday, and feels the beauty vent- these breaks is to plan the ways in the world to know
1
just
This small group, cettainly ..nOt
.
Each exactly where you are
of sunset more than he sees it. terrace system carefully.
Fizzell, her
with refer- Fizzell and
This is The time of year when
a quorum by any stretch of the
husband; Mary Louise Bomar Duke
And he. hears the silenee. sor- channel should have the peeper ence to whether you're losing
or
imagination, rushed through' its the autumn spell gets in the blood
slope;
each
ridge
should
be
low
and
row and love are transient, beauty
,Duke. her Husmaking money is to keep a record.
blame= session Ilse a thirsty an- of the freedom-loving American. He
eternal, heartaches the longing in and laroad-based; and the whole If what' you're doing pays,
bad: Earline Bomar and Geneva
he
telope on its way to water: accep- longs for the'veide fields with the
system
should
be
provided
with maintains, keep it
man which Leeds him to nobler
up; if not, get Bomar, Katherine Bomar, Charted without consideration a group red earth and the gray meadows
an outlet chanpel to dispose of
lotte Bomar suing _.by their next
something_ else.
oss -eo„nros -oestotosooros000ssoottseno-ef drying-.'grass and the tough oonSitleOta. _He is man, the destiny, surpluswater.
-"of the human race, the dreamer ofn
friend and father, Clifford B. Boheaded , pell-mell for the dining husky corn fields
With a iun ,strange
sod
conservationists- regard the
mar,
dreams in a crucible of
halls_ of scone eating hoilse. .
. under his arm. and' a drab game
hope. and he lives- the blue purity outlet channels. as a highly import- 'llocArcastle county allatfa demPaintiffs
And all of this just after the beg he can pied for 'Miles without
ant part of the terrace system. onstrations include the use of
of his search for God,Vs. Judgment
feeling the sure fatigue of a few`
group had heard .a spleuchd
He is the man you say hello to since it will rapidly develop into Grimin seed, lime- and phosphate Joe Baker. Mary Louise Baker,
dress by Rollo W_ Brown who trips around the square.
Inocu:atym of seed.
his wife:_ Camille Baker McDonand pass on the streets every a gully unless it is well protected.
Hy bows the whirring sound of
had declared that a democracy in
A good cover of grass is usually
afternoon.
ald: Neva Baker Ford and Albert
speeding
bullet-like out of
which all persons participated will- quoits
•
advocated by the Soil conservaFord, Her Husband, Etna Baker
onity ., and„equany was the best a sage - thickko and to Seel the
tion Service to furnish the :wizens
Hawtherne and Her Husband, John
place fer creative , talent to majnn patd recoil of his. gun_ apinst his
sary protection. __Wherooves
_Hawthorne; -Willie -D. Welton- and
ible, the water from terrace sysRoy Walton. lker Husbzand; Mary
tems in the Murray area is' spill.Baker Batsel and Her Husband,
ed into a good pasture. meadow.
Cecil Batsel and Louise Baker,
"-4.•
1 Wat Missouri" Wilson has' been or protected. woodlands..
_ Defendants
--Fin-them information on terracing
spending a few days with her
By virtue of a judgment and
.
Calloway
Circuit
Court
"
granddaughter, Mrs. Holton Jones, as a means of soil protection may
order of sale of the Calloway CirLittle Annie Jean Jones is re- be obtained through the camp or -R. H. Falwell, Administrator of
cuit Court. rendered at the August
Will
Johnson.
Deed.,
Gladys
Scutt.
ported better after an illness last through county'agricultural agent,
term thereof, 1937, in the above
Plaintiffs
•
J. T. Cochran.
'
,week of a severe cold.
cause for the Purpose of division
Vs.
Judgment
on The Amended
Well, I guess we all viewed
of- property, and costs herein exPetition. of Gladys Scott
the pictures on the front page of
Roosevelt Johnson Woodson John- pended. I shall proceed to offer
The Ledger & Times recently
I son, 'Pearl Johnson. Alvis John- for sale at the court house door
of the new editor and his help,son,_ 011fe Johnson, Bee Skin- in Murray. Kentucky, to the highmeet, Mr. and- Alto. John- S. - Neat
ner, Quitman Johnson, Ida Fitz- est bidder at public auctiorlt on
Theirs pictures prove they are a
Monday., the 25th day of OctoThe Ledger & Times is anttner- gerald, Wash
Fitzgerald.
very pleaiiiht couple. and we ex- ized to announce
ber. 1937. at 1 o'clock or thereC. H. Redden as a
,Defendant
s
tend congratulations to-- them as candidate for
about 4 same being county court
city judge of Murray,
By . virtue of a judgment and
they take up their part with The on the Republican
ticket, General order of sale of the Calloway Cir- day), upon a credit of six months
Ledger & Times.
the following described property,
Election. November 2, 1937.. ,
cuit Court, rendered at the August
Mr. and Mrs, Asa Paschall and
being and lying in Calloway CounSemi
thereof.
1937.
in the above
children. ,Virginia and Joe Forest
ty, Kentucky, towit:
The Ledger & Times is authoriz- cause for the purpose of $1237,
and
are making preparation to soon ed
LOT I
to Innounce as a candidata for costs herein expended. I shall probe off to Florida to be employed member
Beginning at the N. W. corner of
of the County Board of ceed to offer for sale at the court
in work another year. Mr. Pasthe . tract owned by Mrs. L. P.
Education. ill the general selection, house._ door in_ lkturray.
Kentucky.
chall's daughter, Lame and her
November 2, 1937: o
to the highest bidder at public Humphreys at her death, at a
farnily have been in Florida for
'suction on Monday, the 25th day stake on the S. side of the Murthe past two years. I'm sure Lame
HALL McCUlgTON
ray and Hickman road. thence
of October, 1937. at -1 o'clock or
will, be- glad to • have her paren4
Smith with said Humphreys' West
S. F. KILLEBREW
thereabout
4 same
being
cOtinty
join her there.
E. B. ADAMS
court days upon a credit of six line forty-four 0440 poles to a
We were very glad to see little
stake on the North side of the
months, the followfog descnibed
MRS.
E.
R.
BLALOCK
Yo.ir leaking roof will drive your wife to distraction with
Dohs Hugh Ray's, name on the
highway between said land and
property,being
and
lying
in CalR. T. "Ted" HOWARD
honor. roll from Lynn School.'this
the Arm 0. Mansfield tract of land
tlw worry of spoiled furnishings those things that you
being .his first year:- Being on
have been rears in acquiring.
the honor roll goes to prove Doris
is . a very active and smart little
The Ford Copper-Bound Roof will banish from your Home
'bi‘y.
those worries and at the same 'tune wil add a touch of beauty
Potato digging and cottong pucking is beginning to take place in
that can only come from this modern type of roof protection.
Tennessee at this season of the
year.
Absolute security under all weather conditions is obtained with the
_Odle _Morns- has promisedo
firm grip of a copper lock that positively binds
little . boys and girls a penny a
together the exposed edget of the shingles.
pound for cotton they pick on his
place. I am afraid Mr. Morris will
Let us examine your roof before it reaches
lose money for the children were
oeally picking the crop last week.
the danger line. This service is offered you
We are very sorry to learn of
*About charge or obligation.
• the illness of our relative and
-Ifriends.- --Pgre, sNotOso-Stesny col° Des
troit. Much. and we ..arc hoping
to hear of her rapid recovery.
De.440,11 red Maoridietwed by Ford Roden Assam C. Gawp
Il•farY Kottitissir Morris is im_.
proving from an Illness.
We are sorry. to 'Hey of Mrs.
n'Ognta ITIEsret I" IiihtrosiT --'''.:
I certainly enjoyed reading the
`C.
piece '4f poetry "Fey Years Ago"
written by hirs.°D. F. West:
My guess,is - there--'are a lest of
ssi •
:people in Calloway county who
.yegret very 'Much the announceof M. 0. Wrather 'that he
will not be a candidate for, re-4 election Jo
the office . of CountySchool ... Superintendent.
„
Pitts. Curlie Holley and miss
Cisme 'Nance report they don't
like (o help house --trAtiacco, "it is
a hard job"
Sorry _ to hear of the illness of
Terry and L. • P.' Smotherman's
mother._ We hope she is Soon well
2-0-.4,- 4
- ,r-,,p,-,
,
,, ,-.04-.1. il• . • - .- 5•111
,
•' .- - • :r
-1,... .: ., • -...,.....-.a 1..‘- :
..ro, ,
3 . -'
;
‘••--eisinnsoddre-TOpes with 'his hired
assistance made a great improve044
ment on his tobaccb barn last
week
Ordice Key who has been employed in Paducah for sometime
and also taking a business course,
returned home Wednesday of last

Murray Square

Poultry Raising
Pays Is Opinion
Of Ray F. Starks

Camp Engineer
Advises Terracing

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

-,aii-

sixty (60)1-feet . Mirth _of- -a point
where the East side of • the said
railroad right of way crosoes the
New Concord-Murray road, thence
East thirty-six (36) feet with E. S.
Diuguid's North boundary line.
thencoNorth fifty 4 50u feet, thence
Nest thirty-six (36i feet to the
railroad right of way, thence
South With agid railrEad right of
way fifty (50) feet to the point of
the beginning.
Also one other lot beginning
thirty-six. (36) feet East of the
railroad right of way and on - the
North side of the New. Concord
and Murray road, it also being tia•
South-east corner of the abo%
described lot 'sold to E. S. Dluguo
thence East sixty ,60i • feet WLIO
the New Concord and Murray
road, thence North one hundred
000) feet. thence Wet sixty (60.
feet thence South with the above
described lot and East boundary
line of E. S. Diuguid's lot, one heldred (100) feet to the point s.
beginning.
For the Purchase price the purchaser must execute bond with
approved securities, bearing. legal •
interest .from the day of sale until paid, auk haring the force anti
effect of a judgment. Biddets will
be prepared to complY' prompt)'
with these terms."-George S. liac.
Master Commissioner

tit

-

2

fri

4

City Taxes Now Due

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE
-

Around .Paschall
School

10% PENALTY

•

ft

Will Absolutely Be Enforced If Not
Paid Before November 1, 1937

Announcement

•

In this way we try to save the taxpayers
of Murray the penalty coAs. Your cooperation and immediate payment of
taxes will be greatly appreciated.
.ss •

AVOID this HAZARD!

CHAS. B. GROGAN,
Collector

••

s-

st'7114i. ,ZoOtO--n‘inwoelis.

.

--COPPER-BOUND ROOF
MAY--WE CHECK YOU
ROOF NOW!

See the NEW 1938
CHEVROLET
Bigger-looking—Richerlooking — Smarter-looking—and in all ways the
smartest low-pritici thr
to buy

FREE ESTIMATES and detailed inkrmatiorr4an 'aft building problems, whether large or small.

* *IF

Insured

Mcrrtgcige

System:.4--

Sr";

Makes a home easily available, and as
low as rent,payments!

-

be ith a
HEAD w fr.

TRANSFORM YOUR
Murray Lumber Co I SUMM
ER SHOES for

Depot Street

Murray, Ky.

Quality Lumber Products, Low
Cost Contracting, Complete
• Building Supplies
*

'`More than 25•years successful experience in. sem.
in g the people of Calloway County on their
building problems"

'

WINTER WEAR!
'Fite white _and light ooloredt'ooe
seasots4s over, but not fbe wear in
those,shoes.
At surprisingly low cost, yqp can
have those comfortable summer
shoes dyed and reconditioned • for
the :winter season. Bring ttkm to

DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP East Maple Street

---

•

A vR°1*
cHE

1.1
/'
_ CHEVROFirLET/ _THE CAR MATS COMPLETE.;
tilE SYMBOL Of SOO

a

M1

•

- r- a point the said 'oases the
ad,thence
with E. S.
ary
et, thence
O to the
thence
l right of
e point of
beginning
it of the
id on'the
'. Concord
being the
he abets
Diuguid.
feet. with
l _Murray
hundred
sixty (60,
the above
boundary
, one huiiof

point

the purond with
ring. legal
t sale un-

Rree-encr
dient will
proniptly
C S. Hart,
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Complete Premium List Calloway County
Fair, October 22 and 23

11. Contests: Chairman; him T
'Cutting type-lst, $5; 2nd, $3; 3rd. $2.
Band contestants must have entries in with Coebnui
hearer of his sermons will heed are the' proud parents of a 10SZ
department chairFrenctotyplst, $5; 2nd, $3; 3rd. $2.
man by 3:00 p. m. Friday, October' 22, and must the
be on hand ready foe
his warnings and advice Sunday pound
Rehandling type-lst, $5; 2nd, $3: 3rd, $2.
The young man has
competition by 7:00 p. m. same night. Contests will be held in the Fair
Best
fired type-lst, $3.
pali games, dancing and many been named Glen Dale,
Building. The remainder of the contestants must be present when
For
the
4-H
Club and Future Farmer Boys
the contest is called at 7:00 p. m.
other evils would greatly be lessGENERAL RULES
J. D. Drinkard has been visiting
Spasier type-1st, $2: 2nd, $1; 3rd. $1
1. Best string band-1st, $3; 2nd. $2; 3rd, $1: 4th, $1; 5th,
1. All essibits of any and every
ened in Calloway county and other his brother and other relatives in
SI.
absolutely restrleted to extype-lst, $2; 2nd, $1; 3rd, $1.
2. Freckled face boy contest--lst, $1; 2nd. .50.
hhitors resident In Calloway County. kind
Sinis type-1st, $2; 2nd, $1; 3rd, $1.
places. Drink, and as he depicts Murray.
There will be no entry fee and
3. Cow calling contest for men-lst. $1; 2nd, .50.
tree admission.
Coning type-lst, $2; 2nd, $1; 3rd.
"Rotten sex picture shows" are a
4. Hog calling contest for men-lst. $1; 2nd. .50.
2. All entries must be entered with the chairman
Glad you still remember me,
V.
French
type-lst,
departof
the
$2; 2nd, $1; 3rd, $1,
5. Husband calling contest- -1st, $1; 2nd, .50.
great detriment. A few have ac- Mrs. Lula 'May. Yes, I read your
ment befoie it is eligible for competition, and
Best Fired. type-tat, $2.
not be removed
8. Chicken calling contest for women-lst. Si; 2nd, .50.
from the Fair Building before 3:00 p. m. Saturday,must
cepted
Christ.
He
This
is
a strong advo- letters. Say, how do you like to
Fair is for the purpose of promoting the
October 23. See difIU Cattle: Chairman. H. G. Gingles
ferent department rulings for time of entries.
best interests of
Calloway county. Everyone is urged to
All cattle must be in by 9:00 Friday night.
take part and make ij a suc- cate fur prayer including family live on the mountains? Do you
3. All exhibits shall remain on exhibit until 3:00 p.
cess. This Fair is made possible by
on October
m.
many
altars
Best
bull
I.
under
I
and
business and professional men
year-lst, $5. 2nd, $3; 3rd, $2.
much Bible reading. live on the Rocky Mts. eig the
23 Apy removal of exhibits -before that time without permission of the
of Murray and Calloway county.
2. Best built to 2 years-Ist. $6; '
management will forfeit premium won.
2nd. $3; 3rd. $2.
Eternity alone will reveal time' great the. Loeledit Mts.?
General Committee: Rupert Hendon, T. C..
3. Best bull 2 years and over-1st. $5; 2nd, $3; 3rd, $2.
4. Care will be exercised to protect all animals and
Arnett,
-Ts
Cothran
H. G. Gingles, Rollie Kelly, Milton Walston, J.
spiritual asset Bro. Andirews ig. As
other exElizabeth and Bonnie Crouse are
4. Best cow under 1 year-tat, $5; 2nd, $3; 3rd. $2.*
H. Walston, Lee Cram,
hibits, but the management will not be responsible for any loss,
W. E Dick, C. J. Williams.
damage,
it seems there is none but what working again at the Murray
5. Best cow 1 to 2 years-1st $5; 2nd. Xi: 3rd, 52.
or accident that may occur.
7. Best cow 3 to 4 years-lst, 55; 2nd. $3; 3rd, V.
can with his admonitions and Hosiery Mills.
5. Where there is .only one entry in a given class, second money
8. Best cow 4 years and over-lst, $5; 2nd, $3; 3rd, $2.
now of Detroit, attended several God's help improve spiritually if
els is allowed.
I just dropped down at the Led9. Produce of darn, 2 animals, any age, any sex-1st, $5; 2nd, $3;
6. Any exhibitor who shall make or
of
the services. Mr. Grogan who they will only heed them. The
cause to be made any false 3rd, $2ger & Times office one day and
teinent in regard to any animal
last week had a tonsil operation at - blood of Jesus Christ only saves
10. Best of sire, 4 animals, either sex, get of one sire, any age.,io shall attempt to interfere with or other thing to be exhibited, or
rriet our editor, John NeaL Fine
judge in the performance of 15t. $5; 2nd. $3; 3rd, $2..
duty or her duty by conversationthe
Of the many persons from sur- tA Mason hospital, and Mrs. Gro- us from our sins, and makes us folks down there at the office
or
otherwise,
excluded
shall
be
Champion
11.
mairibbon.
tn compets
rounclipg communities who have gan will this week return to their love every body.
and if you don't believe it just
12. Champion feinaln-ribbon.
7. Each 1•Nhitmter will furnish his own
feed and bedding.
been in attendance at the revival home in Detroit.
go and see for yourself.
IV Poultry: Chairman. Rollie Kelly
8. The iiii senient of the Fair reserves
itself
sole
right
the
to
poultry
All
must
be
meeting
"Uncle
in
at Pleasant Grove are Mrs.
by 10:00 a. m. Friday. Exhibitors must
bsrpret all is:ins.'s arising out, or connected
Joe" Erwin. who spent
This neighborhood was well repwith, or incident to the furnish own feed. Coops will be furnished.
Sid Curd, Mrs. Joe Brandon, Mr. several days last week in the Jim
resented Saturday at Murray. 1
1. Barred Plymouth Rock, I cock, 2 hens-lst, $1; 2nd, .50; 3rd.
and Mrs. Herman Holland, of Mid- Erwin home, left Saturday with
WOMEN-O DEPARTMENT
will give a few of the visitors'
ribbon.
2. Barred Plymouth Rock, 1 cockrel, 2 pullets-lst, $1; 2nd, .50; sany; Mrs. Minnie Jones, Mr and his son, Clarence, for Indiana where
All entries close at lane A. M. Friday
I hope you all are enjoying these names that were there from this
•General committee: Mrs. Burnett
ribbon.
3rd.
Mrs. Leoh Phillips and children, he will spent the winter. "Uncle
Warterneld, chairman: Mrs. Eula
October days. We are very busy community: Mrs. Roney Wilson,
Mae Doherty. Mrs, J. B. Wilson, Mrs. Eron Montgomer
3. White Plymouth Rock, I cock, 2 hens-lst, $1: 2nd, .50; 3rd, Mrs. Caine
y. Miss Audit Fol- ribbon.
- Jones, Mrs. Myrtle Joe" is 83 years of age and spent out here
s ell, Mrs. keys Futrell, Miss Margaret Purdom.
in this neighborhood fir- Shirley Ann and T. D., Bill Spann,
Clothing
and Home
Famishing Division: Chairman, Mrs. Ethel Key.
4. White Plymouth Rock, I cockerel, 2 pullets--lst, $1; 2nd, .50; Farmer. J. J. Moore, and Mr. and several weeks last summer with ing tobacco, picking. cotton, beans Joe Crouse, Mrs. Drinkard, Imo-'
1. Best ladies dress crocheted or knitted-let, $1.00; 2nd, .50;
Mr. L Windsor, Murray; the Rev. his daughter, Mrs. Cordelia Erwin
gene, Paul, and J. D., Carlie and
3rd, 3rd, ribbon.
and peas.
:.bbon.
5. Rhcde Island Reds, I cock, 2 hens-lst, $1; 2nd, .50; 3rd, ribbon. and Mrs. Oce Wrather of Tennes- Herst and Dr. Herst
Ray Steele, Henry Aglesby and
at Lake
The
2. Best house dress (machine made)-1st, .75; and, .25; 3rd,
sick
folks
in
6.
this
Rhode
vicinity
Island
are
Reds, I cockrel, 2 pullets-lst, $1; 2nd, .50; 3rd, see, Frank
ribbon.
Smotherman, Union Junilasca. Mr. Erwin is an inspi- much improved
3. Best kitchen apron (machine made)-1st, 25c; 2nd, ribbon;
at this writing. children, Truman Oliver and fam3rd, ribbon.
City,..._Tenin, Riley. Gunten,
ration to- religious gatherings.
1,bon.
7. Wyandotts, 1 cock, 2 hens-let,- $1; 2nd, .50; 3rd, ribbons
Mrs. Robert Crouse is sitting up ily. Sid Jones was also there and
4. Best pajama& (machine made)-lst, 50e; and, ribbon; 3rd, rib8. Wyandotts, 1 cockrel. 2 pullets-lst, $1; 2nd, .50; 3rd, ribbon.
cab. Misses Annie, Manetta,and VoMr. and Mrs. Vester Orr, of now.
Arlie Workman is also walk- he was telling some man a joke
fl
9. Orphington, 1 cock. 2 hens-4t, $1; 2nd, .50; 3rd, ribbon.
telle Baker, `of near Colas •Camp Murray, favored the audience here
10. Orphington. 1 cockrel. 2 pullets.-lst, $1; 2nd, .50; 3rd, ribbon.
5. Best handmade purse--1sC .50; 2nd, ribbon; 3rd, ribbon.
ing around some now after being Jess McClure played on him. He
Ground. Mr. and Mrs. H. Ills-Ttir- Sunday and Sunday evening with
said he and• Jess had started some
11. Jersey Giant. I cock,.2 hens-lst, $1; 2nd, .50; 3rd, ribbon.
6. Best luncheon or bridge set (cloth and 4 napktns)-1st, .75; and,
.25, 3rd, ribbon
12. Jersey Giaistss l cockrel, 2 pullets--lst, $1; 2nd. .50: 3rd. ribbon. ner, Mrs.- Love - Brandon Waddy special songs which were very.
Miss Ola Adams was united, in where and it was an awful cold
7.. Best pillow case5-1st, .75; 2nd, .25; 3rd,
13. Leghorns,' 1 .cock, 2 hens-1st, $1; 2nd, .50; 3ret, ribbon.
and Mr. Waddy. and other! of helpful.
day. They stopped at a well find
marriage Saturday.
s 8. Best buffet or vanity set t3 piecesi-lst, ribbon.
14. Leghorns, 1 cockrel, 2 pullets-1st, 51; 2nd, .50; 3rd, ribbon.
Ola is the
.50 2nd, .25; 3rd. ribbon.
Paris. Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
drew a bucket of water-one of
Space prevents mentioning names daughter of Mr. and
9. Best buffet or dresser scarf--Ist. .50:
other
All
15.
breeds,
1
male.
females
-1st,
2
2nd,
$1;
3rd,
.50;
ribbon.
Mrs.
Craig
2nd. .25; 3rd. ribbon.
10. Best infants drees-lst, .50: 2nd, ribbon;
16. Turkeys, any breed, 1 tom, 2 hens-lst, $1.50; 2nd. $1: 3rd, ribbon. Stephens. Mr. and Mrs. Gus Pasthose long buckets that you don't
all•families who are entertaining Adams.
3rd,
ribbon.
11. Best boys suit (pre-school age)-1st, .50;
17. 'Best hen .for egg production, .any breed-100Tb Browder Egg chall., Mrs. Archie Hornsby and guests during the
2nd, ribbon; 3rd rib- Mash.
revival meeting
I forget to tell you people last see so often around here. Jess
son, John William, of Fulton. Mr. here.
l2. Best child's dress (pre-school age)-1st,...50;
week
18.
that our mail carrier is driv- drank and then offered the darky
Best
pullet,
any
breed1001h Kece Egg Mash.
2nd, .ribbone_ 3rd,
and Mrs. Lee Humphreys of Sink- . Mrs.- Tons' 'Erwin is • improving ing
Best pen white teghorns--100115 Wayne -Egg Mgeli.
a new eat. Ire hope this road a drink. - Jess -was-- holding - the
•ing Spring. Mr. and Mrs. Lee from a severe attack of gallstones.
13. Best child's quilt-lse .50; 2nd, .25:
21. Best pen of Purina fed chickens-100/b Lay Chow.
ribbon.
doesn't get bad this winter for we bucket. Just as the old darky
• . 14. Best patchwork quilt-1st, $2.00; 2nd. 3rd,
.
21. Best pen Barred Rocks-7.100th Swift Egg Mash.
Clark of Lynn Grove. Mr. and Mrs.
.50; 3rd. ribbon.
was about to get himself a drink
Mrs. Shannon Ellis had a severe enjoy seeing this pretty
22. Best pen chickens, any breed, hatcher at Murray Hatchery13. Best applique quilt-Ist, $2.00; 2nd, .50; 3rd, ribbon.
new car
Clarence Adams of Pottertown.
Jess accidently ion purpose) upset
attack of asthma Sunday.
50 baby chicks.
16. Best antique quilt-lst, .75; 2nd, .25; 3rd. ribbon.
coming down the road.
Mrs. Bettie Myers of Georgia,
23. Best pullet hatched at Murray Hatchery-One tray custom
17. Best csosheted or knitted bedspread-1st, 11.00; 2nd, .50; 3rd,
After a few days' absence on
Roney Wilson has gone to De- the bilcket of water on the old
hatching. _
.isbon.
who came in October 2 to be at account of rush of farm Work and
negro and he remarked, "It •sho
troit to seek employment.
18. Best handmade rug-lst, $1.00; 2nd, .50; 3rd, ribbon.
V Horses and Mules: Chairman, Milton Walston
the revival meeting and visit with the rains, T. W. Nesbitt is making a
- .
Say, Don Wilson, aren't you was cold."
All horses and mules must be entered by 10:00 a. m. Saturday.
19.. Best reverlet-lst, .75: 2nd. i25; 3rd, ribbon.
See you again.-Sweet Pea.
October 23. The mule and horse show will begin promptly at 1:00 relatives, returned home October sorghum again. Oat Jackson Joe getting too old to be out here
20. • Best handmade basket-lst, .50: and, .25; 3rd, ribbon.
p. m. No animal entered as a team can be reentered in a single 10. She yet enjoys praising the Brandon, and Curt Brandon have clearing
Foods Plyiiion: Chairman, Mrs. Eron Montgomery
brushes
and
--briars
off
of
class or vice-versa. Entries must be halter broken and shown without Lord and in a testimony meeting aorghum cane
21. Bsst plste biscuit fii-Ist .50; 2nci„ .25; 3rd. ribbon.
at the mill.
the roadside?
. 22.... Best. thorn...sweet. yeast.rolls-Ist, _50-, 2nd, .25; 3rd, bb011.- Dam. No stalls will be funaished for horses and mules.
Alfalfa was widely sown in ClinEvangelist.
loYirtig friis mare-andAhdrevrs- • of
lifire-mille colt. Mated- 1937-1st. $3; 2nd, $2; 3rd, $1.
23. -Best nut bread- 1st, .50, 2nd, .25; 3rd, ribbon.
Harvin Adams has bought a fine ton county. with Many
farmers
more.
Mrs.
Myers will be re- Memphis, Tenn., who last week and team of mules.
2. Horse mule cott. foaled 1937-1st. $3; 2nd, $2; 3rd, $1.
24. Best loaf yeast bread-lst, .75; 2nd, .25; 3rd, ribbon.
.
Parvin
and one sowing -their first acreages of this
3. 'Yearling mule-Ist, $3; 2nd. 12; 3rd, $1.
25. Bcst plate corn meal muffins or sticks (61-1s
membered as Miss Bettie Smother. this is assisting the pastor. K.
t, .50; 2nd, 23; 3rd.
of'
G.
the
mules
ran
a
race and the legume.
4. Two year old mule-Ist.• $3; 2nd. $2: 3rd. $1.
man, formerly of this community. .Dunn us revival services here,
is man won by stepping on down
5. Mule 3 years and over (age considered)-lst, $5 collar; 2nd,
26. Bastsplate-essakies-Ist. -.50; 2nd, .25; 3rd,
ribbon.
Mrs. Gilbert Grogan; a former no respecter of persons or sin but the line
27. Best plate candy-1st, .50. 2nd, .25; 3rd, ribbon.
$2: 3rd, $1.
for one mile.
6. Pair of mules i age considered)-lst, $5 collar; 2nd. $2; 3rd, 51. Sunday School teacher here but warm with earnestness and if the
28. Best custard pie (any kincli-lst, .50; 2nd, .25; -3rd,
Read the Classified Column,
Mr. and Mrs. Elan Armstrong
-ribbon.
7. Brood mare without eq10-1st. $3; and. $2; 3rd, $1.
29. Best fruit pie any kind(-lst, .50; 2nd, .25;
3rd,
ribbon.
8. Horse colt foaled in 1937•-1st. $3; 2nd. $2; 3rd. $1.
30. Best sponge cake (angel or yellow not icesii-Ist,
$1.00; 2nd, .50;
3ra. ribbon.
9. Filly colt foaled in 1937-Ist, $3; 2nd, $2, 3rd, $1.10. Team of horses (age considered(-lst, $4: 2nd, $3; 3rd, SI.
31. Best butter cake (white or yellow with ieing)-1st, 51.00;
2nd,
11. Fillies, over 1 year, under 3 years-1st, $3: 2nd. $2: 3rd. $1.
.50; 3rd, ribbon.
12. Stallion, 3 years and under-lst. ribbon; 2nd, ribbon; 3rd, -rib32-Best chocolate, jam or spice cake with icing-1st,
$1.00; 2nd, .50; bon.
d. ribbon.
'
VI Farm Products: Chairman, J. H. Walston
33. Best beuquet cut earden flower -1st. .50: 2nd, .25; 3rd, ribbon.
34. Best pit plant-lid. .50; 2nd, .25; 3rd. ribbon.
Entries close in this division at 10:00 a. m. Friday, October 22. Each
35. Best b.is i 'house-I'd. .50: 2nd, ribbon. 3rd. ribbon.
exhibitor allowed only one entry for any one prize.. All farm
proCaning Division: Chairman, Mrs. H. B. • Batley ducts must be exhibited by the County High and Traininig schools.
36. Best jar of blackberries or dewberries-lst. .50; 2nd,
1. The Fs F. A. chapter or 4-H club winning the most blue ribribbon:
d. ribbon.
bons-Ist, $7; 2nd,, $5 3rd. $2.
37. Best jar peaches-71st. .50; 2nd, ribbon; 3rd, ribbon.
2. The F. F. A. chapter or, 4-H club winning the most ribbons38. Best jar cherries-Ist. .50; 2nd, ribbon; 3rd, ribbon.
1st, $7; 2nd, $5; 3rd. $2.
...- •
39. Best jar app1ees1-1-St. .50; 2nd, ribbon; 3rd. ribbon.
3. The adult farmer winning the most blue ribbons-s-lst, $2.50;
40. Best jar strawberries-Ist .50; 2nd, ribbon; 3rd, -ribbon.
2nd, $1.50.
eil. Best jar pears-lst, .50: 2nd: ribbon; 3rd, ribbon.
4. The adult faimer winning the most ribbons-1st, $2.50; 2nd.
42. Best jar string beans-1st, .50; 2nd, ribbon; 3rd, ribbon.
$1.50.
43. Best jar corn-Ist,. 50; 2nd, ribbon; 3rd, ribbon.
5. Best 10 ears white corn-let, $1; 2nd, .50; 3rd, ribbon. .
44. Best jar greens--lit. .50: 2nd, ribbon; 3rd, ribbon.
6. Best 10 ears sellow corn-1st, $1.; 2nd. .50; 3rd, ribbon.
452 Bests jar tomatoes-let, .50: 2nd, ribbon; 3rd,
7. Best 10 ears Hybrid corn-1st, $1; 2nd. .50; 3rd, ribbon.
46. Best jar tomato juice-Ise .50; second, ribbon; ribbon.
8. Best block timothy hay-1st, $1; 2nd. .50; 3rd, slabbers.
third, ribbon.
47. Best jar soup mixture-1st .50s 2nd..riblion:...3rd,
9.
Best block red top hay-Ist. $1; 2nd. .50; 3rd, ribbon.
Mt WV'jar' beets-10t, ..50; 2nd, ribbon; 3rd, ribbon. ribbon.
.10. Best Meek lespedeza hay-Ist, $1; 2nd. .513; 3rd. ribbon.
49. Best jar cucurhber pickles-lst, .50: 2nd, .25: 3rd, ribbon.
11. Best block cerecia hay-let, $1 • 2nd, .50:, 3rd, ribbon.
50. Best jar sweet peach pickles-1st, .50; 2nd, .25; 3rd, ribbon.
12. Best block cowpea hay-lst. $1;'2nd. .50; 3rd, ribbon.
51. Best jar mixed relish-1st, .50; 2nd, .25; 3rd. ribbon.
. -Best block soy bean hay-lst, $1; 2nd. .50; 3rd, ribbon.
52. Best display jelly (3 kinds required)-1st, .75; 2nd,
s
14. Best dozen Irish poatoes--lst, $1; 2nd, .50; 3rd, ribbon.
.25.; 3rd,
ribbon.
15. Pest dozen sweet potatoes-1st, $1; 2nd, .50; 3rd. ribbon.
.0 53. Best-di.,play Preserves ,3 kinds required)-1st, .75; 2nd,
16.. Best four stalks of cotton-lst, $1; 2nd, .50; 3rd. ribbon.
.25; 3rd,
ribbon.
17. Best four stalks corn-lst. $1; 2nd, .50; 3rd, ribbon.
4-11I Club Department
18. Best four stalks sorghum-1st. $1; 2nd, .50: 3rd, ribbon.
54. Best' display of Unit I clothing project, consisting
19. Best quart wheat-lst. .50. 2nd, 25; 3rd, ribbon.
headband. dress and record book-lst, .75; 2nd, .50; 3rd, .25. of apron.
20. Best quart oats-lst, .50; 2nd, .25; 3rd, ribbon.
55. Best display of Unit II clothing project, consisting of school
21. Best quart barley-let, .50; 2nd. .25; 3rd. ribbon.
cristume and record book-lat. .75; 2nd, .50: 3rd, .25.
22. Best quart soy beans-1st. .50; 2nd. .25: 3rd, ribbon.
56. Best display of Unit III clothing project, consisting of dress,
23. Best quart cow peas-lst, .50; 2nd. .25; 3rd, ribbon.
record book-Ist. .75; 2nd, .50; 3rd, .25.
24. Best quart peanuts-1st. .50: 2nd. .25: 3rd, ribbon.
57. Best display of Unit I canning project, consisting of 2 quarts
25. Best six ears pop Corn-lst, .50; 2nd, .25; 3rd, ribbon.
fruit, 1 quart of tomatoes, 1 quart tomato juice and record book-lst,
26. Best six heads broom corn-lst, .50; 2nd, .25; 3rd. ribbon.
.75: 2nd. .50s 3rd. .25.
27. Best half dozen turnips-1st, .50; 2nd. .25; 3rd. ribbon.
58. Best display of unit II canning project consisting of 2 quarts
28. Best half-dozen beets-Ist. .50: 2nd„ .25: 3rd, ribbon.
fruit. 2 quarts vegetables. 1 quart tomatoes and record book-lst, .75:
29. Best half dosen carrots-Ist. .50; 2nd, .2.5; 3rd. ribbon.
2r.cS .50:_3rd. .25.
30. Best half dozen egg plant-lst, .50; 2nd, .25; 3rd. ribbon.
31. Best half dozen yellow onions-lst, .50; 2nd. .25; 3rd. ribbon.
•
32. Best half dozen white onions-lst, .50; 2nd. .25; 3rd. ribbon.
33. Best half dozen sweet peppers-lst, .50; 2nd, .25; 3rd. ribbon.
34. Best string hot pepper-1st, .50; 2nd. .25; 3rd, ribbon. •
35. Best half dozen tomatoes--st, .50; 2nd, .25; 3rd, ribbon.
.38 Best half dozen parsnips-lst, .50; 2nd, .25: 3rd, ribbon.
38
37.. a
BeB itt quart lima beans-lst, .50; 2nd, .25; 3rd. ribbon.
quart red tobacco beans-1st. .50; 2nd, .25; 3rdsribbona
30. Best quart white tobacco beang-lat, .50: 2nd.
.25; 3rd, ribbon.'
4e. Best quart comb honey-1st 50: 2nd, .25; 3rd. ribbon.
41. Best pint molasses-lst. .50: -2nd. .25; 3rd, ribbon.
42. Best peanut plant without fruit-lst, .50; 2nd, .25; 3rd, ribbon.
NUTS
•
43. Best pint chestnuts-1st. .50; 2nd. .25,• 3rd, ribbon.
44..
45 Be
la pint hazelnuts-tat. .58; 2nd. .25; 3rd. ribbon.
quart of large hickory nuts-1st, .50; 2nd, .25; 3rd, ribbon.
ribbron
.. But - Quart -shell-13"
hickory.-FRUIT
A. Clothing and Furnishings
47 Best dozen .winesap apples-1st. .50; 2nd, .25; 3rd, ribbon.
48. Best dozen delicious apple5-1st, .50; 2nd. .25: 3rds ribbon.
B. Foods
49. Best dozen Grimes Golden apples-1st. .50; 2nd, .25; 3rd,
ribbon. .
•
50. Best dozen-1m.y other variety-1st, .50; 2nd, .25; 3rd. ribbon. C. Canning
51. Best display of apples (12 of each variety) shown separate
from above entries-Ist, $3; 2nd. $2: 3rd, ribbon.
D. 4-H Club
52. Best half-dozen pears-lst, .50; 2nd. .25; 3rd. ribbon,
Chairman. Lee Crass
Each exhibitor will furnish own pen. Hogs most be entered by
10:00 a. m. Saturday, October 23, and will be judged immediately following.
Duroe Jersey
Best boar (8 months_and over(-lot, $2; 2nd. $1; 3rd. ribbon.
Best boar pig (under 1 year).-Ist, $2; 2nd, $1: 3rd, ribbon.
Best sow 11 year and over(-1st, $2; 2nd. $1; 3rd, ribbon.
•
Best sow pig (under iliyear)-1st. $2; 2nd. $1; 3rd, ribbon.
Poland China
Best boar s8 months and overl-Ist, $2; 2nd, $1: 3rd. ribbon.
Best boarr pig under 1 y.ea*ri- 1st, $2; 2nd. $1; 3rd. ribbon.
Best sow (1 year and over(-Ist. $2: 2nd.. $1; 3rd, ribbon_
Best sow pig l'under I year)-Ist. $2; 2nd. $1; 3rd, Itdhows --Cheeter White or 0. 1. C. t,
Best boar 1 year and over)-lsts $2; 2nd. $1; 3rd, ribbon.
Best boar pig (tinder I year'-lst. $2; 2ndssel: 3rd. ribbon.
Best 'sow el year and under I- 1st. $2; 2nd,, $1.; 3rd, ribbon.
Best sow ptraunder I year --lit. $2; 2nd. 11; 3rd, fibbon.
Best sow and pigs any breed-let, $4. .
4^
VIII Tobacco: - Citairtuan. Fred James. brionsored by
•
the Tobacco Board of Trade
No grower will be permitted to enter more than tine sample: ss-A
sample shall consist of nine bundles with 6 leaves to the bundle. All
entries must be in by 10:00 3. merriday and will be received Thursday and Friday until 10:00 a. m. at the E. M. learmer and Company
Tobacco Factory. All samples entered are to be retained by the Murray
Tobacco Board of Trade to be used for'sadvertfsing Calloway county
tobacco.
Spinner type-1st, $5. 2nd. 53; 3rd. $2.
Wrapper type-1st, $5: 2nd. $3; 3rd, St
Snuff type-Ist. $5: 2nd. $3, 3rd. $2. .
•
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Plan To Attend!
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IT'S GREAT ...
It Makes You

FLOAT ON AIR

Sweet 1V1ilk
Butter

•
•

Buttermilk
Cream

s,,

Glasses Fitted

Sunshine Vitamin Pasteurized Products

Murray Milk Products Co.
Telephone 191

, •

1..1sISES or

EXPERT WATCH and
--JEWLERY REPAIRING
Work done at reasonable
prices. EstimateR given on
-work mailed to us.'

3-k4

All work guaranteed

H. B. BAILEY
Murray

SEE COMPLETE PRIZE LIST IN THIS
WEEK'S ISSUE OF THE
LEDGER & TIMES
•

ENTER YOUR
PRODUCTS NOW

Interesting--Educational--Entertaining

FRAMES
Duplicated

Contests
Cattle
Poultry
Horses and Mules
Farm Products - Hogs
Tobacco
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Locust Grove News

Mr. and. Mrs. Will Norsweethy
White and little son. James Earl.
and family.
ham. John A. Sheckles, and Buna
i and Mrs. Lillie Haneline were
Mrs.
Reba
Alexand
er'
Is
sufferin
g
As I didn't write last week I
Fielder.
Sue
per guests a Mrs... Etna H.aneline
'
Wish new to express my regrets at Quip a tut from st,ck,vg a rusty
A/eta-Weil Jewell.
Everyone seem-a- to feel re- - - Sixth grades
'Monday and the day was spent
nail
her
in
Hub
foot.
Bailey,
Murray
jeweler.
the Ices of our past editor. We
Eighth grade: Edward Thomas.
. We are noW beginning on our in -sewing.
lieved as the rains ceased long
came
by
here
and
picked
Mrs, Rtik Venable has been
me up
appreciate your promptness and
.During softball season we playWith students enrolled from 117
Le.,, Chambers was out early enough for us ;o go to Murray
into his double-spring auto and fourteenth week of school. The
patience with your correspqndents. on the sick list this week.
ed eight games, five of which we of the 120 counties In Kentuck
attendance for last month was ex.- Monday- morning preparing
Saturday.
y,
thence
.to
his
Coldwat
er,
our
Howard Tidwell left for Detroit
old
And hope for you success in whatlust. We hope we will have bet- and from 43 of the 48 states,
reghome town where we were horn cellent for such a busy time .and ground for his wheat crop.
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Stubblefield
Saturday to seek employment.
ever field you may undertake.
basketbal
playing
success
l.
ter
istration for the fall _tern) of the
so much whooping cough in school.
The attendance at Salem Senday and Charles and Ruth were SunMr. and Mrs. Glen Venable have one cold frosty morning. srm 30
"tti the new editotowe extend a
Even though we are losers we 1937-38 school year reached
We attended the fair at Almo School last Sunday was very
an
good. day dinner guests of Mr. aAd don't become discouraged.
hearty welcome. st enjoy the cor- rented the Will Ryan place and years older than Hub ) Then we October
all-tinle high at the University of
-1-4. Everyone reiktrted -a
Little Miss Bronzie Nell Tidwell Mrs. Quint Wilson,
explored the construction of the
reeponding and hope that It 17111y will farm there next year.
planning
We are
to have a pie Kentucky Lexington, when 3,525
nice time. The winners from this has"fivenew dress for school.
Mrs. Vennia Swift .remains un- broad. 51-ft. new highway bridge
Miss Nedra AlexanCer spent the supper on October 30.
be continued if it be the new edimatriculated for courses.
across the west fork of Clark's school in the various contests are "I wish I was a little girl,
improve
week
d.
end
tor's desire.—Eidtor's Note:
with Attie Stubblefield. . Over half of the 46 students enWe
Whisi siosses
as follows: Eighth grade spelling. And had some pretty curls;
M./lidaY•
river
.where
water
runs
Mr.
as
and
Mr.
clear
Mrs.
and
deeply appreciate your assistance
Bryon. Neale and
Mrs.- Ray Houston were rolled have attended school every Septe mber 27. on
Hughes Culver second place; race I would whiz and I'd whirl
Mereused enfollSunday dinner guests of Mr. and day for the first three months. We
in gathering news and it is our son. Bob. who left for Detroit last as a crystal.
for torts under 12. Nell Jr. Ram- And I'd play
ment was noted in 61 of the 177
Mrs.. Oury Hurt.
, wish that you continue 'with your week are now visiting in the home
hope it wilt be possible for each counties represented, and
Mr. and Mrs. sey. second; girls' relay, Brooks To think I had a new dress
the total
Of Mr. and Mrs. R. Gay at .1820
column.
Several ` from Cherry attended of these to continue until the close of 2,525 students registered surC. A. Morgan Chapel first; bicycle race for boys To wear to school each day."
No deaths no weddings, and not Mulky, Ave.. Dearborn-Mich. .
.
the pig supper at Concord Sat- of school.
and Rachel. Mr. over 12. Tommie Harris, second:
passed the 1936 reeord attendance
—Old Maid
Mr. and Mrs. Comus Alexander
much illness makes news scarce
urday Pight.
and Mrs. Con- broad jump under 12. Junior Culof 3.456 by 69..
and children.
Gracie eV Ray.
in this neighborhood.
The
Rev. J. H. Thurman. of
nie Mills and ver, first: broad jump over 12.
Among those enrolled from Cal
•
Mrs. Lucy Hubbs and Mrs. Milly spent Saturday night with %tr. and
Murray, filled his regular appontRichard. Mr. Contrell Jones:: second; high jump
loway county are: Robert Harvey
Jackson spent Tuesday night woh Mrs. Willis Short.
ment at Cherry Sunday.
and Mrs. Ver- over 12, Contrell Jones, second. Our
Ellis, son of Duncan Ellis, Hazel:
Mr. and Mrs. James Usurey an
Earl McKinney is visiting his
non Nanny. Mr. softball tournament which
Charles Holt- Farris, son of Albert
Arlis Byats finished cutting his
was
son. Pat. and Mrs. Mary Usurey
sister, Mrs. Bill Gowens, of Louisand Mrs. Gar- rained out is to be played at a tobacco last week. Farris,
Murray; Carmon
Max
Fiddlers' Contest Oct. U
were visitors in Murray last Satnett
Adams. later date.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jackson. ville.
There is to be a fiddlers' contest Parks, son of G. R. Parks, Murray:
urday.
George Shelton is preparing for here Saturda
Mrs.
The honor roll for the third Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Paschall and
Ida
Marion
Ruth
M.
RiChmund, daughter
y night, October 23.
--Visiting'
Mr. and Mrs. Enos Nan. Cochran
and month is as follows: first grade. little daughter. Jane Miller. were a dry summer by digging his cis- We invite every one to come and of Dr. J. H. Richmond. Murray;
ney Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. "Eagle". and
tern
Mrs. Esther Smith of Joe Dean Culver, Norma Jeon in
larger
and
deeper.
town, shopping
enjoy the music. We insist that Kelley G. Rogers. -son of M. A.
Wednesday
Comus Alexander and son. Ray. Coldwater congrega
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Houston were all musician
tion, attended Jones, Nettie Lui Culver; second afternoon.
s come and enter as Rogers, Murray; H. C. Scherffius,
Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Young
and the revival
Sunday
meeting at -Murray grade: Howard Culver. Harold -Culguests of Mrs. Doh Cau- contestants.
Odie Morris is through digging
All prizes will be son of B. F. Scherffius, MurraY;
daughter Jo Ann. Mr. and Mrs. Church of Christ
Cum.
last week..
ver; fourth grade. Lottie Sue Bed- potatoes for this year.
cash. There will be contests for Vernon Luter Trevathan son of
Willis Short and daughter. Lynda
I can remember when the Mur- well; sixth grade, Wilma
"Uncle Lack', Stubblefield is on fiddle,
I don't guess we will have any
Culver,
banjo, :guitar, harmonica. W. E. Trevathan. Murray; and
'Faye. Miss Gracie Alexander, and ray churche
s tiack loud-sounding Julia Ramsey.
Conrad. Clough Venable, son of
brush &rooms in this community the sick list.
'vocal quartet, and dancing.
Barney Herndon.
brass and silver bells, he_ notify
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Wilkerson
We are:rlannin_g to_have a crhont ne,xt spring as Batley Grums- has
G. T. Venable, Murray.
- Mr. and-Mrs. Cecil Wilkins spent everybody So
Sports
•
-'
come to church im- program in the near future.
cleared the woods of all dogwood spent the week end across the
last week end with Mr. and Mrs. mediately!
Boys' basketball season opened
river with their daughter, Mrs. Lois
The Christian church
timber.
It is thought that one field of
Charlie Carson.
Tuesday. October 12. There are
t before the split) bell could be
Bailey.
-Wise
Owl".
The Oak Grove school children
Mr. and Mrs. Comus Alexander heard 3 miles,
15 boys coming out for practice, bybrid corn in Metcalfe county will
but alas I cannot
are still - enjoying riding the bus
and family were in Hardin Tues- play it any
We hope to have a very successful produce 100 bushels to the acre.
more.
to Puryear school.
day.
year.
I can recollect when Coldwater
After the recent rain the weather
a
I guess "Old Maid" is about up
Bath county farmers are sOwintif
M. E. Church had a bell on the has been very cool. Everyone is with her
Grade Newt.
work as she wrote more
outside and a C. C. Bell on the busy gathering green tosnatJes this week
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
Miss Hodges', fourth, fifth, and vetch for the first time,'to use as
than usual.—
-^ sixth grades are fixing Halloween a cover and green manure crop.
inside who was a regular-born ora- and butter beans before frost gets
Yes, I am afraid the frost will
Honor roll for third month of decorations. They are also studytor. His eloquence was very en- them,
Sunday, October 17, 1937
soon get the flowers Pop Eye. As
school is as follows;
ipg for tests as this is the second
tertaining. He was posessed- with- Tobacco iS all .cutoaround here- you- sails along
_
the-sea
shore''Will
-Otir peop& are again- reminded a deep,
cheells
month' of school and their examrich voice and did not and most all the weed cured you get me some
First
grade:
Robert
Barrow.
Tex
pretty flowers
that the morning worti service speak
COLDS
ination week.
hurriedly like pouring stock up with a very good color and: for me to sip
Douglas.
Loretta
Eldridge
,
Norma
honey from?
and
begins a 10:50 e'clock instead of peas
The seventh and eighth grade
on a dry hide.
body. The farmers of this cornWe are sorry we didn't have Jean Jewell, Mary Kathryn ParFEVER
11 o'clock. All .are urged to be
boys
Did Japan declare war on China? munity are thinking the tobacco Golden
went
McCuist
to
on
Wednesker.
and
James
Harrod
Herndon.
Lock with us last week.
first day
present
on
time, so that the Oh. mil—just a
day, October 6. for 'a softball
case of assault buyers will be pleased when they
Second grade: Melba Sheckles.
—Humming Bird
solemnity of the service may not and
Salve. Nose Drops Headache, 30
game.
Concord
battery.
was
defeated
Like Mussolini Of enter their ,barns.
by
and Maxine Elkins.
Liquid, Tablets,
be broken into.
Minutes
Italy—a war of conquest and
a score of 5-2 in a well played
Mrs. Andie-Tiderell, Mrs: Gracie
It Pays to Read the Claasifieds
The pastor will preach at both highway
Try "Rub-My-Tism"—World's Best
Fourth grade: Robert Cunning- game
robbery
on innocent,
Liniment
the morning and evening hours, in poor
Ethiopia. Those two bandits,
the morning on. "The Heritage of
lown-down, ungodly :brti
--enct--at-the--uesti
aC,./
iicrlie in hell 10 minutes 'till they
r41
724 coJ.I
on the Sixth Canenandinent. This will
say. "Gracious snakes alive.
series of sermons on the Ten Corn-' where
am V..
os.
mandments has been helpful to
I'm "again" cigarettes, whiskey
.
-some.
and war! They have caused mil•
The Churth-school. meeting at lions
of u.ntienely deaths and have
30 each Sunday morning, is caused
women _and innocent, orsnowing a remarkable growth and phan
children to weep and mourn:
we expect to 'have that 100 new
Are you ready for the judgmen
t
members within two more weeks_ day?
Mr. C. A. Hale will give you the
It seems ,to me there are too
glad hand. No one is ever too
many gas-filling stations, and yet.
old or too wise to attend the
if I had a big amount of money
Church-school of his church.
in my overall's pocket I
might
Our children and young people set
up a -Lowell Thomas Bide
meet at 6:45 each Sunday evening
Sonoco station" and get rich a.
and these, meetings afford them
AUTHORITIES agree that it
quick es a cat could wink her eye.
fine
opportun
ities
for
religious
de- At present. I'm smack-dab
takes around 12 bushels of
qut.._ As
velopment. You will do well Sr.
Mr. , McCawber would saY, "I'm
c°r° fed stra'ght to make 100
see that your children are preslooking for something to tuns up!"
lbs of pork But many feedlot
ens
I
records around here show that
—"E.agle"
The fourth quarterly conference
it takes only sea bushels of corn
I will meet on Thursday evening.
when fed with Pig and Hog
tNovember.4. and it is the tiope of
Chow to make 100 pounds of
_bbe board of stewards that we may
pork Stop in and let us tel
make a full report at that time
' you more about getting more
Some who have waited till the end
Our Guaranteed
pork out of your corn!
Mrs. Hayden Walston and chilof the year to make their payments
Weath
dren
er Stripping
and Miss Beauiah Fergerson
to the support of the Church are
urged to turn in their contribu- spent .Sunday with Mrs. Stafford
keeps dirt and dust out ... Saves
tions at once. so 'that we may Curd. '
Cleaning Bills . . 'Keeps Heat
Mr. and Mrs. Erret :Caldwell.
In and Saves Fuel ... Still Time
know where we are financially.
to Fix Your Home Before WinMrs. CaldvseIrs mother and father.
. We have made an effort this
year
ter.
-to pay as we-go" and the results of Tennessee. were Saturday guests
LET US GIVE YOU AN
of Mrs. Rhoda Caldwell:
have been very satisfactory. .
ESTIMATE
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Eggman
All the people of Murray should
be present at our houses of wor- and children of St. Louis. Mo..,were
ship .these lovely autumn Sun- Sunday .guests of Mr. and Mrs
days, as an expression Of* the Will Eggman.
Mrs. Clinton Edwards and Mr
bounty
and
goodness __of the
and Mrs. Lyman Coursey were in
Heavenly Father.
We welcome to our services the Murray Monday.
Horace Clyde Smith is spendstudents of the college
ing a few weeks in Paducah.
J. Mack Jenkins. Pastor
Mrs. Fannie Johnson was called
Se....the bedside -her—fottier
Murray Who is seriously ill.
Mrs.
Hayden
Walston.
.
Merle Andrus and Mrs. Staffs:
Curd attended a Woodmen meeting at Hardin Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Kelley. of
Benton. were Sunday visitors of
--rgOALY*7414/4.
Mr. and Mrs_ Curtis Cspel.and children spent Sunday o
Mr. and Mrs 'Paul Darnell
Benton.

Brooks Chapel school
News

Stella Gossip

Cherry News

t
Puryear Route 3

(.4001
, ‘

U. of -K. Enrolls
8 From Calloway

New Concord
School

High

North Lynn Grove

Pleasant Valley
School News

Dexter News

1

Economy Feed Store
Murray
C. W. Curd
Hazel

The -Best
Building
Service is

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but .nearly
everybody reads it!

-tSRINDSTONE
SCOOL
HONOR ROLL

Reduced night telephone rates
in effect alf.ii'dy-Sunday
on both station-to-station
and person-to-person calls

a

COMPLETE SERVICE!

The -Gritidstone sci7sol
roll for the third month ôf.acho.o
is. as follows
.
first grade: Bobbie Jean Thompson. Alice Fielder
Second grade: J. C. Hale. '.
dean Hutchens, Jylia Rowlett.
-Fourth grade: Elva Huey, GP
neva TuckW--Sixth grade: Jay Baucurn
Eighth grade: Thomas His:
Effie Alice Ferguson, Irene,Fir
s

Whether'you're building, remodeling, or "Fixing up
for winter," there* este* ecenomy in complete service.

Read the Classified Column.

Still Coughing?
No matter how many medicines
you have tried for your cough, chest
Cold, or bronchial irritation, you can
get relief now with Creomulslon
Beriou.s trouble may be brewing and
you cannot afford to take a chance
With any remedy less potent' than
Creomulsion, which goes right to
the seat of the trouble and aids nature to soothe and heal the inflamed
'.,J,,ucous metrbmneg and to loosen
- and expel the germ-laden phlegm
Even if other remedies hate failed
dotft be discouraged, try CrItmulMon. Your druggtet Is authorized to
rufprid your money if you are re •
thoroughly satisfled'veth the benefits obtained from the -very -fire
bottle. Creomulsion Ls one word—n'.
TELEGRAPH CO* .I two,
and It has, no hyphen in iAsk for It plainly, ace that the narrs
on the bottle is Cromulsion, and oo
you'll get•the gehudle product and IV,
`•=••••••••••• the relief you Want. (Adv.)
U
..

Person-to-person telephone
rates- to most points also
reduced after 7 o'clock
every night of thie,week
—
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND

••

•

IIIIICORPORATED

You get what you want when you select
from
our stocks ... and
. that's an important point to considet.
No makeshift supplies need be used, . . our complete

..„. You save timooend trouble in planning. Our suq„,
,
--is prepared totailtvise you about all phases of building.
from flashing for )our new roof to a new cellar drain.
We are able -to furnish your home completely through
the services of the Johns-Manville Housing Guild. The
experience of the( alloway County Lumber Co. in every
phase of building is your assurance of a satisfactory
Job.'

wiwgertme br
every kind of building. That means a better, more dependable Job in every case. The less waste in construction, if all materials are purchased at one time, You
eliminate the cost of left-overs . . . Complete planning
makes it possible to utilise every cent's worth of the
material you buy.

Estimates are complete, too, when you consult us.
there are no unexpected, expensive extras to consider
when sour plans are carried out by one reliable experierved

And there's another reason for extra economy. Our
overhead is less, because the cost of doing business is
spread over the large volume we handle. You'll save
on every purchase.

ROCK WOOL
INSULATION
Originally a luxury, it is now
a necessity, for it pays BIG
DIVIDENDS in fuel saving,
---7 tirt in winter, and
keeps dUt old Sol in the stmmertime ... Yes, we can install
it right away. Let us quote
you!
HEltDQUARTERS
FOR HOME
IMPROVEMENTS

FREE- - The 101.Ideas Book ....
CAL phone or write for your.free copy—no obligation whatever. It shows 101 different ways ter modernize 'yolir home economically and get the most in comfort and convenience.

Calloway County Lumber Co.
Thcorporated

MURRAY, Xi.

Your Job .. Large or Small,
Financed on

gyon
nien
thly
t,
EASY
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